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FOREWORD
Development of nuclear fusion as a practical energy source could provide
great benefits for all mankind. This fact has been widely recognized and
fusion research has enjoyed a level of international co-operation unusual in
other scientific areas. From its inception, the International Atomic Energy
Agency has actively promoted the international exchange of fusion information.
In this context, the IAEA responded h 1986 to calls for expansion of
international co-operation in fusion energy development expressed at summit
meetings of governmental leaders. At the invitation of the Director General
there was a series of meetings in Vienna during 1987, at which representatives
of the world's four major fusion programmes developed a detailed proposal for
a joint venture called International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
Conceptual Design Activities. The Director General then invited each
interested party to co-operate in ITER activities in accordance with the Terms
of Reference that had been worked out. All four Parties accepted this
invitation.
ITER Conceptual Design Activities, under the auspices of the IAEA, began
in April 1988 and are scheduled to be completed in December 1990. The plan
includes two phases, the Definition Phase and the Design Phase. In 1988 the
first phase produced a concept with a consistent set of technical characteristics
and preliminary plans for co-ordinated R&D in support of ITER. The Design
Phase is producing a conceptual design, a cost estimate and a description of
site requirements. All information produced within the Conceptual Design
Activities is being made available for all ITER Parties to use either in their
own national programme or as part of a larger international collaboration.
As part of its support of ITER Activities, the IAEA is pleased to publish
the documents that summarize the results of the Conceptual Design Activities.

PREFACE
This interim report describes the results of the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) Conceptual Design Activities
(CDA) after the first year of design following the selection of the ITER
concept in the autumn of 1988. The ITER CDA involve the participation of
the European Communities, Japan, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
and the United States of America.
The concept definition of ITER resulted from the Definition Phase of the
CDA, conducted from May through September 1988. The results of that effort
were described in a two-volume report.1 The Design Phase of the CDA has
been underway since October 1988, using the concept definition as the basis
for conceptual design. The CDA will be completed at the end of 1990, at
which time the conceptual design final report will be issued. That report will
contain the conceptual design of ITER and describe all the work conducted,
including the co-ordinated research and development as well as the design.

'INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY, ITER Concept Definition,
Vote 1 and 2, ITER Documentation Series, No. 3, IAEA, Vienna (1989).
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I. INTRODUCTION
The history of the ITER Activities began in 1987 when, in response to
the summit initiatives, the Director General of the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) invited participants from the European Community, Japan, the
United States and Soviet Union to Vienna to discuss enhanced international
collaboration in fusion research. A guiding document, called the "Terms of
Reference", was issued and constitutes the basis for the present activities. Work
began after the four Parties accepted the invitation of the Director General to
participate under the auspices of the IAEA in accordance with the Terms of
Reference.
The Terms of Reference call for an integrated international design
activity which shall:
(1) define a set of technical characteristics of an
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
(ITER) and subsequently to carry out the design work
necessary to establish its conceptual design;
(2) define future research and development needs and draw up cost,
manpower and schedule estimates for the realization of such a device;
(3) define the site requirements for ITER and perform a safety and
environmental analysis;
(4) carry out in a coordinated manner specific
validating research and development work supportive of the design
activities.
The activities have two phases; a definition phase performed during the
period from May to October 1988, and the present design phase which will be
completed in December 1990. During the definition phase, a set of ITER
technical characteristics was developed and reported in the document "ITER
Concept Definition". The report also contained a plan, in support of ITER, for
R&D activities which are now in progress. A final report will be submitted at the
end of 1990.
The conceptual design activities are directed and managed by (1) the
ITER Council (IC), which directs the activities and supervises their execution,
and (2) the ITER Management Committee (IMC), which manages the activities.
An ITER Scientific and Technical Advisory Committee (ISTAC) advises the IC
on scientific and technical matters.
The ITER activities, in accordance with the overall design schedule,
result in the joint work of about 40 to 60 professionals at a technical site at the
Max Planck Institute for Plasma Physics in Garching, West Germany, for a
period of several months each year. In order to assess the state-of-the-art in
specific areas of physics and technology relevant to ITER, specialists' meetings
1

are held during the period of the joint work sessions in Garching. Also, shortterm visits by experts contribute to these ITER activities. Finally, considerable
design and analysis support is provided by staff at the participants' home sites;
these efforts will involve about 80 to 100 man years each during the three year
period of the ITER Conceptual Design Activities. Communication with home
support teams is performed by electronic mail and other computer links.
The Design Team is organized in a matrix form made up of Project
Units, which coordinate the design activities, and Design units, which conduct
detailed design. This organization reports to the IMC, which has overall executive
responsibility.
This interim report summarizes work progress in the ITER program as
of October 20, 1989. The report is divided into eight sections. Those wishing to
read a brief summary of ITER history, program objectives, technical approach,
and status are referred to Chapter II, "Executive Summary". An overall
description of ITER is given in Chapter III, "The ITER Device and Facility"; this
contains an overview and descriptions of machine layout and maintenance,
components design, auxiliary systems, balance of plant, safety and environmental
analysis and site requirements. Chapter IV summarizes the "Operation and
Research Programme", which includes planned physics and engineering tests and
possible modes of operation and levels of machine performance. The scientific
and engineering basis for ITER is discussed in Chapter V, "ITER Physics and
Engineering Basis"; requirements for further validating R & D are also given
here. The "Preliminary Cost and Schedule" are given in Section VI. Key
parameters are presented in Section VII. In Chapter VIII, "ITER Reactor
Relevance", preliminary results are presented indicating the potential of the
ITER concept as the basis for a fusion power reactor.

H. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
11.1. INTRODUCTION
The central purpose of the International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor (ITER) is to develop an experimental fusion reactor through the united
efforts of many technologically advanced countries. With its origins in summit
level discussions, ITER is now proceeding under the auspices of the International
Atomic Energy Agency according to the terms of a quadripartite agreement
reached between the European Community, Japan, the United States and the
Soviet Union. The European Community provides the site for joint technical
work sessions at the Max Planck Institute of Plasma Physics in Garching, West
Germany. ITER is completing the second year of a three-year conceptual design.
The "Terms of Reference" for the ITER agreement call for the
programme to demonstrate the scientific arid technological feasibility of fusion
power. This means that ITER will demonstrate plasma ignition and extended
burn, with steady-state operation as an ultimate goal. In so doing, it will provide
the physics data base needed for a demonstration tokamak power reactor,
demonstrate many of the reactor technologies needed for fusion power, and act
as a test bed for high heat flux and nuclear components.
The present "Conceptual Design Phase" of ITER extends until the end
of 1990. The objectives of this phase are to develop the design of ITER, to
perform a safety and environmental analysis, to develop site requirements, to
define the future research and development needs, and to estimate cost,
manpower, and schedule for construction and operation. Global expenditures on
ITER in the present will be the equivalent of about 200 million dollars for design
and ITER-related R&D.
Progress has been good. As delineated below, a conceptual design has
been developed which meets the technical objectives described above.

II.2. CONCEPT DESCRIPTION
ITER is based upon the tokamak concept, first developed in the Soviet
Union and since brought to a high level of development in all the major fusion
programmes of the world. The design rests upon a large body of studies
conducted over the past two years by the ITER physics, engineering, and systems
analysis groups. The design is "robust" in the sense that it is based upon a
reasonably conservative assessment of our present knowledge of plasma physics
and because it allows for appreciable operational and experimental flexibility. In
this regard, the topological layout of the basic machine was significantly
influenced by the objective to achieve a flexible design capable of accommodating
changes in the data base or, to the extent forseeable, advanced new features.

Although the final design is the result of many complex technical
compromises and adjustments, many of the main machine characteristics and
parameters are rather easily traced to the technical objectives of the programme.
The goal of achieving extended burn (ultimately steady-state) dictates the use of
superconducting coil systems. The requirement for ignition sets the plasma
current. The design targets for the first wall fluxes and fluence both dictate
approximately the same minimum shield thickness in the device. When these are
combined with considerations of plasma stability, impurity control, and current
drive, the general features and approximate size of the reactor are determined.
Nevertheless, within the freedom allowed by the objectives, the design philosophy
has been to control size and minimize cost.

TABLE I I I ITER PARAMETERS AND PERFORMANCE
Nominal fusion power, (GW)
Operating characteristics:
Pulse length, (s)

l

Energy multiplication, (0)

>200 to
continuous
>5 to infinity

Plasma major radius, (m)
Plasma half-width, mid-plane, (m)
Nominal maximum plasma current, (MA)
Toroidal field, on-axis, (T)
Toroidal coil, outer radius, (m)

6.0
2.15
22
4.85
11.5

The overall layout of ITER and its parameters are given in Figure II-1.
and Table II-l. The nominal fusion power generated in the reactor is
approximately one gigawatt. The exact amount of fusion power produced will
depend on the particular mode of operation, as described later in this summary.
A non-circular cross-section plasma with an elongation of approximately two is
employed. Helium ash exhaust and impurity control are accomplished through
the use of a "double-null" divertor. The required super-conducting poloidal field
coil system is located outside of the toroidal coils in order to facilitate assembly
and maintenance.
Breeding blankets, located just inside the vacuum vessel, are expected to
supply most of the required tritium fuel. In addition, access is provided to insert
and remove large modules intended to test advanced schemes for tritium
breeding and power conversion. The arrangement and ordering of components
and maintenance access ports have been chosen to allow the replacement or
repair of plasma-facing components and of the tritium breeding and shielding
system without the need to disassemble the tokamak.

FIG. n-1. Elevation view of ITER
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FIG. II-2. Candidate reactor hall layout for ITER

The nominal plasma current of ITER is 22 megamperes. The machine
is capable of achieving this current for at least 200 seconds utilizing inductive
drive alone. This is accomplished with a poloidal field coil system capable of
delivering about 325 volt-seconds. The toroidal field on axis is 4.85 T and the
safety factor, q«j., on the 95% flux surface is 3.0. The major radius of the plasma
is 6.0 meters ana the minor radius is 2.15 meters. This is a slightly larger major
radius and smaller minor radius (slightly higher aspect ratio) than was considered
in the first year of design. Slight size and shape changes were made to
accommodate more volt-seconds, provide more room for a divertor, and provide
thicker shielding. The outer dimensions of the reactor did not change.
Heating of the plasma and non-inductive current drive of the plasma
current: are achieved with a multi-function heating and current drive system. The
first option for this system is based on 1.3 MeV negative-ion neutral beams
working in conjunction with lower hybrid and electron cyclotron wave sources.
This system will be used to study very long pulses and steady-state discharges.
The overall layout of the machine and of its auxiliaries is shown in
Figure II-2. Three neutral beam injectors, the maintenance access modules and
the test stations are indicated. Primary access to the reactor internals is through
large vertical and horizontal ports.
As a fusion reactor, ITER will have many safety advantages. Safety
considerations are an integral part of the design activities and safety will be
assured by the use of natural processes and passive components wherever
possible.
Site requirements for ITER have been under study and are generally
known. Minimum electric grid capability, potential for on-site cooling, site size
and geological characteristics, and transport access are examples of the
considerations involved. It appears that all of the Parties have sites which meet
ITER requirements.
A more complete description of design logic, component function, safety
and site requirements is given in Chapter in.

H.3. OPERATION AND RESEARCH PROGRAMME
The ITER programme has three major research objectives. The first
objective is to demonstrate controlled ignition and extended burn in a deuteriumtritium plasma with steady-state operation as the ultimate goal. The second
objective is to demonstrate technologies essential for a reactor in an integrated
system. Success in ITER operation in itself marks a major milestone in the
development of fusion energy because all of the major components of a reactor
will have been successfully operated as an integrated reactor system. The third
goal of TIER is to perform integrated testing of the high heat flux and nuclear
components required in the practical utilization of fusion power.
ITER operation will be conducted in two phases: a Physics Phase and a
Technology Phase. The first phase will emphasize physics experiments and the

second will focus primarily on technology testing. However, there will be
considerable overlap between the two phases and common use of the same basic
FTER hardware.
The Physics Phase will take about six years to complete. The first two
years will concentrate on commissioning of the tokamak device and auxiliary
systems, and will involve studies first with H (hydrogen) plasmas, and then
experiments using D (deuterium) and D- He (deuterium-helium-?) plasmas.
Following this zero/low-activation phase, experiments with D-T (deuteriumtritium) plasmas will begin, first with inductive current drive, and later with noninductive current drive. The total number of pulses during the Physics Phase will
be approximately 15,000. The total first-wall fluence will be « 0.05 MWa/m.
The initial focus of the D-T experiments will be to achieve ignition.
Subsequent goals will be to obtain first prolonged burn and then steady-state
operation with full non-inductive current drive. The ITER device and auxiliary
systems are designed to provide flexibility to deal with physics uncertainties and
to optimize ignition performance in both the inductive and non-inductive
regimes.
The ITER device accommodates several experimental configurations
and modes of operation during the Physics Phase. Experimental flexibility
includes the possibility of optimizing the energy confinement via adjustment of
the divertor configuration and first-wall conditions, adjusting the plasma density
and temperature profiles via fuelling and heating/current drive systems, and
using controlled injection of impurities to optimize the plasma radiation balance
and divertor power handling. The plasma current and fusion power can also be
varied, and limited experiments at higher current ( « 2 5 MA) and power
( « 2 GW) are possible.
Major objectives of the Physics Phase include achieving sufficient energy
confinement for ignition, control of the burn evolution and helium build-up, and
optimizing the performance of the plasma-facing components (divertor and firstwall).
Extending the burn duration with non-inductive current drive and
minimizing the frequency of disruptions are also crucial preparation for the
Technology Phase operations,
The Physics Phase will complete the first two objectives, namely
ignition/prolonged burn and demonstration of integrated fusion technology. The
third objective, integrated testing of high-heat-flux and nuclear components at
appreciable fluence, will be completed in the Technology Phase. This phase will
emphasize using ITER for many years as a test facility for blanket modules,
tritium production, neutronics, and advanced high-heat-flux plasma components.
The extraction of high-grade heat from reactor-relevant test modules and testing
of materials in a fusion nuclear environment will also be done.
ITER operations in the Technology Phase will feature prolonged pulse
durations to produce steady neutron flux conditions and maximum cumulative
fluence needed for nuclear testing. A mininwin pulse duration of about 2000
seconds is predicted. Much longer pulses, limited only by maintenance
requirements, should be possible should full steady-state operation prove
8
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feasible. Fluxes and fiuences of 1 MW/m and 1 MWa/m , respectively, should
be achievable. The TTER device is designed to tolerate fiuences up to
3 MWa/m2.
D.4. DESIGN BASIS AND READINESS TO PROCEED
The ITER design is based upon the scientific knowledge derived from
the operation of dozens of tokamaks over the past decade and upon the technical
know-how flowing from the extensive technology research and development
(R & D) programmes of the four parties. In fact, plasma conditions have been
achieved which are close to those needed in ITER. The fusion performance was
increased by two orders of magnitude in the last five years. The fusion
performance of ITER is now less than an order of magnitude from the
performance already demonstrated.
The large body of knowledge available to ITER has made it possible to
specify a concept which meets the technical objectives in the reference agreement
and provides a starting point for the Engineering Design of the device. It is
natural that some uncertainties remain, and complete resolution awaits the
operation of ITER itself, as befits its purpose. Nonetheless, an agressive and
multi-faceted approach to risk reduction has been taken by ITER. Design policy
has been to (1) proceed essentially upon the basis of actual performance reached
in the present generation of tokamaks; (2) provide the maximum machine
performance and physics margin consistent with prudent engineering practices
and reasonable costs; (3) build in as much experimental and operational
flexibility as practical in a machine the size of ITER; and (4) implement physics
and technology R & D plans, using existing facilities, to validate the ITER design
concept.
An attempt has been made to mitigate uncertainties by choosing, where
possible, conservative specifications which give considerable technical
maneuvering room. It would appear that the essential objectives are achievable
by operating within the known limits on plasma stability. The energy
confinement required to sustain an ignited burn in ITER does not exceed a
commonly achieved tokamak operating mode, the so-called "H-mode". This
analysis takes into account the dilution of the fuel by the ash (alpha particles)
during sustained burn. At low concentration of ash, i.e. at that early stage of
discharge, the energy confinement required is well below the H-mode values.
The ITER physics R & D plan puts particular emphasis on reducing
uncertainties in the divertor performance and energy confinement, and avoiding
disruptions. Details are given in Chapter V. It is considered very unlikely that
the results of such continued research would substantially change the concept.
Continued focused physics R & D , using existing facilities, will minimize
uncertainties and increase confidence in the ITER design assumptions so as to
provide a sound basis in 1995 for proceeding with construction.
ITER requirements for technology development are already being
addressed in the technology programme described in detail in Chapter V. The

main categories of present activitiy are superconducting magnets, plasma-facing
components, nuclear blankets and shields, remote maintenance, fueling systems,
and herting and current drive systems. With modest additions to the existing
technology development efforts by the Parties, sufficient prototype and proof-ofprincipal demonstrations can be carried out by 1995. A prerequisite is that the
central design work and the technology development be a single integrated
activity.
H.5. PRELIMINARY COST AND SCHEDULE
A preliminary cost estimate and a construction schedule were developed.
The total preliminary capital costs for construction are 4.9 B$. This cost
estimate includes the direct capital costs for construction of 3.9 B$, a cost
contingency of about 20 % (about 0.7 B$), and assembly amounting to 0 3 B$.
The schedule includes five years to complete the engineering design and
validating R&D for technical readiness to proceed to construction, and seven
years for construction.
H.6. ITER REACTOR RELEVANCE
The ITER concept has very high potential. In the present ITER design
and in the nominal operating scenarios, the fusion power is intentionally held
down in order to minimize balance of plant costs and to alleviate the burdens of
power exhaust from the tokamak. However, the intrinsic power generating
capability of an FTER-sized machine is well in excess of twice that needed for
ignition. It would appear that in such a machine ITER physics design guidelines
might allow some form of operation with fusion powers approaching two
gjgawatts. Studies of the implications of this capability, up to and including some
form of net electric power demonstration in an ITER-sized machine, are being
carried out; the latter should involve replacing blanket components and
improving the divertor in accordance with the exact nature of the demonstration.
It is thus interesting to note that ITER traverses most of the distance
between present experiments (JETJT-60, TFTR, T-15) and a full power reactor.
Several countries have recently conducted reactor designs based on the ITER
concept. These studies have shown that a pilot plant with approximately one
gjgawatt net electric output would be about the same size as ITER. The main
differences between this plant and ITER would reside in its emphasis on tritium
breeding and electricity production, not in its overall scale. ITER, therefore,
represents a step which will demonstrate the plasma physics and much of the
technology of an electricity producing fusion power plant. In so doing, it will
bring the world to the threshhold of practical fusion energy.
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THE ITER DEVICE AND FACILITY
DLL INTRODUCTION
The ITER device, auxiliary systems, and facility and the associated ITER
operation and research programme will make it possible to demonstrate the
physics performance and technologies essential to fusion reactors. This chapter
summarizes the considerations that lead to the ITER design and presents details
of the tokamak reactor, supporting systems and facility.
Safety and
environmental considerations and site requirements are also briefly discussed.
The plan of how ITER and the ITER facility will be used to accomplish the
ITER programme objectives is described in Chapter IV.

m.2. ITER DESIGN BASIS
The design parameters of ITER reflect both a distillation of the world's
tokamak database and a comprehensive set of technical analyses that have been
conducted by the ITER team over the past two years. The key features and
parameters of the design (already presented in Figs. II-l, -2 and Table II-l) are
easily traceable to the technical objectives of the ITER programme.
The confinement requirement for plasma ignition at a density
£ l(r" m , at an effective impurity level, Z e g «1.7, and at a helium
concentration up to 10%, sets the needed plasma current, 22 MA, and mandates
a divertor plasma configuration. Considerations of confinement optimization and
plasma stability at high beta and control of axisymmetric instabilities respectively,
establish design requirements for an edge safety factor, qvjj £ 3, and plasma
elongation, K (95) £2.0.
The requirement for a sustained fusion burn and the possibility of
steady-state operation mandates the use of superconducting magnet technology.
The plasma current, safety factor, and elongation requirements, when combined
with the need for a 200 second inductively-driven burn, foreseeable performance
of superconducting magnet materials, and the thickness of nuclear shielding
needed to protect the magnets, establish the overall device size of 6.00 meter
major radius and 2.15 meter minor radius
The requirement for steady-state operation mandates a current drive
scheme, which for ITER is provided by a combination of tangential neutral beam
injection (NBI), with * 13 MeV negative-ion beams, and lower hybrid (LH)
current drive. Electron cyclotron (EC) heating is also provided for current
profile control and disruption avoidance/control.
The need for ITER to be nearly self-sufficient with regard to tritium
(breeding ratio > 0.8) establishes the need for a modular in-vessel breeding
blanket. Maintenance requirements for the blanket modules, plus access
11

requirements for the heating and current drive systems, for insertion of nuclear
testing modules and for exhaust of D-T and helium from the divertor, combine to
establish the device layout, major access port locations and FF coil configuration.
Requirements for alpha-particle confinement establish the allowable TF
field ripple and, when combined with requirements on the location of the
outboard PF coils imposed by the need to accommodate a range of operational
conditions (plasma pressure and current profile), set the number of toroidal field
(TF) coils and the location of the outboard leg of the TF coil.

IH.3.

THE ITER TOKAMAK DEVICE, AUXILIARY SYSTEM AND
FACILITY: AN OVERVIEW.

The equipment necessary to conduct the ITER operation and research
programme is divided into three categories: 1) the Tokamak Reactor Device,
where the D-T plasma fuel is confined and where the fusion reaction takes place;
2) the Auxiliary Systems, which support operation of the tokamak device and
initiate and control the fusion reaction, and 3) the Facility, in which the tokamak
and auxiliary systems are assembled, operated and, as required, maintained and
repaired.
The demarcations among these three categories are somewhat arbitrary,
but, for purposes of understanding the ITER concept, are best defined by two
key physical boundaries, the tokamak device cryostat and the nuclear-shielded
reactor and auxiliary systems cells. The major ITER systems located within the
three regions so defined are shown schematically in Table m - 1 .
A brief and somewhat non-technical description of these systems and
how they contribute to ITER operation is given below. More detailed technical

TABLE m - 1 . MAJOR ITER SYSTEMS
Tokamak Device

Auxiliary Systems

Facility/Maintenance

Cryostat
TF Magnets
PF Magnets
Magnet Struct.
Torus Vessel
First Hall
Ofvertor
Trit. Breeding
In-vess. Shield

NB Injection
Lower Hybrid rf
Elect. Cyclotron rf
Plasm Fueling
Vacuum Pumping
Tritium
Primary Cooling
Plasma Diagnostics
In-vess. Naint. Eq.

Reactor Cell
Aux. Sys. Sub-cells
Ex-vess. Haint. Eq.
Transport Equip.
Cryo. Refrigeration
Magnet Power
NBI. LH, EC Power
Plant Hater
AC Power Oist.
Control/Data Acquis.
Decon./Repair/Oisp.
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information about eight of the major ITER systems and the ITER facility and
site and safety issues are given in the following three sections of this chapter.
III3.1. Tokamak device.
The ITER tokamak device is the fusion reactor core within which the
high temperature plasma used to produce thermonuclear power is confined. The
key components of this reactor core are a primary, or torus vacuum vessel, and
superconducting toroidal field (TF) and poloidal field (PF) magnet systems.
These systems are in turn located within an evacuated cryostat, or secondary
vacuum vessel, that allows the TF and PF magnet systems and their supporting
mechanical structure to be cooled to liquid-helium temperatures, 4.5 K. At these
temperatures, the magnet windings are capable of producing the intense
magnetic fields, up to 4.85 Tesla, needed for stable confinement of the plasma.
Four major in-vessel systems needed for plasma operation (in-vessel
nuclear shielding, tritium breeding modules, the plasma-facing first wall, and the
plasma divertor plates) are all enclosed within the torus vacuum vessel. The
torus vessel establishes the high-vacuum conditions needed for the fusion
reaction, and is also the primary containment for the gaseous D-T fuel from
which the plasma is formed.
In the plasma confinement region defined by the in-vessel systems, the
low-density (= 10 atmosphere) D-T fuel, initially injected in gaseous form, is
first ionized, and then heated to temperatures of up to 10 keV (~ 10 K). Under
these conditions, a self-sustaining fusion reaction begins, in which the fusion
energy produced is sufficient to maintain the plasma temperature.
The magnetic fields provided by the TF and PF magnet systems are
insufficient in themselves to provide stable confinement of the plasma pressure
and energy. The necessary final increment of magnetic field is provided by
current flow in the plasma itself, up 22 MA under normal ITER operating
conditions. This current, initially induced in the plasma by the PF magnet
system, is subsequently sustained and controlled with the assistance of the plasma
heating and current drive systems described below.
Under typical operating conditions, the plasma produces approximately
1000 MW of fusion power, 800 MW in high-energy neutrons, and 200 MW in
alpha (a) particles (high-energy helium ions). The a-particle heat is absorbed
by the plasma, f istaining its temperature, and ultimately flows to the plasma
boundary. Here it flows, in part, to the divertor plates, located at the top and
bottom of the torus vessel, and, in part, radiates to the first-wall, which is formed
by special tiles located on the plasma-facing surfaces of the blanket/shield
modules. The 200 MW of heat absorbed in the divertor and first wall are then
removed from the torus and cryostat by primary cooling water.
The neutron power produced by the plasma is absorbed by the in-vessel
nuclear shield and tritium-breeding blanket modules. The breeding modules
contain lithium, and the neutrons absorbed in the lithium breed tritium that is
ultimately recovered and used to fuel the plasma. Under optimum conditions,
ITER can breed more than 80% of the tritium fuel it requires to operate.
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The in-vessel shield and breeding modules attenuate the neutron and
gamma radiation flux reaching the TF and PF coils and ensure that these critical
components remain at the low temperatures required for their operation.
III.3.2. Auxiliary systems.
The tokamak device requires nine auxiliary systems to support its
operation. Seven of these systems provide direct support needed to initiate and
sustain the fusion reaction in the plasma. The two remaining systems (plasma
diagnostics and the in-vessel remote maintenance system) respectively provide
diagnostic data for control and study of the reacting plasma, and a means for
servicing components within the torus between plasma operation periods. The
use of the in-vessel maintenance system is described in the Facilities and
Maintenance section (III.3.3.) that follows.
Three of the auxiliary systems contribute to heating the plasma to
thermonuclear temperatures and sustaining or controlling the toroidal plasma
current that is essential for tokamak operation. The nine Neutral Beam Injection
(NBI) modules provide the majority of the plasma heating and current drive
power. Each negative-ion beamline module produces up to 10 MW of energetic
neutral deuterium and/or tritium atoms with energies of up to 1.3 MeV. These
energetic atoms, injected through tangential access ports into the torus, heat the
plasma to fusion temperatures, and in addition drive part of the plasma current.
This NBI-driven current is localized in the center of the plasma.
The heating and current drive power provided by the NBI modules are
supplemented by two radio-frequency (rf) systems: a 45 MW, 5 to 6 GHz lower
hybrid (LH) system, and a 20 MW, 140 GHz electron cyclotron (EC) system.
These systems, which occupy radial ports at the torus midplane, use specialized
antenna structures to couple rf waves into the plasma. The LH waves are
directed to drive current in the plasma edge, and also contribute to the overall
plasma heating. The EC waves are directed to penetrate to the surface g = 2 , and
are used for fine control of the plasma current profile and suppression of
magnetic instabilities (disruptions) that would otherwise abruptly terminate the
plasma current and the fusion reaction.
Three other auxiliary systems provide support for plasma fueling and
fuel processing. These systems inject, exhaust and recover the D-T plasma fuel
and maintain the high vacuum environment needed to sustain the reacting
plasma. The D-T fuel is injected in gaseous and solid (D-T ice) form by gas and
ice pellet injectors. Unburned D-T fuel and the helium ash from the fusion
reaction are exhausted from the plasma by the vacuum pumping system, which is
connected to the pumping ducts located just outboard of the divertor plates. The
vacuum pumping system also establishes the ultra-high vacuum and low-impurity
(water and oxygen) conditions needed to prevent impurities from quenching the
fusion reaction.
A tritium-recovery system removes and recovers the tritium bred by
absorption of fusion neutrons in the blanket-shield modules located within the
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torus, and also recovers unburned tritium from the vacuum exhaust stream and
blanket/shield/divertor primary cooling circuits.
The final auxiliary system needed for plasma operation support is the
blanket / shield / divertor primary cooling system, which provides and circulates
cooling water for heat removal from the in-vessel blanket, shield and divertor.
The plasma diagnostic systems provide specialized measurements of the
plasma and torus operating conditions. Key measurements include plasma
current, size and magnetic configuration, plasma temperature, density and
composition, thermal and neutron radiation levels, and monitoring of the
operational parameters of the in-vessel systems.
III.3.3. Facility and maintenance.
The balance of the equipment needed for ITER operation and the
specialized equipment and work areas needed to enclose, maintain and repair the
tokamak device and auxiliary system components are contained within the ITER
Facility.
The cryostat, tokamak device, and the reactor-support auxiliary systems
are located within thick-walled, hermetically-sealed portions (cells) of the facility
building. These reactor and auxiliary-system cells serve as primary biological, or
personnel protection shields to attenuate neutron and gamma radiation not
absorbed by the tokamak device. They also serve as back-up containment
barriers for any tritium or fusion activation products accidentally released from
the reactor or auxiliary systems.
The sub-divided arrangement of the reactor and auxiliary system cells
minimizes migration of contamination, and also facilitates simultaneous servicing
of the respective components between ITER operation periods.
A number of more conventional plant systems also support ITER
reactor operations. These non-nuclear systems include:
(1) a 100 kW cryogenic refrigeration plant to provide liquid helium for
cooling the tokamak magnet systems,
(2) direct-current power supplies for the TF and PF magnets,
(3) specialized direct-current and rf power supplies for the NBI, LH and
EC plasma current-drive/heating systems,
(4) a primary AC electrical power distribution system, and
(5) a water-cooling plant that provides cooling water for the secondary
(non-tritium) circuits of the in-vessel cooling and heat removal systems,
and for cooling of the cryo-refrigeration plant and DC and rf power
supplies.
The total AC power demand and heat disposal during typical ITER operation are
respectively about 700 MW and 1800 MW.
A facility-wide control system monitors and coordinates operation of the
systems throughout the facility and also provides the means by which scientific
and engineering data obtained during ITER operations is evaluated and archived.
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The ITER facility and the arrangement of the tokamak device and
auxiliary systems within the facility are configured tc support maintenance and
repair of these systems throughout the course of ITER operations. Once
operations with D-T fuel commence, the entire tokamak device, and to a lesser
extent the auxiliary systems, will become activated, and remote maintenance
procedures become mandatory.
Within the torus vessel, this maintenance will be done with a pair of invessel manipulators (articulated booms that can be extended into the torus
between plasma operation periods) and a pair of in-vessel transport vehicles.
These booms and vehicles, equipped with specialized handling fixtures and
remotely operable tools, will be used to remove and re-install in-vessel
components such as first wall tiles and divertor plates. These maintenance
operations can be carried out relatively quickly, and are planned as a routine part
of ITER operation.
Remote handling facilities are also provided for ex-vessel maintenance
in the reactor and auxiliary systems cells. In the tokamak cell, the maintenance
will be done using specialized manipulators for small components, and a remote
heavy-lift (~ 500 tonne) crane for the more massive tokamak components. A
system of airlocks and transportation devices is provided for removing activated
components from the tokamak cell and transporting them to the
decontamination and repair or disposal facilities. Other nuclear-shielded subcells in the facility (e.g., the NBI cell and tritium cell) are equipped with similar
remote- handling cranes, manipulators and transport devices.
Components removed from the reactor and auxiliary cells will be
transferred to specialized areas within the ITER facility for decontamination and
subsequent inspection repair or followed by disposal.
The designs of the ITER tokamak device and auxiliary systems are
specified with maintainability and repairability as a fundamental requirement.
This requirement, when combined with capabilities provided in the balance of the
ITER facility, will allow ITER to complete its mission goals, and, should the
occasion arise, be modified to take advantage of future developments in physics
and fusion reactor design and technology.

m.4. ITER TOKAMAK DEVICE CONCEPT AND LAYOUT.
The tokamak device has a plasma major radius of 6.00 meters, where the
toroidal field produced by the magnet system is 4.85 Tesla. The main parameters
of this configuration are summarized hi Table III-2. The device configuration
and major components are presented in Fig. III-l.
The tokamak design has been made as compact as possible. The
inboard legs of the TF coils have as large a radius as possible, consistent with
shielding requirements, to maximize the space available for the central solenoid
and to maximize the PF flux-swing for burn. The height of the TF coil is just
sufficient to accommodate the divertors and adequate shielding. To minimize
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TABLE HI-2. KEY ITER DESIGN PARAMETERS AND REQUIREMENTS
Major radius, (ra)
Minor radius, (m)
Elongation. K(95 %)
Safety factor, q (95 %)
Plasma current, (HA)
Field at plasma, (T)
Number TF coils
Number PF coils
PF system flux swing, (V-s)
Mean radius of central
solenoid, (m)
Mean radius
to outer PF coils, (m)
Mean height
to divertor solenoid, (m)
Maintainability

6.0
2.15
1.98
3.0
22
4.85
16
14 external (s.c.)
2 internal (normal)
325
1.73
11.5
9.0
i'y remote-handling
methods

the PF ampere-turn and power requirements and the overall device radius, the
outboard legs of the TF coils are kept at as small a radius as possible consistent
with the needs for radial access, nuclear shielding requirements, and a maximum
TF ripple at the plasma edge of 2.5 %.
The resulting horizontal bore in the TF magnets is about 7.1 meters and
the vertical bore is about 14.8 meters. The peak field in the TF windings is just
over 11 Tesla and the magnet design and structural parameters are tractable.
The number and locations of coils in the PF system have been
optimized. The divertor coil is positioned as close to the plasma as possible while
satisfying the requirements on the, distance between the divertor plate and the
plasma X-point, requirements for shielding and requirements for structure
around the TF coil. The plasma in this configuration is quite close to the outer
PF coils, so that the required currents for plasma control are moderate and the
corresponding out-of-plane loads on the TF coils are structurally tractable.
The central solenoid geometry and winding pack design are optimized to
achieve maximum volt-second capability and to satisfy the constraints for
structural and superconductor performance and quench protection. The result is
a PF system with a comfortable margin to satisfy the requirements for voltseconds, burn duration and operational flexibility.
The torus vacuum vessel concept provides a feasible solution for the
primary-vacuum and tritium-containment boundaries and provides sufficient
n*4rgins against the mechanical stresses from the most severe plasma disruption
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FIG. III-l. Schematic of ITER device and major components
conditions. The vacuum vessel is toroidally segmented, with electrically
insulating structural connections. These connections are located in the cryostat
vacuum space and sealed from the primary vacuum by double-sheet resistive
elements. The toroidal resistance is 20 |J.Q.
The body of each vacuum vessel segment is relatively thick to provide
attachment points and structural support for the in-vessel components. The walls
of the vessel are designed to provide sufficient strength and rigidity for this
function.
The vacuum vessel and magnet systems are housed entirely inside the
cryostat vessel. This is a fully-metallic, welded design, with reinforcing ribs
supporting a thin-shell body. The effective thickness is about 70 mm and the stray
field produced by eddy currents during start-up appear acceptably low.
The first-wall/blanket/shield is an integrated structure. Austenitic
stainless steel (316) is the structural material. During the Physics Phase, the
entire first wall will be protected by carbon-fiber-composite tiles, attached
mechanically to the first wall, and cooled by radiation and/or conduction to the
structure. The blanket/shield design provides cooling to the first wall using
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poloidal flow paths in the inboard sections and toroidal flow paths in the
outboard sections. The coolant is water at a temperature less than 100 °C.
The same blanket and shield components may be used for both the
Physics and Technology Phases. Three breeding material options have been
investigated, and a lithium ceramic (solid breeder) concept was selected as the
"first option". All options incorporate beryllium to raise the tritium breeding
ratio to as close to unity as possible.
The blanket design is highly segmented. The inboard blanket is divided
into 32 sectors; each sector is further divided into three segments to minimize
disruption-induced electromagnetic effects. The outboard blanket is divided into
64 segments of two types: 32 poloidal segments placed on either side of an
equatorial port, and 32 shorter segments placed above and below the port. The
outboard blanket/shield segments also incorporate passive current loops and
control-coil modules for stabilization of the plasma vertical position.
The inboard shield design features a steel/water body backed by a thin
layer of Pb/B^C. The shield is attached to the 300 mm thick vacuum vessel,
which provides additional shielding. Thinner, but adequate shielding is provided
behind the divertor and near the NBI duct on the back side of the outboard TF
leg. The thickness of the outboard blanket/shield/vacuum vessel is enough to
permit personnel access outside the tokamak 24 hours after shutdown, provided
extra shielding is placed around penetrations.
The shape of the divertor plate is optimized to minimize infringement on
the shielding space behind it. The inclination of the divertor surface to the
separatrix is 15 degrees at the outboard strike point and 45 degrees at the
inboard strike point. The poloidal distances from the X-point to the strike points
are respectively 1.5 meters and 0.6 meters.
The divertor plate design features armor brazed to poloidaUy-oriented
cooling tubes. In the Physics Phase, the armor material will be carbon (20-mm
thick graphite tiles brazed to 18 mm copper cooling tubes). The divertor will be
cooled by high-velocity (10 m/s) water flowing in double or redundant cooling
circuits. To accommodate maintenance and assembly procedures, the divertor
will be segmented toroidally into two modules per sector.
The tokamak device design provides 16 large equatorial ports. Five of
these ports are occupied by the plasma heating and current drive systems. The
balance are reserved for plasma diagnostics, plasma fueling, maintenance
equipment and, in the Technology Phase, nuclear test modules.
Maintenance of all components in the tokamak device will be possible
using fully remote methods. Remote maintenance methods will apply even to the
TF or PF magnets where replacement during the machine lifetime is not
expected. The maintenance approach and time required for completion will,
however, vary with the type of component.
Regular maintenance and/or replacement of the in-vessel plasma-facing
components is planned.
This type of maintenance operation will be
accomplished without warm-up of the magnet systems by using in-vessel
transporters and manipulators inserted through four equatorial ports disposed at
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90 degree azimuths around the torus. These in-vessel operations will be
performed in an inert-gas atmosphere to preclude oxygen contamination of the
first wall.
It may also be necessary to replace entire blanket modules, but the
frequency of such operation is expected to be low enough that warm-up of the
magnet system and venting of the torus and cryostat vacuums is acceptable.
Removal and replacement of blanket segments will be accomplished through the
vertical access ports at the top of the tokamak using dedicated handling devices
from above the reactor. Minor in-situ repairs to the blankets can also be
accomplished, without removal, using the in-vessel service equipment.
Provisions for hands-on maintenance will be made wherever possible.
Such maintenance will be feasible for the tokamak device up until tritium is
introduced, and may be feasible (depending on the system in question) for
auxiliary systems in the D-T phase. The tokamak design and service layout
places many components (e.g., electrical, water, and cryogenic service
connections) outside the reactor-cell shield, where limited hands-on maintenance
will be possible.
The reactor hall layout must consider the allocation of equatorial entry
ports, the need to locate auxiliary equipment (including in-vessel maintenance
and inspection devices) near the machine, and the required access for the main
crane during the installation and maintenance of heavy components. Other
considerations include routes for transportation of activated components to the
hot cells, the location of auxiliary services, and contamination control. The layout
is not yet fully developed, but many of the needed principal features have been
included. There are possibilities to improve the layout with alternate port
allocations and by identifying ports that can be shared between subsystems.

III.5. ITER SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS
This section describes key characteristics of eight of the major ITER
systems that involve major fusion technology development.
III.5.1. Magnet systems.
The ITER magnet systems are 1) the Toroidal Field (TF) magnet
system, 2) the Poloidal Field (PF) magnet system, and 3) the in-vessel Plasma
Control Coils. These magnet systems respectively 1) provide the toroidal field
needed for stable plasma operation, 2) define and control the shape of the
plasma configuration and inductively establish and maintain the plasma current,
and 3) stabilize the vertical position of the plasma. The TF and PF systems are
superconducting, and are cooled to liquid helium temperatures by a cryogenic
refrigerator. The plasma control coils are water-cooled normal copper coils, and
are installed in modular form within the torus vacuum vessel. Fig. III-2 is the
reference layout of the magnet system.
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FIG. III-2. Reference layout of ITER magnet system
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Achieving the magnet performance required to meet ITER mission
goals requires state-of-the-art superconducting technology for the TF and PF
magnets. The concepts selected for these systems have been chosen after an
iterative process of detailed analyses and design optimization.
Both the TF and PF systems will use force-cooled cabled conductors
with a steel jacket around the cable space to provide additional distributed
structure. In addition to ensuring positive heat removal, this design approach
offers good rigidity in the winding pack and is compatible with the high-voltage
design requirements imposed by system operation and quench protection.
NbaSn is selected as the superconductor because it provides a higher
temperature margin. NbTi is an option for the superconductor for the outer PF
coils.
The winding packs of the TF and PF magnets are designed on a
consistent basis that assumes state-of-the-art performance (current density) from
the wire, but provides comfortable margins in performance with regard to heat
removal and stability. Ample margin is provided in each coil design for
protection in the event of a quench.
The magnet structures (TF cases, the distributed structure in the TF and
PF windings, the TF intercoil connections, and the gravity supports) are designed
to accommodate the full range of expected operational and credible fault loads.
The loads accommodated in normal operation include gravity, thermal
expansion/contraction, preloading and magnetic force.
The loads
accommodated in off-normal, but expected conditions, include additional
magnetic loading from plasma disruptions and from magnet quench from a
worst-case plasma operation condition.
Fault loading conditions are presently being studied. As a minimum, the
goal is to accommodate credible failure modes, such as imbalance among the TF
coils and electrical faults at the coil terminals.
III.5.1.1. Toroidal field coils.
The primary requirement of the TF system is to produce 4.85 Tesla at a
radius of 6.0 meters. When other tokamak design requirements (i.e. space at the
center of the machine for the central solenoid and space in the bore of the TF
coils for plasma, blanket and shield, divertor, and vacuum vessel) are taken into
account, the result is a field of just over 11 Tesla at the windings of the TF coils.
Design considerations for the amount and efficient distribution of structure in the
inboard legs of the TF coils lead to a winding-pack current density of 30.5
A/mm . The average current density in the central vault region formed by the
wedged TF magnet cases is 14 A/mm . Table III-3. summarizes the important
characteristics of the TF magnets. Fig. III-3 is a perspective view of the TF coil
arrangement.
The number of TF coils, 16, and the radius of the outer leg, 11.1 meters,
are chosen to keep field ripple at the plasma edge below 2.5 %. This outer leg
location also minimizes the ampere-turn and power requirements for the outer
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TABLE III-3. KEY PARAMETERS AND FEATURES OF THE TF COILS
Number of TF coils
Total current per coil, (HA)
Coil dimensions:
Mean radius, inboard leg, (m)
Mean radius, outboard leg, (m)
Mean height above/below
midplane, (m)
Horizontal clear bore, (m)
Vertical clear bore, (m)
Radius of clear bore for
central solenoid, (m)
Field on axis (T) (at 6.0 m)
Maximum field at the windings, (T)
Winding pack description:
Conductor

Pack dimensions, (m x m)

16
9.1
2.55
10.50
7.81
7.10
14.76
2.13
4.85
11.1
HF-Nb3Sn/Cu
composite,
force-cooled by
LNe, encased in
steel jacket
0.344 x 0.867

Mean pack current density,(A/mm) 30.5
Number of turns
240
(10 radial x
24 toroidal)
Conductor current, (kA)
38
Mean composition (%) (representative
of a cable-in-conduit option):

Steel
Conductor (70 % copper)
Helium space
Insulation
Cable space,
current density, (A/mm )
Mass of the windings, (t)
Mass of the case, (t)

43
29
20

8
63
70
400

PF coils, and provides adequate clearance for access ports and shielding inside
and around the TF outboard legs.
The 15.6 meters height of the TF coil is set by the space required for the
plasma, the divertor plasma scrape-off region, and the divertor plate and
associated in-vesset nuclear shielding. These vertical clearance requirements,
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FIG. m-3. Perspective view of TF coil arrangement

when combined with the outer leg position, lead to an elongated, racetrack-like
TF coil shape. Although this shape departs substantially from the classic
constant-tension shape, the overall structural loading penalty is not significant.
The reason is that while the in-plane and bending loads are higher, the out-ofplane loads from the PF coils are lower because of the closer proximity of the PF
coils to the plasma.
The structure of the TF coils encloses the windings in thick steel cases
that resist the self-generated bursting forces and ths out-of-plane distortions that
arise when the PF fields are applied. The noses of the inboard legs of these cases
are wedged together in a vault at the center of the magnet set to react the
centering loads on the coils. The overturning loads are reacted by friction in the
vault, by shear keys at the top and bottom of the vault, and by the outer si-ear
frame, which also partially restrains the outward bursting forces.
Most of the TF design analyses to date have focused on the
electromagnetic in-plane and out-of-plane loads. The loads imposed by fault,
quench, and disruption conditions will be somewhat more severe, but they also
should occur much less frequently. This will mitigate their impact on the design,
since fatigue is otherwise the primary concern.
III.5.1.2. Poloidal field coils.
The number and locations of the PF coils have been optimized to
provide a satisfactory compromise between issues of plasma operational
flexibility and control, access, port location and size, and credible coil fabrication
and structural load paths. In the main (ex-TF) system, there are seven up/down
symmetric coil pairs; four pairs are in the central solenoid, one pair is
above/below the divertor, and two pairs are outboard of the TF. Fig. ni-2
illustrates the location of the PF coils.
These coils provide the principal plasma shaping and induction fields. In
addition, there is a pair of water-cooled copper coils imbedded in the vacuum
vessel/blanket structures for rapid control of die vertical position of the plasma.
The main features of the PF coils are listed in Table III-4.
The radial build and winding pack design of the central solenoid are
optimized to provide maximum flux-swing (volt-second) for inductive plasma
current drive. The key considerations in the optimization are; 1) allowable
stresses (from a fatigue perspective) in the central solenoid cable conduit and
distributed structure, 2) temperature allowance above the coolant inlet
temperature to accommodate increases from heat absorption and coolant JouleThompson expansion effects, 3) sufficient temperature margin for stable and
reliable performance of the superconductor, and 4) quench protection provisions.
The optimization process used to address these considerations was
iterative, with initial attention given to maximizing the flux at initial
magnetization. Subsequently, the winding pack design was adjusted slightly to
account for the fact that the protection constraint is more severe at end-of-burn,
where the currents in the central solenoid are higher and the fields are lower.
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TABLE IH-4. KEY PARAMETERS AND FEATURES OF THE PF COILS
Location and Approximate Winding Envelopes:
Coil No.
PF1 U/L

PF2 U/L
PF3 U/L
PF4 U/L
PF5 U/L
PF6 U/L

PF7 U/L

R (m)
1.730*
1.730*
1.730*
1.730*
3.900
11.500
11.500

Z (m)
0.950
2.850
4.750
6.650
9.000
6.000
3.00G

OR (m)
0.640
0.640
0.640
0.640
0.900
0.500
0.500

DZ (m)
1.900
1.900
1.900
1.900
0.900
1.500
0.900

*For the central solenoid, this is not the current center, only the
geometric center, since the winding pack is structurally graded.
Conductor:

MF-Nt>3Sn/Cu composite,
force-cooled by LHe,
encased in steel jacket
(NbTi a candidate for
outer PF coils)
Central solenoid module description (PF1 - PF4):
Pack dimensions, (m x m)
0.640 x 1.840
(excluding joints, crossovers, and spacers)
Number of turns
480 (12 radial
x 40 vertical)
Mean Composition in the winding pack (%):
Steel
56
Conductor (60 % copper)
19
Helium space
12
Insulation
13
Total current, (MA)
20.6 at IM, 22.4 at end-of-burn
Maximum f i e l d , (T)
13.5 at IM.12.5 at end-of-burn
Mean pack current density,(A/mm )
17.5 at i n i t i a l magnetization,

Cable-space current density, (A/tim )

19.0 at end-of-burn
55.4 at initial magnetization,
60.2 at end-of-burn

This optimization resulted in maximum fields in the windings of about 13.5 Tesla
at initial magnetization and 12.5 Tesla at end-of-burn.
With these fields, a total central solenoid flux swing capability of
250 volt-seconds is achievable with a radially-umform current density winding.
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When structural grading is applied to the central solenoid winding pack design
(with the same constraints as the ungraded design) the central solenoid flux
swing increases to approximately 265 volt-seconds. The plasma shaping and
radial equilibrium fields provide an additional 60 volt-seconds. The total PF
system volt-second capability is 325 volt-seconds. This volt-second capability
allows full inductive plasma current ramp-up to 22 MA and a minimum fusion
burn of 200 seconds for the full range of beta poloidal, |3 , and internal plasma
inductance, 1:(3) (respectively 0.4-0.8 and 0.55-0.75) anticipated for ignition
operation.
The PF system volt-second capability and central solenoid design also
satisfy the auxiliary design requirement that the flux swing available for burn be
at least 10 % (~ 33 volt-seconds) of the total PF volt-second capability.
Because the overall size and performance of ITER is so closely tied to
the performance of the central solenoid, it is essential to adopt a highly optimized
design that takes full advantage of the foreseeable performance of NbgSn
superconductor technology. This highly optimized design approach is justifiable,
since the central solenoid can be completely tested to full operating levels before
installation in the tokamak, and can be (relatively) easily removed for repair or
replacement if necessary.
The central solenoid conduit hoop stress is large: about 450 MPa hoop
tension when peaking factors are taken into account. At this stress level, the
operational lifetime of the distributed structure and conduit jacket is finite. Here
the character of the operating scenarios planned over the expected device
lifetime is taken into account. A preliminary analysis of crack growth in the
critically stressed portions of the central solenoid shows that the desired lifetime
for both the Physics and Technology Phases can be achieved.
The space constraints and peak fields of the outer PF coils are less
demanding than those for the central solenoid, and here a more conservative
design is possible. This is prudent, because these coils are much harder to
replace or test than the central solenoid. The maximum fields at the windings of
the outer PF coils lie in the 5 to 9 Tesla range, making NbTi a possibility, but
Nb^Sn is still the superconductor of choice because of the larger temperature
margins it provides.
III.5.1.3. Cryogenic systems.
The heat loads to the cryogenic systems in ITER are large by
comparison with traditional standards, but are well within the capabilities of
existing cryo-refrigeration technology. The standby heat load in the TF and PF
magnets from conduction, thermal radiation and lead heat influx will be about
17 kilowatts. During normal operation for the Physics Phase, AC losses in both
systems, nuclear heating in the TF system, and joint losses and ohmic loss in the
current leads will raise the total pulse-average heat load to almost 70 kilowatts.
With contingencies and other non-magnet loads, a refrigeration plant having a
total capacity of about 100 kilowatts is needed.
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The most effective way to achieve this capacity will be with modules with
individual capacities in the 20 to 30 kilowatt range. Modularization at this level
will result in cold-boxes of transportable size, and will have the added benefit of
permitting greater flexibility of operation under the variable heat loads.
III.5.2. Containment structures
The ITER Containment Structures provide the controlled environments
needed to conduct ITER operations. There are three major subsystems. The
torus vacuum vessel forms the primary vacuum boundary for the plasma and
provides containment of tritium. The vacuum vessel also provides mechanical
support for the in-vessel nuclear components, which are attached to the vacuum
vessel by an attaching locks system. The cryostat vacuum vessel provides the
secondary vacuum used as thermal insulation for the TF and PF superconducting
coils. The weight supports support the TF and PF magnet systems and vacuum
vessel within the cryostat vessel.
111.5.2.1. Vacuum vessel
The torus vacuum vessel is assembled from 16 sectors, with one sector
per TF coil, (see Fig. III-4). The sector design uses thick, poloidally-continuous
sections separated toroidally by electrical insulating breaks. The thick walls of
the sector provide support and mounting attachments for the in-vessel breeding
blanket modules and react the high electromagnetic loads (up to 20 MN vertically
and radially per quarter blanket module) generated in die blanket modules
during plasma disruptions. The vacuum vessel material is 316 stainless steel.
The vacuum vessel sectors are joined to form a structurally-continuous
toroidal shell. The sectors are electrically connected on the inside (plasmafacing) surface by resistive elements. The inside location and double-sheet
construction of the elements provide an all-welded primary boundary for
pumping and tritium containment and locate the vacuum vessel insulating breaks
and mechanical fasteners in the cryostat (i.e. secondary) vacuum region.
Each vacuum vessel sector has two resistive elements; each element
consists of two concentric sheets 5 mm thick and 210 mm in toroidal length.
These elements provide a total toroidal resistance of 20 ( i Q .
The in-vessel attaching locks connect the in-vessel components and the
vacuum vessel body. They must locate the in-vessel components with high
precision, transmit high loads, and yet must be readily demountable by remote
means. Several designs, including flexible metal plates, welding of adjacent
modules, and metal connectors designed to melt at specified temperatures are
being studied. No final design has been selected.
111.5.2.2. Cryostat vessel
The cryostat vessel will be a fully-welded, stainless-steel plate structure
with vertical and toroidal reinforcing ribs. The cylindrical side wall plate is 35 mm
thick and has an inner radius of 13 meters. The side wall vertical and radial rib
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FIG. III-4. Perspective view of ITER vacuum vessel sector

height is 0.70 meters. The plate and ribs have a combined electrical resistance
equivalent to a continuous stainless steel plate 70 mm thick.
The cryostat vacuum design incorporates flat top and bottom heads to
minimize total height. The structural design details are being developed. The top
head will have trapezoidal access port openings located above the upper vacuum
vessel ports through which the blanket cooling services pass. However, the two
vessels will be interconnected by only 16 small circular bellows containing the
upper divertor piping.
All blanket cooling pipes are routed horizontally inside the vacuum
vessel port and exit the cryostat vacuum through radial ports in the side
cylindrical wall. Methods to provide the required mechanical flexibility in these
pipes are being studied. The side-exit arrangement of the cooling services was
chosen to avoid the high complexity, and hence poor reliability, inherent in the
trapezoidal bellows that would be required if a vertical connection was used
between the cryostat vacuum and vacuum vessel.
III.5.2.3. Weight supports
The tokamak weight will be supported below each TF coil in a
trapezoidal zone between an inner radius of 6.5 meters and an outer radius of
10 meters. The toroidal width at the minimum radius will be 1.1 meters, leaving a
clearance of approximately 1.45 meters between adjacent supports for access by
maintenance equipment.
Separate magnet weight support and vacuum vessel weight support
systems will be provided within this envelope. The magnet weight support will be
located inboard of the vacuum vessel weight support and will use vertical steel
plates to support the TF and PF coils. The magnet weight support will also
provide the reference plane for overall device assembly and all subsequent
assembly operations. For comparison, compression and tensile plate options for
the magnet weight support are being designed.
Vertical/oblique and compression/tensile options for the vacuum vessel
weight support are being studied. The choice between these options and the
details of the vacuum vessel weight support design affects the relative motion
between the tokamak device and vacuum vessel during magnet cooldown and
hence is being evaluated in conjunction with design options for the bellows
connecting the vacuum vessel and cryostat vacuum.
III.5.3. First wall
The ITER First-Wall (FW) system is located on the plasma-facing
surface of the in-vessel blanket/shield modules and covers most of the region
within which the plasma is produced. The FW consists of an array of armor tiles
mounted on the front face of the blanket/shield modules. The FW structure and
coolant are integrated w'th the tritium-breeding and nuclear-shielding portions of
these modules. The principal functions of the FW are to 1) define the ultra-clean
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(low-impurity) region within which the plasma is produced, 2) absorb the
electromagnetic radiation and charged-particle flux emanating from the plasma,
and 3) protect the underlying blanket/shield components from direct contact
with the plasma and high-energy electrons, particularly during periods of plasma
start-up and shutdown and during plasma disruptions.
111.5.3.1. FW design requirements
The FW system must satisfy a complex and sometimes contradictory set
of design and operational requirements. The plasma-facing armor must be able
to 1) accommodate the high thermal heat and neutron fluxes (~ 0.15 MW/m
and * 1.1 MW/m , respectively) produced during normal operation,
2) withstand the impulse surface energy depositions (« 2 MJ/m in « 1 ms)
produced during plasma disruptions, and (3) survive impingement by high-energy
(runaway) electrons, with energies up to 300 MeV and localized energy
depositions of up to 100 MJ/m that may be produced in the aftermath of
plasma disruptions.
In addition to these thermal and nuclear requirements, the material of
the first wall must be compatible with the surface-impurity conditions (low
absorbed water and oxygen) needed for plasma operation, should not in itself
introduce impurities that significantly degrade plasma performance, and should
minimize the in-vessel inventory of tritium retained in the first-wall surface and
bulk.
The basic structural material is 316 stainless-steel. The required
segmentation must be sufficient to allow the blanket modules on which the FW is
mounted to be extracted through the upper access ports. Additional electrical
segmentation within the inboard modules and further subdivision of the armor
tiles are provided to minimize the electromagnetic disruption forces. The
segmentation of the outboard modules is determined by the configuration of the
passive stabilization coils.
Low-pressure water (60° C inlet at 1.5 MPA) is chosen as the basic
coolant. Redundant coolant circuits and natural convection shutdown cooling are
provided for improved passive safety.
111.5.3.2. FWdesifpi and integration with blanket/shield
modules
The FW panel on which the FW armor tiles are mounted is integrated
with the underlying blanket/shield modules. Two design concepts have been
developed.
The inboard blanket modules (Fig.III-5) will employ poloidal (vertical)
FW cooling, since this flow geometry is well matched to the elongated
configuration of the module and requires far fewer cooling channels than if
toroidal cooling were used. The continuous FW and back-wall structures are
manufactured as flat modules by brazing or electron beam welding of two plates.
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FIG. III-5. First wall and inboard blanket modules

Cooling tubes (10 mm inside diameter) are brazed into the outer steel structure,
and thus provide double-walled containment of the coolant in order to achieve a
virtual "zero" leakage.
The outboard blanket modules (Fig.III-6) will employ toroidal FW
cooling. Here, owing to interruption of the modules by the equatorial access
ports, a toroidal (horizontal) coolant flow results in minimal complexity.
The FW panels will be assembled from U-shaped continuous FW and
side wall segments, manufactured by hot isostatic pressing, of rectangular coolant
tubes between a thin front and a thicker back plate.
Structural analysis of both designs has been performed. Thermal stresses
in the structure at the nominal peak heat flux (0.6 MW/m ' are less than
400 MPa. This estimate includes the effects of tile attachment, but does not
include the effects of integration of the FW-panel into the blanket box. For these
thermal stresses, the present nuclear design codes allow 2x10 to 8x10 cycles.
Electro-magnetic forces due to disruptions are estimated to create dynamic
stresses exceeding 100 MPa, and may thus create a potential for progressive
deformations. Further study of this effect is needed.
III.5.3.3. FW armor
Based on experience in present large tokamaks, a low-Z, plasma-facing
armor on the FW steel structure is required, such as a carbon-fibre-composite or
beryllium. For the Physics Phase, a carbon-fibre-composite material has been
adopted as a reference choice. Carbon-fibre-composite materials offer superior
thermal shock resistance. The enhanced reliability of carbon-fibre-composite
materials relative to ordinary (non-composite) carbons is already demonstrated
in present tokamak experiments.
A design concept based on mechanically-attached carbon-fibrecomposite tiles has been selected for detailed study. This design, shown in
Fig. III-7, features tiles with fully-mechanical attachments using carbon-fibrecomposite nuts and studs in grooves of the FW steel structure. The attachment
scheme allows the tiles to be replaced by remote handling.
The tile cooling method depends on the expected heat flux. Radiationcooled tiles are used in hot-spot areas with high (0.3-0.6 MW/m ) heat flux, and
conduction-cooled tiles, with the same basic design, are used for the areas of the
FW with lower heat fluxes. The limited use of radiation cooling (= 10% of the
FW area) is to minimize plasma impurities and to reduce tritium inventory.
Conduction-cooled tiles operate at low temperatures (<1000°C) relative to
radiation-cooled tiles (* 1600-1800 C), and thus result in a reduced plasma
impurity source and a lower tritium inventory in the FW tiles. The total tritium
inventory in the FW is estimated to be 150 grams.
Several open issues about the FW design remain. Like all carbon
materials used in tokamaks, the carbon-fibre-composite tiles must be baked to
temperatures greater than 350 C following exposure to air or water, and also
require glow discharge cleaning between periods of tokamak operation to
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FIG. m-7. First wall armor tiles
maintain the clean surface conditions needed for successful plasma operation.
Scenarios for baking and discharge cleaning are being developed. Options
include circulating high-pressure water or hot gas in the FW cooling circuits, and
the use of rf power to heat the tiles while the underlying panel structure remains
at lower temperature.
The operational life of the FW tiles is being evaluated. The key issues
are irradiation effects and tile surface erosion from plasma disruptions. Data on
the irradiation lifetime due to swelling of carbon-fibre-composite materials is
needed to evaluate the ultimate lifetime of the tiles.
The response of the tiles to disruption conditions also requires further
study. Here the ability of the carbon-fibre-composite material to withstand the
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erosion and thermal shock associated with the disruption energy flux appears
acceptable; for the number of disruptions anticipated in the Physics Phase, all but
the most highly-load portions (~ 20%) of the FW should survive for the entire
Physics Phase. Limited portions of the FW may have to be replaced several
times, depending on the magnitude of the localized disruption energy.
Since carbon-fibre-composite material is fairly transparent to highenergy electrons, the design requirement to protect the underlying tile
attachments and FW/blanket panel structure may make it necessary to
incorporate tungsten rods in the tile structure. This option is being studied.
The maximum allowable tile temperature is the subject of continuing
study. The FW tile design is based on a maximum allowable surface temperature
of 1800 C. This limit is set by radiation-enhanced sputtering, which results in
unacceptable erosion at higher temperatures. However, reactions between the
carbon-fibre-composite material and air or water (as could occur in a loss of
vacuum or in-vessel coolant leak) become significant for temperatures > 1000 C,
and further analysis is required to study the possible safety risks and to determine
if a corresponding limit on the maximum operating temperature is required.
II1.5.4. Divertor plate
The divertor plates, located above and below the plasma region within
the torus vacuum vessel, establish the interface between the plasma and the
material surface of the tokamak device. During normal operation, these plates
must withstand and remove approximately 100 MW of heat that is conducted to
them from the plasma boundary. These plates are also the location where the
plasma (including the helium produced by the fusion reaction) is neutralized for
subsequent exhaust by the torus vacuum pumping system. The operational
requirements associated with these functions are among the most challenging of
the ITER design.
The design of the divertor plate is presently developed only for the
Physics Phase operation with ignited plasmas. The present design consists of
compression-annealed pyrolytic-graphite armor tiles brazed to oxide-dispersionstrengthened copper alloy cooling tubes. This concept shows good promise of
meeting the requirements for Physics Phase operations.
Although only limited work has been completed on a divertor for the
Technology Phase, achieving an acceptable erosion lifetime seems to require a
high-Z divertor plate material, possibly tungsten. Table IH-5. presents a summary
of important specifications.
III.5.4.1. Divertor design and materials
The overall configuration of the divertor plate is presented in
Section III.4. Details of the divertor plate design and the support structure are
shown in Fig. III-8. The design is based on a monoblock construction, in which
the tiles are compression-annealed pyrolytic-graphite blocks that completely
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TABLE III-5. DIVERTOR DESIGN AND OPERATION SPECIFICATIONS
Parameter

Design Value

Design heat flux, (MW/m2)
Pulse duration
Allowable surface temperature,( C)
Coolant:
Inlet temperature, (°C)
Velocity, (m/s)
Plate segmentation
Coolant tube segmentation

15
continuous
1000

Maximum dimension, (m x m)

60
10
1/32 modules
tubes individually
insulated
1.2 x 3.5

surround the circular coolant channel. Advantages of the monoblock design
include lower eddy current forces, no stress singularity at the tile-tube interface,
and a greater resistance to off-normal heat loads. A flat armor tile is an alternate
design.
A flexible attachment scheme is provided to accommodate thermal
expansion between the divertor plate and the underlying support structure. The
coolant flows first through the divertor plate and is then returned through
channels which provide cooling for the support structure.
Carbon is selected as the first option low-Z material for the divertor
plate armor in the Physics Phase because of its extensive operating experience in
current tokamak experiments. Compression-annealed pyrolytic-graphite is
preferred because of its very high thermal conductivity and low tritium retention.
A compression-annealed pyrolytic-graphite tile thickness of 20 nun is chosen so
that the tile surface temperature does not exceed 1000 °C at the 15 MW/m
design heat flux.
Operational requirements imposed by carbon include 1) 1000°C
maximum surface temperature to avoid "runaway" erosion, 2) maximum divertor
plasma edge temperature <100 eV to avoid "runaway" erosion, 3) neutron
radiation fluence limited to <0.2 dpa to avoid excessive reductions in thermal
conductivity, and 4) >350°C rninirnum baking temperature to remove water.
Oxide-dispersion-strengthened copper is selected as the first option for
the divertor plate structure (heat sink/coolant containment) because of its high
thermal conductivity and retained high yield strength after brazing at 950°C.
HI.5.4.2. Divertor performance and lifetime issues
The thermal performance (peak power handling) and operational
lifetime of the divertor plates are important operations issues. The design goals
for the Physics Phase are to be able to accomodate a peak surface heat flux of
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15 MW/m and to achieve a period of 1-year or greater between a replacement
of divertor plates. In both cases, preliminary analysis shows that there are
reasonable prospects to achieve these goals. However, significant physics and
engineering uncertainties exist, and present estimates of divertor plate thermal
performance and lifetime are provisional.
The average peak heat load expected on the divertor plate is
10 MW/m . When allowance is made for local peaking of the heat fluxes due to
toroidal field ripple and plate misalignment, the resulting design heat load is
15 MW/m , near the limit of engineering feasibility. Limiting the peaking factor
to 1.5 will require precise divertor plate alignment with respect to the toroidal
field lines.
The maximum allowable peak heat flux to the divertor plate is limited
by tile surface temperature and by burnout of the coolant channel caused by film
boning. The burnout limitation is more restrictive. For water coolant velocities
of 10 m/s, burnout occurs at a critical heat flux level of 40 to 60 MW/m . For
the proposed design, which uses a round channel with a twisted tape insert to
enhance heat transfer, the estimated burnout safety margin is 2 to 4 for a surface
heat flux of 15 MW/m2.
The 20-mm thickness of the divertor plate armor tile is chosen to be
consistent with a 1000 °C maximum surface temperature at a static heat load of
15 MW/m , By varying the magnetic configuration of the plasma, it is possible
to sweep the energy deposition across the strike-point location, at a frequency of
0.1 Hz, and thereby permit either a doubling of the tile thickness or a doubling of
the allowable heat flux. In the latter case, however, the coolant flow velocity
would have to be increased to maintain adequate burnout margin.
Neutron irradiation is expected to reduce the thermal conductivity in
carbon, but the performance loss so produced may be offset by thinning of the
tile due to erosion.
The lifetime of the divertor plate will be determined by surface
erosion. The principal erosion mechanisms include plasma sputtering (physical
and chemical) and sublimation due to thermal loading and runaway electron
impingement produced by plasma disruptions. When the effects of re-deposition
are taken into account, sputtering erosion is relatively modest, and sublimation
from disruption thermal loading is estimated to result in a divertor plate lifetime
limit of about 1 year ( about 100 disruptions). There are, however, considerable
uncertainties in the factors that lead to this conclusion.
Sputtering does not seem to be the most restrictive factor in setting
the divertor plate lifetime. Although carbon exhibits high gross erosion rates due
to sputtering, modeling of the conditions at the divertor plate surface indicates
that most of the sputtered material will be re-deposited locally. When the effects
of chemical sputtering and periodic shifting of the strike point (where the erosion
peaks) are taken into account, the net sputtering erosion is estimated to be about
3mm/yr.
Erosion due to plasma disruptions is significantly more severe. For
worst-case assumptions of 20 MJ/m energy deposition, the peak erosion is
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predicted to be about 0.1 to 0.2 mm per disruption. With a 20-mm thick tile, the
usable divertor plate lifetime will therefore be about 100 worst-case disruptions.
This number of disruptions is expected during about one year of Physics Phase
operations.
There are, however, mitigating factors as well as considerable
uncertainties. Given the expected rate of disruptions, a 0.1 mm erosion per
disruption would imply that the divertor plate would have to be replaced once per
year. However, experimental results on carbon erosion show a factor of five
times greater erosion than model predictions, and this would lead to a
corresponding increase in erosion (to about 0.5 mm per disruption) and an
unacceptable reduction in plate lifetime. These experiments are, however,
conducted with electron beams, and may not be representative of erosion in a
plasma environment. Further study and data are needed.
The disruption heat fluxes are quite uncertain and it is possible that
the 20 MJ/m specification is too pessimistic. It is also possible that in a plasma
environment, re-deposition will reduce the net erosion. The simple strategy of
shifting the strike point location to prevent repeated deposition at the same
strikepoint location may be successful in extending divertor plate lifetime.
High-energy ("runaway") electrons generated during disruptions may
strike the divertor plate with energies potentially as high as 300 MeV, and
penetrate through carbon armor to deposit their energy in the metal cooling
structure. The threshold level sufficient to melt the copper cooling tube is
estimated to be 80 to 190 MJ/m , assuming an electron energy of 100 MeV. The
use of tungsten armor tiles or tungsten inserts inside of carbon tiles is being
studied to provide increased protection for the cooling tube.

HI.5.4.3. Other design considerations
Thermal stresses in the divertor plate are a potential lifetime limiting
issue and are presently being analyzed. Preliminary estimates show that primary
stresses due to coolant pressure and stresses due to electromagnetic loading, are
low. Thermal stresses and residual stresses at the braze interface are high and
further study and testing are required to verify that the fatigue lifetime of the
divertor plate will be adequate.
Baking of the divertor armor at £ 350° C, which will be necessary
after air or water exposure, will be done by temporarily changing the coolant
from water to hot helium gas.
The tritium inventory in the divertor appears manageable. Bulk
retention of tritium in the armor is less than one gram. However, co-deposition
of eroded carbon and tritium on the surface is estimated to be about one
kilogram of tritium per year. Keeping the tritium inventory to acceptable levels
( < 100 g) will require removing the co-deposited tritium surface layer.
Techniques such as in-situ baking with oxygen present or glow discharge cleaning
are promising, but need to be studied.
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The consequences of a divertor loss-of-cooling accident (LOCA) have
been evaluated The ability of the proposed design to withstand a LOCA is
acceptable. During a complete LOCA, the delay to melting of the cooling tube is
estimated to be at least five seconds. Should one of the two independent cooling
circuits fail, the critical time for failure increases by at least a factor of four. In
either case, the high tile surface temperature and resulting carbon sublimation
are expected to provide passive plasma shutdown before tube melt-through
would occur.
III.5.5. Blanket/shield system
The ITER in-vessel nuclear systems are 1) the tritium-production (or
"driver") blanket modules, and (2) the non-breeding shield components. The
primary function of the driver blanket is to supply tritium for plasma operation,
particularly during the Technology Phase of the device. The blanket also recovers
most of the thermal heat resulting from the capture of 14-MeV neutrons. The
blanket and shield, along with the torus vacuum vessel, also provide neutron
shielding for the TF magnets. In most regions, the blanket and shield are
integrated with the vacuum vessel into a single component. Specialized nonbreeding shielding is provided behind the divertor plates and around the
equatorial port penetrations.
Austenitic steel (type 316 annealed) is selected as the structural material
for the blanket/shield because of its extensive data base and ease of fabrication.
Low-temperature water (Tinlet = 60°C, Toutlet = 100°C) is selected as the
coolant.
III.5.5.1. Blanket modules
Figures III-5 and EH-6 show mid-plane, cross-section views of the
options for the inboard and outboard blanket/shield. The configuration is
described in III.1.5. Key considerations in the design include 1) incorporation of
lithium (for tritium breeding), 2) incorporation of beryllium for neutron
multiplication (to achieve a tritium breeding ratio as close to unity as possible),
3) heat removal and tritium recovery, and 4) blanket maintenance and
replacement. The last consideration is addressed in the discussions of the
tokamak device layout and maintenance approach presented in Sections III.4.
and ffl.5.6. A discussion of the first three considerations follows.
Three options have been investigated to incorporate lithium into the
blanket. These include the use of lithium ceramics (solid-breeder), lithiumbearing salts in the water coolant (aqueous salt), and lithium-lead eutectics. The
solid-breeder concept is selected as the "first option".
Details of the solid-breeder design are being developed. The lithium
ceramic and beryllium may be incorporated into the blanket as small spheres
(« 1 mm diameter) or as layers of sintered material. Several lithium ceramics are
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FIG. III-9. Plan view of outboard blanket segments

possible (L^O, LiAlO 2 , li^SiO^, L^ZrO-j). Tritium is recovered in-situ by
flowing low pressure ( » 0.1 MPa) helium through the ceramic material.
A key design issue for the solid breeder blanket is how to keep the
ceramic material at a temperature (400-1000°C) high enough to enhance tritium
release, while still being compatible with a low-temperature, water-cooled steel
structure. Here sphere-pac and layered designs appear feasible. In sphere-pac
designs, the thermal isolation needed is provided by a small, helium-filled gap
between the coolant pipes and the ceramic. In layered-designs, heat insulation is
provided by layers of beryllium placed between the coolant channels and the
lithium ceramic.
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Figure III-6 shows two options for the outboard blanket: (1) poloidal
cooling with a sphere-pac mixture of the lithium ceramic and beryllium and
(2) radial/toroidal cooling with a layered configuration of beryllium and ceramic.
The outboard first wall will be toroidally cooled (see section ni.5.3.).
Figure III-9 shows a plan view of the outboard blanket segments. In
general, all outboard segments have equal toroidal widths at the midplane. This
is compatible with all but two ports, which are 1300 mm wide at the midplane for
maintenance purposes. The outboard, side blanket segments at these locations
are specially designed to accommodate these larger ports.
Estimates of the achievable tritium breeding ratio with the proposed
solid-breeder and module designs are in the range of 0.8 to 0.9. The variation
depends on 1) the FW coverage of the blanket, 2) the amount of FW carbonfibre-composite tile coverage and 3) the structural requirements of the
FW/blanket to withstand disruption loads. External supplies of tritium should be
adequate to make up the difference.
Tritium produced in the driver blanket will be distributed within the
structural material, the breeding material, and the multiplier, with the latter two
being the most important from the tritium inventory perspective. The tritium
inventory in the ceramic breeder is strongly design dependent, with estimates of
the inventory in the breeding materials ranging from less than 10 grams to
200 grams. The most important factor affecting the tritium inventory distribution
is the temperature distribution, since most of the inventory of tritium will be
located hi the cooler regions of the blanket.
The amount of recoverable tritium depends on the concept selected for
thermal isolation. If beryllium blocks are used to provide isolation between the
coolant tubes and lithium ceramic, the beryllium temperature will be relatively
low (100 to 400 C) and much of the tritium will be retained. If (in a worst-case
situation) all of the tritium were retained, the end-of-life inventory in beryllium at
the conclusion of the Technology Phase (* 3 MWa/m ) would be about 0.8 kg.
The inventory at end of the Physics Phase would, however, be less than 10 grams.
For designs which use helium-filled gaps for thermal isolation, the
beryllium temperatures are higher (~ 600 C). Preliminary experiments on tritium
recovery at these temperatures suggest that more than 90% of the tritium can be
recovered, with a corresponding reduction of in-blanket inventory.

III.S.S.2. Shielding
The design of the inboard blanket and vacuum vessel that lie between
the inboard breeding region and the TF coil is optimized to minimize nuclear
heat loading and radiation damage to the TF coil. Studies of the composition of
the inboard region show that a steel/water shield backed with about 2 to 3 cm of
Pb/B^C and a 30 to 40 cm thick vacuum vessel is an optimum choice. With this
shielding configuration, the total radial build needed is 84 cm. The total nuclear
heating in the TF coils in the inboard region will be 5 to 10 kW. The maximum
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insulator dose in the Technology Phase is estimated to be 2 to 3 x 10 rads (these
numbers include appropriate design safety factors).
The shielding in the region behind the divertor has also been optimized.
Here, minimization of the total vertical build is the most important consideration.
With 60 cm of shield/vacuum vessel, the estimated total nuclear heating in the
localized region of the TF coils behind the divertor is 5 to 8 kW with similar
shield materials as in the inboard region (insulator doses are less than in the
inboard region because of thicker TF coil cases in the divertor region). The total
nuclear heating in the TF coil in both the inboard and divertor region is 10 to
20 kW in the Technology Phase.
Shielding analysis of the effects of blanket assembly gaps and port
penetrations has been carried out. For one cm-wide assembly gaps, safety factors
of two on integrated responses and three on local responses are adequate to
account for the effects of neutron streaming. The minimum shield for the NBI
duct (at the place of closest approach to the backside of the coil) is 35 cm. The
TF coil winding pack, in the region of the divertor/vacuum pumping duct, is
adequately shielded by 35 cm of shield and vacuum vessel.
The radial build of the outboard blanket/shield/vacuum vessel (150 cm)
is adequate to limit the dose rate outside of the tokamak to 2.5 mrem/hour,
24 hours after shutdown, provided adequate shielding (typically one meter
thickness for large ducts) is provided around all penetrations.
III.5.6. Maintenance equipment and design requirements
All components of the ITER tokamak device and auxiliary systems are
designed with the need for maintenance and repair in mind. These fundamental
requirements are reflected in the basic layout and configuration of the tokamak
device. The facility is equipped with specialized equipment to perform the
maintenance needed during operations.
HI.5.6.1. Design requirements for maintenance
All components of the tokamak device are classified according to their
requirement for maintenance. The classification is according to the need for
scheduled or unscheduled maintenance, by the likelihood of maintenance, and by
the impact of the maintenance procedure on operations and availability.
The first class of components is those that are known to require frequent
scheduled maintenance (e.g., the divertor plates). These components, and the
associated remote handling equipment and service procedures, are designed
together to minimize the replacement time. This will maximize availability.
The second class of components is those, which, while designed to last
the life of ITER, may require unscheduled maintenance, or replacement (e.g. the
in-vessel breeding blanket modules). These semi-permanent components are
designed for full remote repair or replacement, but minimization of repair and
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replacement time is subordinate to considerations for component design, such as
nuclear performance and operational reliability.
The third class of components is the "permanent" tokamak device
systems, ,'uch as the torus vacuum vessel and TF and PF magnets. These
components are expected to last the life of ITER, and major maintenance or
upgrading are not anticipated. Here, if major maintenance operations should be
needed they will require substantial disassembly of at least part of the tokamak
device, and the projected maintenance time will be long. Although these
components are designed to make disassembly and repair/replacement feasible
by remote handling m^ans, their design emphasize reliability and performance
optimization.
Reliability and fail-safe design of the maintenance equipment itself are
also required. All maintenance equipment will be designed so that no singlepoint failure can, (a) preclude the withdrawal of the equipment to its
maintenance area, (b) result in the inadvertent release of the payload, or
(c) cause any loss of confinement or accidental release of radioactivity.
III.5.6.2. Equipment.
The main item of equipment for handling heavy payloads within the
reactor hall will be the main crane. Different lifting rigs will be used with the
crane depending on the component handled. The main crane will be used for the
initial assembly of the tokamak and for all subsequent replacement operations.
The major components handled by the crane are: TF and PF coils, the TF
intercoil structure, the vacuum vessel sectors, and the biological shield.
The remaining maintenance equipment consists of combinations of
subsystems. Each subsystem typically includes a transporter, an end-effector, and
a tool. Using a combination of such subsystems allows the number of large
handling devices (e.g. transporters) to be kept to a minimum. The end-effectors
and tools, of more limited dimensions, will be available to handle a large variety
of components.
Transporters for in-vessel operations include two 90-degree articulated
booms, two 180-degree vehicle systems, and two transfer units for rapid transfer
of plasma-facing components into and out of the vacuum vessel. Servomanipulator and divertor plate end-effectors are provided for in-vessel
operations. Special purpose tools for in-vessel operations include tools for tile
replacement, leak detection, and cutting and welding.
Remote replacement of blanket modules will be carried out by dedicated
devices operating from above the reactor. The inboard and outboard blanket
segments can be independently removed with simple translation motion in all
three planes, i.e. no rotating of the heavy pieces will be required. An illustration
of this is given in Fig. Ill-10.
The details of the ex-vessel maintenance equipment and procedures are
being developed in parallel with the final definition of the total device
configuration and auxiliaries. However, here the primary items of equipment will
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FIG. 111-10. Remote replacement of blanket modules
include bridge- and floor-mounted transporters that will allow access from both
the top or bottom of the machine, as well as from radial positions through the
cryostat penetrations.
Preliminary engineering design of the in-vessel remote handling
equipment is in progress. The design concentrates on feasibility, minimization of
intervention time, recovery in case of failure, and interface compatibility with
machine component design. Preliminary design of ex-vessel remote handling
equipment is being carried out in parallel with the definition of the basic machine
configuration.
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III.5.7. Current drive and heating
The current drive and heating systems fulfill several functions: plasma
initiation, current ramp-up assist, current drive, plasma profile control, heating,
and burn control.
7/7.5.7.7. Concept description
The reference system is comprised of a 20 MW, 140 GHz Electron
Cyclotron (EC) system for plasma initiation and profile control; a 45 MW, 5 to
6 GHz Lower Hybrid (LH) system for ramp-up assist and current drive in the
outer region of the plasma; and a 75 MW, 1.3 MeV Neutral Beam (NB) system
for current drive in the plasma core and profile control. During steady-state
conditions, the combined power injected into the plasma will be 120 MW and for
an average efficiency of 0.4, the electrical power required from the grid is
= 300MW.
The EC system consists of 28 rf channels which transmit the waves to the
tokamak where they are focussed by mirrors into the plasma; one of the mirrors
is moveable. Four channels are used as active spares to ensure reliable operation.
Each channel consists of an 80 to 100 kV, 2.5 MW, DC power supply; a 140 GHz,
1 MW gyrotron with integrated mode convertor, initializing optics; a corrugated
waveguide approximately 50 meters in length; fast valves; and an rf window
assembly. The EC waves will be injected into the plasma at the equatorial plane,
at an angle of from 10 to 30 degrees to a machine radius and in the direction
opposite to the plasma current. To ensure that the desired q = 2 magnetic
surface will be tracked, a turning mirror is used capable of sweeping the EC
waves in the horizontal direction at a rate of 5 degrees per 0.1 seconds (see
Fig. III-ll).
The LH system is similar to systems constructed for JT-60, Tore Supra
and JET. A grill launcher, with 1500 to 3500 waveguides is fed by a multi-junction
waveguide array which in turn is fed by about 100 rf transmitters, each rated at
0.7 to 0.8 MW. The required frequency is 5 to 6 GHz. A good power coupling is
expected when the grill apertures are flush to the first wall. However, due to the
uncertainties in the prediction of the edge density as well as to accommodate
various operating conditions, provisions are made in the design for a radial
motion of the launchers and for high power load guard limiters. Two options,
having a common layout, are under consideration; they differ mainly in the
dimensionning of the antennaes. For option 1 and option 2, respectively, two full
ports or two half ports are used. A representative layout of the LH wave system
is given in Fig. Ill-12.
The NB system consists of nine modules, arranged in three vertical
arrays of three modules. Each vertical array is aimed through a port aligned with
a tangent to the magnetic axis of the tokamak. Each module nominally generates
8.3 MW of deuterium or hydrogen neutrals with an energy of 1.3 MeV. In the
event of a source module failure, each module can be operated up to 10 MW
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FIG. 111-12. LHW system layout, plan view

FIG. 111-13. Neutral beam system

which assures the ability of the system to reliably inject the required 75 MW. A
module consists of one or more neutral beam sources; each source includes a
negative-ion plasma generator with pre-accelerator, an accelerator, a beam
profile controller, a gas neutralizes and an ion dump system. A source module is
about 4 meters in diameter and 15 meters long and will be connected to the torus
through a 25 meters long duct (see Fig. 111-13).
HI.5.7.2. Alternate concept descriptions
An Ion Cyclotron system is an alternate to the neutral beams. The
system would be comprised of about 60 antenna straps, approximately 0.5 meters
wide by 1.25 meters high, two per blanket module, each fed by a 20 cm coaxial
transmission line which in-turn is fed by an rf transmitter. Approximately 60
transmitters rated at 2.5 MW will be required and will operate over a frequency
range from 15 to 60 MHz.
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There are two supplementary systems under consideration. The first is a
20 MW, EC system very similar to the reference EC system but with a higher
frequency, 180 to 200 GHz. The system would share the same port with the
reference EC system. The second system is a 25 MW, 115 to 150 MHz IC system
that features a single in-port launcher. Studies of these systems will continue.
III.5.8 Fuel cycle system
HI.S.8.1 Scope and primary requirements
The main elements of the fuel cycle system are shown in Fig. Ill-14. This
system supports fuelling of the torus, torus vacuum pumping, processing of
exhaust fuel, and recovery of tritium from the breeder blanket and test sectors.
The system also supports several common plant operation processes such as
hydrogen isotope separation, storage and management of fuel gases, and
treatment of solid, liquid and gaseous tritiated wastes. Key requirements are
listed in Table III-6.
IH.S.8.2. System design
Plasma fuelling will be provided primarily by gas puffing in the divertor
region. For fuelling during plasma current ramp-up, pellet injectors capable of
producing a limited number (<100/pulse) of pellets at velocities in excess of
2 km/s will be provided to produce peaked profiles. Additionally, to enhance
flexibility during operation, pellet injectors will be provided which are able to
provide continuous fuelling beyond the scrape-off layer (1.2 to 2 km/s).
Plasma chamber vacuum pumping during plasma operation and during
dwell periods between pulses will be achieved using argon-spray compound
cryopumps. The required 24 cryopumps are arranged in eight stations. For initial
pump-down and torus conditioning, a system of turbomolecular pumps (TMP's)
will be used (eight pumps, each with a capacity of 15 to 25 m /s, integrated into
the cryopumping stations).
The possibility of replacing the compound pumps with turbopumps is
also being evaluated. The pump-layout will provide sufficient space for an allturbopump option.
Roughing and backing will be provided by Normetex-type 600 plus
1200 m /s scroll pumps. Here minor design modifications will be needed to
reduce tritium inventory.
The design of the fuel processing system for torus exhaust will
incorporate two process methods. In the first method, impurities will be
cryosorbed on molecular sieves and subsequently oxidized to tritiated water. The
water is then reduced to tritium plus oxygen using an electrolysis cell. NBI and
pellet injector gas impurities will also be processed using this method. The
second method, which avoids inventories of tritiated water, uses a permeation
membrane followed by catalytic steps to "crack" hydrocarbons and reduce water
vapour using the water-gas-shift reaction.
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FIG. 111-14. ITER fuel cycle block diagram

TABLE IH-6 K E Y DESIGN PARAMETERS OF FUEL CYCLE
FUELLING AND EXHAUST
Fuelling and exhaust rate, (moles/h)
Pump speed, (m3/s)
Effective pumping speed at torus
during burn, (m3/s)
Ultimate pressure in torus (mbar)
Installed TMP capacity, (m3/s)

75
1500
700
4 x 10"
120

BLANKET TRITIUM PROCESSING
Tritium production rate, (g/full-power-day)
Ceramic breeder hydrogen swamping ratio. (H/T)
Maximum H + T recovered as oxide, (%-water)

125
100
10

Nominal production of tritiated water, (moles/d)

<25

COMMON PROCESSES
Max. flow to isotopic separation, (mol/h) protium
deuterium
tritium
Effluent water de-tritiation rate, (kg/h)
Discharge concentration, (Ci/kg)
Plant volumes requiring air-detritiation, (m3)
Air
helium
Max. local tritium inventory,
design target, (g)

1 x 10 4
450
50
150
lx 10" 5
2 x 10 5
5 x 10 4
200

The design of the processing system for blanket tritium recovery
supports the lithium-ceramic blanket option. The tritium in the blanket purge
gas stream is recovered by cryosorption on molecular sieves, along with the
swamping hydrogen and any impurities present. The impurities are subsequently
separated and the tritium recovered using processes similar to those found in the
plasma exhaust fuel processing system. Hydrogen and tritium are recovered on
getter beds. The process uses generally proven concepts, although not yet
demonstrated on a large-scale.
Alternate processing approaches are being examined. If a large fraction
of the hydrogen and tritium can be recovered in oxide form, it may be efficient to
oxidize the entire hydrogen flow and process it using liquid phase and vapour
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phase catalytic exchange. This process capability will likely be required in any
event to process tritiated water wastes.
Finally, if the blanket purge-gas flow requirements are modest, a
permeator concept can be used. This process requires a scale up of more than a
factor of ten from todays parameters, and a consequent major re-design in the
permeator mechanical structure. However, since it is continuous, this approach
would permit a reduction of two to three in the tritium inventory in the blanket.
Tritiated water processing required to detritiate water collected in the
facility (primarily from building driers) to concentrations suitable for
environmental discharge will be accomplished with either distillation of water or
combined-electrolysis-catalytic-exchange. For water to be re-used in the plant,
detritiation to a much less stringent level is required, and distillation of water is
the process of choice.
Tritiated atmosphere processing will use proven catalytic oxidation and
drier technology. Solid waste tritium recovery will involve heating (melting) and
vacuum degassing of components such as metal components exposed directly to
the plasma. Graphite waste containing substantial quantities of tritium will be
either burned under controlled conditions with subsequent collection of the
combustion products, or subjected to high temperature vacuum-degassing.
Isotopic separation will be based on cryogenic distillation of hydrogen
isotopes, which has already been demonstrated at a scale sufficient for ITER. All
hydrogen feeds may be processed in one column train, or alternatively, separate
column trains, for substantially different feed compositions, may be used.
III.5.8.3. Tritium inventories in ITER
The principal inventories of tritium in ITER are shown in Table III-7.
The total process inventory during the Technology Phase is approximately
800 grams. This inventory must be relatively mobile to facilitate processing. The
maximum local inventory concentration does not exceed 200 grams. It should be

TABLE: III-7. EXPECTED TRITIUM INVENTORIES IN ITER
Phase
System

Physics
(g)

Fuel Cycle
400-600
Solid Waste Processing -1000
.1000
300-600
Fuel Storage
20-200
Breeder Blanket
- 150
First Wall
-1000
Divertor
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Technology
(g)
« 800

TBD
-1000
100-1000
- SO

TBD

possible to significantly reduce these maximum local inventories during the
Physics Phase by sizing certain components for lower throughput. Quantities of
relatively immobile tritium in working storage (stored on metal beds) and tritium
in solid waste awaiting processing (mainly in graphite powder) depend strongly
on operating plans and conditions which have not yet been determined. For each
of these categories, one kilogram may be regarded as a reasonable working
assumption.
Tritium in the driver blanket will be distributed among structural
material, breeding material, and multiplier. The factors affecting blanket tritium
inventory are discussed in Section ITI.5.6. Tritium inventories in the ceramic
breeder blanket are relatively immobile under upset conditions.
Tritium inventories in the divertor plate and FW armor are dependent
on the design and operational parameters (Section III.5.5.). For the values given
in the table, it is assumed that for the FW in the Physics Phase, about 50 m 2 of
radiative tiles are used on the outboard wall, with the rest of the outboard and
inboard tiles being conductively-cooled. For the divertor, five complete plate
replacements are assumed during the Physics Phase, and the tritium inventory is
due essentially to co-deposition.
III.6. BALANCE OF PLANT
The balance of plant includes the cooling system, electrical distribution
sub-station, safety systems, fluid supply and discharge system, buildings and
structures (reactor building, hot cell, etc.), radioactive waste disposal, and plant
layout.
III.6.1. Cooling system
The cooling system consists of the primary cooling system (heat
transport system), a secondary cooling system and a heat rejection system. Heat
from components which do not contaminate the coolant will be rejected directly
to the environment. The system also must have the ability to provide heat to
bake-out the internal components of the vacuum vessel at temperatures up to
350 C.
Preliminary estimates of the main continuous heat loads anticipated
from various reactor systems, during the Physics Phase are given hi Table III-8.
IH.6.2. Electrical distribution system
This system provides the needed electrical power to the
systems/components shown in Table IH-9.
In this listing, account was taken that the sum of the power supply needs
for the magnets and the plasma heating/current drive system will never exceed
470 MW during inductive operation.
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TABLE III-8 PRIMARY HEAT LOADS
First wall
Divertor
Blanket, shield and vacuum vessel
Plasma heating/ current drive system
Cryogenic system
Fuel cycle and vacuum pumping systems
PF magnets (bus bars, power supply)
Active control coils
TF magnets (bus bars)
Electrical distribution and PIC
systems, utility
Primary cooling system pumps
Pumps of secondary and ultimate heat
rejection systems
Others

235 HW
205 MW
up to 900 MW
95 MW
70 MW
30 MW
40 MW
20 MW
5 MW
25 MW
30 MW
65 MW
30 MW
up to 1750 MW

Total

TABLE III-9 ELECTRICAL POWER NEEDS
Inductive
operation
(MW)

Steady-state
operation
(MW)

PF magnets
Plasma heating/current drive
Cooling system
Cryogenic system
Fuel cycle & vacuum pumping
Utility systems
Others

400
130
95
70
30
25
30

50
300
95
30
30
25
30

Total

720
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III.6.3. Fluid supply and discharge system
The system supplies and provides for the safe discharge of all fluids
needed for ITER, including potable and industrial-grade water, steam,
compressed air, helium, hydrogen, propane, and argon.
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III.6.4. Reactor building and hot cell
The reactor building will contain the tokamak and only those systems
and equipment which are directly connected to the tokamak or required within
the building for safety or for operational reasons. Three variants of the reactor
building layout are being considered and a decision on a single layout will be
made in 1990.
The hot cell will be used to: l)inspect and possibly partly dismantle
damaged components to identify failed areas, 2) sample materials and analyze
them in a material testing laboratory, 3) decontaminate (detritiate) components,
4) repair failed components, and 5) process graphite dust for tritium recovery.
The hot cell remains to be designed.
III.7 SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Demonstration of the potential of fusion power for safe and
environmentally acceptable operation is a key ITER objective. Accordingly, the
safety design of ITER focuses on limiting routine and accidental emissions of
radioactivity to below regulatory levels. To this end, passive components and
natural processes will be used wherever possible. For almost any accident, the
dose to the public would be nearly zero and insignificant.
III.7.1. Radiological dose limits
When the ITER site is selected, regulatory officials in the country and
locality of the ITER site will determine the exact regulatory requirements. Until
then, a set of working dose limits has been established, as targets, that anticipate
the likely regulatory requirements. Besides primary regulatory requirements, all
ITER countries have also adopted some form of the ALARA (As Low As
Reasonably Achievable) principle. The provisional ITER dose limits take this
into account. The primary working dose limits are as follows:
1) The maximum public dose must be under 100 mSv (10 rem), early
dose, for any accident.
2) The maximum public dose from operational effluents (including
maintenance activities) must be under 100 |XSv/a (10 mrem/yr),
with < 50 [XSv/a from atmospheric effluents and < 50 [iSv/a from
liquid effluents. These limits are chronic doses (50-yr dose
commitment), and are generally
consistent with ALARA
considerations in most of the ITER countries which limit the dose
from atmospheric effluents from fission power plants to about
50 jiSv/a.
3) The maximum radiation dose to personnel (workers) must be under
10 mSv/a (1 rem/yr). Plant areas accessed by radiation workers
should have radiation fields below 25 \lSvfh (2.5 mrem/h).
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4) Working risk targets have been proposed in the form of dose versus
occurrence rate of off-normal events. This "risk curve" is required
since the safety analyses have to consider the full range of events
from an operational transient to the worst case.
III.7.2. Safety analysis
Specific ITER safety analyses to assess the course and consequences of
internal events are planned to be completed by the end of the Conceptual Design
Phase. The following categories of major initiating events and conceivable
accidents are being considered: 1) loss of vacuum accident (LOVA), 2) loss of
coolant accident (LOCA), 3) loss of coolant flow accident (LOFA), 4) major
magnet system failure, 5) major tritium system failure, and 6) loss of plasma
confinement.
Safety is taken into account in the ITER design. The strategy being
pursued emphasizes the use of natural processes and passive components and
consists of (a) reducing radioactivity inventories as far as possible, and
(b) limiting mobilization and leakage to the environment. The latter can be
accomplished by:
1) Avoiding chemical reactions that could mobilize radioactivity in
conceivable accidents by limiting temperatures, quantities of
reactive materials, hydrogen production, etc.
2) Isolating components that include significant radioactivity
inventories by passive design features to prevent sequential
mobilization and release.
3) Designing the reactor building to provide as much passive
confinement as possible.
To date, ths ITER safety analyses have mainly addressed radioactivity
inventories ("a" above), limiting mobilization (the first part of item "b"), and
reaching a concensus on dose calculation methodology.
Factors have been identified in the design that can reduce tritium
inventories and mobilities. If the mobility based concept, for the presently
estimated tritium inventory levels, is applied to the worst case accidents, the dose
limits appear difficult to meet; however, effort is being made to reduce the gap by
further design and analyses. When the confinement provided by the reactor
building is considered, it is estimated that the maximum worst-case early doses
should fall below 10 mSv (1 rem), and the likely doses to the public from
accidents should be nearly zero.
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III.8. SITE REQUIREMENTS
The key requirements for ITER are sufficient electrical power, waste
heat disposal, and land area. In general, the range of acceptable conditions for
the site is sufficiently large that many possible options for siting ITER will be
available for detailed consideration when selection of a site takes place.
HI.8.1. Electrical Power
A continuous electric power of 300 and 550 MW is needed for inductive
operation and non-inductive operation respectively. An additional peak power of
400 MW for the PF coils is required for inductive operation. The maximum
power demand is 700 to 800 MW from an electrical grid stiff enough to sustain
transients. On-site energy storage (e.g., flywheel generators) can be used for the
PF power supply to reduce the peak power demand.
111.8.2. Cooling
An ultimate heat sink with a capacity of about 1800 MW is required.
The heat sink may be cooling water with a flow of 40 to 60 m /s, depending on
water temperature. Alternative options include the use of wet or dry type cooling
systems. The wet type requires approximately 3000 m /h industrial water; the
dry type cooling tower requires an additional site area of 130,000 m .
111.8.3. Land
A minimum of 400,000 m (approximately 630 meters square) of
contiguous site area must be available to accommodate the ITER facility and onsite construction facilities. If interim on-site storage of major activated
components is planned after decommissioning, then additional land must be
available for the necessary buildings and facilities.
111.8.4. Transportation
Access is essential to national and international heavy haulage routes for
loads up to about 10 meters wide and about 500 tonnes (e.g. perhaps a TF
magnet). Secure access is also essential for nuclear materials.
m.8.5. Other
The ITER site must accept responsibility for handling and disposing of
radioactive components and materials. External hazards should not imperil the
safety of the plant. Local seismic, hydrologies' and meteorlogical conditions
must be factored into the structural design of the tokamak, the related plant, and
the associated buildings.
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IV. OPERATION AND RESEARCH PROGRAMME
IV.l. INTRODUCTION
ITER will be operated in two phases, the Physics Phase and the
Technology Phase. The Physics Phase will be devoted primarily to physics issues
at low neutron fluence. After the physics issues have been resolved, the
Technology Fhase will be used mainly for engineering testing at neutron fluences
in the range of 1 MWa/m . Successful ITER operation, in itself, marks a major
milestone in the development of fusion energy because all of the major
components of a reactor will have been successfully operated as an integrated
reactor system.

j

I

IV.2. PHYSICS PROGRAMME

j
!

IV.2.1. Research programme
The Physics Phase of ITER will encompass:
(1) Inductive operation under conditions of controlled burn pulses lasting
200 seconds or more;
(2) Extension of the burn pulse towards steady-state, utilizing noninductive current drive in a plasma with a Q-value of at least five;
(3) Specific investigations to obtain a physics data base for Demo; and
(4) Optimization of long-burn operation modes suitable for Technology
Phase testing with Q > 5 .
Most of the physics studies will be conducted with D-T plasmas.
However, only a relatively low number of high neutron flux discharges will be
required and the total neutron fluence in the Physics Phase is anticipated to be
less than 0.05 MWa/m , corresponding to less than 0.5 dpa at the first wall. This
phase will take about six years and about 15,000 discharges to complete. The
operational plan of the Physics Phase is summarized in Table IV-1. It is divided
into a zero activation stage, a low activation stage, and a high activation stage.
IV.2.1.1. Zero activation stage
The aim of the zero activation stage is to commission the device and
many of its subsystems (in particular the systems for current drive and heating,
fuelling, diagnostics and control), to test he satisfactory functioning of the
plasma-facing components, especially the divertor plates, and to perform a first
exploration of the accessible operational space and the confinement capability of
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TABLE IV-1. ITER PHYSICS PHASE OPERATIONAL PLAN
ZERO ACTIVATION
Operational
Conditions

LOW ACTIVATION
Plasma
Optimization

Ignition and Driven
Operat ion

6000 shots

2000 shots

7000 shots

|

Year 1

1

H

H

ECH
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Initial
Ohmic
Operation

1500

1
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3.5 T
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|
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1
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ITER in hydrogen plasmas. This will include optimization studies of heating to
thermonuclear plasma parameters and of long-pulse operation with noninductive current drive. Also, information on abnormal plasma conditions
(disruptions) will be gained. This stage will require about 6000 discharges and
will last about 2.5 years.
IV.2.1.2. Low activation stage
During the low activation stage using deuterium and D/ He plasmas,
the ion mass effect on plasma confinement will be re-assessed, and the approach
to thermonuclear plasma conditions will be further optimized. In addition,
helium exhaust will be simulated. It is estimated that about 2000 discharges and
one year are needed for this stage.
IV.2.1.3. High activation stage
After installing the tritium handling system, ITER operation will be
devoted to achieving two ITER physics goals. The first is controlled, ignited burn
in a D-T plasma. The external heating power (needed for burn control) will then
be small compared to the alpha particle heating power (Q=20 to 50). The
second goal is steady-state operation with Q > 5 . After initial experience with
D-T operation, the experiments will evolve from low Q discharges through "flash"
ignition to about 200 second controlled burn pulses, and then to long-pulse driven
operation.
The most favorable conditions for ignition are expected at high plasma
density, high plasma current, and a low impurity level; the alpha particle heating
power will reach a level of about 200 MW. Plasma confinement, at the beginning
of burn, is favorably influenced by very low thermal helium density, as discussed
in section IV.2.2.2. Extended investigations will be needed to demonstrate
controlled burn. Therefore, a period of several months to one year will be
necessary to establish the best operational procedures and to increase the length
of the high-Q discharges to the point where plasma dilution by helium ash
becomes significant and helium exhaust becomes a necessity. Physics studies will
be performed to investigate alpha particle effects, MHD activity, and operational
limits.
Significant efforts will be necessary to develop reliable burn control.
This includes ensuring both stationary plasma conditions at a given fusion power
and thermal stability of the plasma. Operation at high-Q, typically Q =50, with
feedback controlled external heating power is a possible scheme. Furthermore,
optimization of divertor conditions for helium ash removal, impurity control and
heat exhaust will also be studied intensively. Then, a controlled burn lasting
about 200 s will be demonstrated in an inductive mode of operation. This stage
will be, in many respects, a preparation for the Technology Phase (heliumpumping optimization, control of divertor plate heat loading and control of
erosion). In addition, many issues related to the physics of burning plasmas will
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be studied during this stage, e.g, energy and particle transport, sawtooth effects,
ELM's, fishbone activity, and disruption control. The final experiments during
this stage will be devoted to the development of long-pulse operational scenarios
for the Technology Phase, including steady-state operational scenarios. In all,
about 7000 shots spread over 3.5 years will be needed to complete these
deuterium-tritium physics experiments.
TV.2.14. Technology Phase physics studies
The plasma research, including the choice of candidate operation modes
for the Technology Phase, will be completed mostly in the Physics Phase.
However, if it becomes necessary to change the in-vessel components and the
plasma configuration for the Technology Phase, some additional plasma
optimization studies will be necessary. If required, this final physics optimization
for the Technology Phase configuration will be performed at the beginning of this
phase.
IV.2.2. Plasma operation range and operational scenarios
W.2.2.1. Plasma operation range in D-TPhysics Phase.
In the Physics Phase, the basic ITER device can accommodate a number
of configurations and modes of operation. This flexibility will prove advantageous
in coping with uncertainties in the plasma physics predictions and in optimizing
the plasma performance of the device for each of the different programme
objectives. This optimization will be done both for the ignited burn mode and for
driven burn modes in which the plasma current is partially or fully maintained by
external power. Achieving sufficient energy confinement as well as active control
of the confinement properties of the plasma, optimizing the working conditions
of the plasma-facing components, and reducing the frequency of disruptions to a
minimum are all necessary.
An indication of the experimental flexibility of ITER is provided by the
variety of possible machine operating parameters and modes.
The baseline operating mode of ITER addresses ignited burn. In this
mode, the machine operates with a plasma current, (I ), of 22 MA, with a safety
factor q of approximately 3 and an elongation K = 2 at the 95% flux surface. A
pulse length of 200 seconds, or more, is achieved solely with inductive current
drive. The plasma minor radius is 2.15 meters and the major radius is 6.0 meters.
A double-null divertor is employed. The distance between the X-point and strike
point on the divertor is 1.5 meters for the outer plate and 0.6 meters for the inner
plate. The width of the plasma scrape-off layer is 15 cm. The poloidal beta is
less than 0.7 and the internal plasma inductance is 0.55 to 0.75. The maximum
fusion power is about one gigawatt.
The use of an rf and/or neutral beam system makes possible long-pulse
operation utilizing non-inductive current drive. An important scenario involves
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steady-state operation for nuclear testing and demo-simulation. Combined noninductive and inductive operation includes non-inductive current ramp-up assist,
to save volt-seconds, as well as long-pulse burn with non-inductive current drive
of part of the plasma current to provide profile control and to extend the burn
pulse length. With the baseline configuration, it is possible to conduct
experiments aimed at optimizing the power and particle exhaust conditions to
maximize the lifetime of the plasma-facing components. The latter requires high
density, low temperature divertor plasma conditions. Control of the (medium-Z)
impurity content of the edge plasma may be needed to enhance radiative edge
cooling.
Operation in extended performance conditions is also possible. For
example, the ITER poloidal field system supports inductive drive operation at a
plasma current of 25 MA in essentially the same plasma size and shape for
several tens of seconds and supports operating for a few hundred seconds with
non-inductive current ramp-up assist. Another example, now under study, is the
possibility of short burn pulses at higher fusion power (e.g. 2 GW for 10 s) to
enhance confinement as well as to study burn control and power handling.
Some of the options will be studied in the zero or low activation physics
stage. Therefore, it is essential to have the full current-drive and heating system
available from the beginning of ITER operation.
TV.2.2.2. Plasma operation scenario for D-Tphysics stage
There is a wide variety of candidate modes of operation of the ITER
plasma. These modes are distinguished, on the one hand by the objectives to be
obtained and, on the other hand, by the weight given to various physics and/or
technical considerations in optimizing parameters. A number of possible modes
are given in Tables IV-2, IV-3 and IV-4. In devising these scenarios, simple
models were used to optimize divertor performance. The values for the peak
heat load on the inclined divertor plate and for the electron temperature of the
divertor plasma at the sheath, Pryrv ^ ^ ^ e
» respectively, must therefore be
taken as indicative only. In particular, note that the effect of impurities in the
scrape-off layer is not yet consistently considered. In addition, present
knowledge about the physics of the scrape-off layer and about the characteristic
parameters of the ITER scrape-off layer plasma, particularly on the heat
transport coefficients, is too limited to allow an accurate prediction. Generally,
the perpendicular heat diffusivity in the scrape-off layer was taken to be 2 m /s.
Parameters that have been examined include the burn time, the alpha particle
concentration in the bulk plasma (n_,/ney the fraction of the plasma current
driven by external means, (IrWIpy and the average neutron wall load. The
constraint on the "confinement enhancement factor", H, was adjusted to the
expected performance in the H-mode, i.e. H<2,2. The Troyon criterion (g<3)
was used for the beta limit. The cases are consistent with an evaluation of the
density limit based on the plasma edge conditions. All modes of operation refer
to the baseline double-null divertor configuration with an elongation of
K (95%) = 1.98. The various operation modes are discussed below.
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TABLE IV-2. OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS FOR I<

Ip(MA)

"a /n e

Neutron wall
load(MW/m2)
Burn time(s)
Loop voltage(V)
Z

eff

W]P

qc(95%)

g-Troyon
beta (%)
beta-p
n (10*°iif3)
TJkeV)
T£(s)
nT (O)TrT.(O)
(10 keV s m )
H,p/HI0
H G /h' S0

(la)
22.0
0.1
1.0
400
0.115
1.66
0.14
3.0
1.99
4.2
0.65
1.22
10.0
3.8

8.5

(lb)
22.0
0.0
1.0
(short)
0.111
1.56
0.12
3.0
1.74
3.7
0.54
0.97
10.0

2.8
6.1
1.6/1.5
1.5/1.5

(lc)
22.0
0.1

1.2
470
0.102
2.0
0.18
3.0
2.34
4.95
0.73
1.22
12.0
3,9
9.6

P DIV (MW/m )

2.0/2.0
1.9/1.9
2.1/2.1
1080
67
35
(8.5)

1.5/1.7
1080
43
29
(14)

2.2/2.1
2.1/2.1
2.3/2.3
1300
90
60
(7.6)

T e D I V (eV)

(28)

(>50)

(21)

"RL^TIO

PpusionW
0

ftAU\
arhna * L

(Id)
25.0
0.0

2.0
(short)
0.113
1.43
0.14
2.65
2.16
5.17
0.59
1.35
10.0
1.8

5.6
1.3/1.0
1.2/1.2
1.0/1.4
2160

67
36
(33)
(>50)

Pure inductive operation, 1.-0.65

(1) Ignition mode
Examples of operation of ignited plasmas with purely inductive current
drive are given in Table IV-2. Case (la) shows that operation at ignition
conditions is expected to be compatible with satisfactory operation conditions for
the divertor, i.e. a peak heat load less than 10 MW/m and a low temperature
divertor plasma. If the helium concentration can be kept low, the confinement
requirements are relaxed, or alternatively, operating at a lower plasma current
(and consequently for a longer pulse length) is possible. Without alpha particles
present, the required H-value is quite low (H = 1.5 to 1.7); hence, the
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TABLE IV-3. STEADY-STATE OPERATION MODES

(2a)

(2b) (2c)

(2d)

11.1
0.05

17.5
0.1

22.0
0.1

19.8
0.1

P
Fusion ( M W )
Pbrems(MW)
P
(HW)
P.
(MH)
PDIV(MW/n> )

0.31
4.4
77
2.16
0.35
6.0
2.5
2.7
1.52
0.53
12.3
2.4
2.2/1.9
340
18
11
33
(10)

0.53
5.7
100
2.32
0.28
3.83
2.81
4.7
1.1
0.58
19.2
2.99
2.2/1.94
569
28.3
13.6
24.1
(16/10*)

0.93
6.7
150
2.01
0.26
3.04
3.0
6.3
0.93
0.72
20.2
2.26
1.77/1. 37
1008
35.3
17.0

0.76
5.5
150
3.81**
0.28
3.38
3.0
5.7
1.04
0.74
19.2
3.03
2.18/1.87
826
89.5
15.1
127
(8.1)

T e D I V (eV)

O100)

Oioo)

Ip(MA)
n

/n

a e

Neutron wall
load(HW/m 2 )
Q
PCD(MW)
Z

eff

q (95%)
g-Troyon
beta (%)
beta-p
n (10 m~3)
Lj(keV)
c

(S)

Hjp/H, 0

25.8
(36/24* )

Oioo)

(30)

1^0.65
* For Bohm-Iike perpendicular heat diffusivity
** nFe/ne=0.003

confinement capability (Pjyr^E^O required to reach ignition is strongly eased,
see case (lb). Note that control of the burn conditions (consistent with operation
at Q=50) will require operation with an external power of about 20 MW; this
would further reduce the divertor and/or confinement requirements. A higher
impurity level in the plasma requires operation at a somewhat higher fusion
power and/or temperature; an example of this is case (lc) in which Z&g = 2.
Inductive operation at a plasma current of 25 MA is possible
for 50 seconds; a pulse of 200 seconds may be possible with non-inductive current
ramp-up assist. In this case, the required plasma confinement would only be
0.7 to 0.8 times that expected from the extrapolation of H-mode confinement to
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TABLE IV-4. HYBRID OPERATIONI MODES

Ip(MA)
ICD/ID
/n

V e

Neutron wall
load(MW/m2)
Q
PCD(MW)
Burn t i m e ( s )
Loop voltage(V)
Z

eff

V'p

q (95%)
g-Troyon
beta (%)
beta-p
n (10*°nf 3 )
Tg(keV)

\

(s)

H,n/HI0
H G /H SQ
H

RL /H T10

pp FUSi(Mw°ff
eSr i
PQjV(MW/m )
T e DIV (eV)

(3a)
15.2

(3b)
22.0

(3c)
22.0

0.15
0.10

0.50
0.10

0.50
0.10

0.8
9.4
77

1.2
9.9
131

1.2
8.4
150

1900
0.069
1.62
0.30
4.4
2.73
3.98
1.23
1.44
8.03
2.93
2.2/1.9
2.2/1.6
1.8/2.0
870
80
40
(8.7)

2900
0.015
1.88
0.256
3.0
3.0
6.33
0.933
0.834
18.5
2.17
1.8/1.3
1.6/1.5
1.2/1.5
1300
57
28
(39)

1600
0.028
3.29**
0.256
3.0
3.0
6.33
0.933
0.923
17.8
2.69
2.0/1.6
1.8/1.6
1.8/1.6
1300
136
170
(7.9)

(30)

(>100)

(30)

Pure inductive current ramp-up
l.=0.65
* * n F / n =0.0025

ITER conditions. By operating at an increased fusion power (2 GW) and with a
low level of helium, a short ignited state, case (Id), would be achieved even in
L-mode-like plasmas (with an enhancement factor of 1.0 to 1.4); this also
enlarges the parameter space to permit study of impurity behavior and the study
of divertor conditions. Note that the divertor heat load in case (Id) is
overestimated because a higher perpendicular heat transport coefficient is
expected in such L-mode-like plasmas.
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(2) Steady-state mode
Steady-state operation with non-inductive current drive implies the most
demanding divertor conditions because of the large auxiliary power required and
because of the high plasma temperatures needed to drive the full plasma current.
However, steady-state operation, in principle, is very attractive for a fusion
power plant and also has the advantage of operating with a relatively small
plasma current. Therefore, steady-state operation will have to be studied not only
for the ITER Technology Phase, but also for Demo.
Examples of steady-state operation are summarized in Table IV-3.
Case (2a) corresponds to a low divertor heat load with a low, but reasonable, Qvalue of 4.4. The required enhancement factor is also reasonable, i.e. 1.5 to 2.2,
but the neutron wall load is very low, i.e. 0.3 MW/m; this is allowable in the
Physics Phase, where a first goal is to demonstrate the feasibility of steady-state
operation. For this purpose, therefore, the operation space around case (2a) is
appropriate. Steady-state operation with higher plasma current and higher
density provides a better confinement capability and a higher neutron wall load,
see cases (2b) and (2c).
For steady-state operation in the Technology Phase, (see also Section
IV.2.2.3.), important design constraints are a neutron wall load greater than
0.8 MW/m (required for nuclear tests), a value of Q of about five or larger, and
a maximum allowable current drive power of 100 to 150 MW. The heat load on
the divertor plates and on the first wall must be manageable; in particular, the
peak heat flux on the divertor should be less than about 10 MW/m without
separatrix sweeping and less than about 15 MW/m with separatrix sweeping.
Of course, the divertor heat load increases with increasing neutron wall load, as
seen in Table IV-3.
Note that the divertor heat load estimates given in Table IV-3. are
subject to considerable uncertainty, especially with respect to the cross-field heat
transport coefficients and radiation oower losses. A heat diffusivity of 2 m /s
gives heat loads of 16 and 36 MW/m for case (2b) and (2c), respectively, while a
coefficient of the Bohm-type, normalized with respect to case (la), gives 10 and
24 MW/m , respectively. The edge radiation effect is exemplified in case (2c).
A small edge radiation power of 25.8 MW, which is only 7.5 % of the total
heating power, would result in a very high divertor heat load, e.g. 36 MW/m .
Here, the neutron wall load is about 1 MW/m . However, as shown in case (2d),
by adding 0.3 % of iron, the radiation loss increases, especially near the plasma
edge, the divertor heat load decreases to 8 MW/m , and the electron
temperature of the divertor plasma becomes low, about 30 eV. This scheme has
the potential to realize steady-state operation during the Technology Phase. On
the other hand, the required confinement enhancement factor increases; the total
radiation power loss is 230 MW, i.e. 73 % of the total heating power, which is
rather high for the first wall. Therefore, more detailed studies are needed,
especially on impurity and power balance control as well as heat exhaust. It is
impossible at this moment to make a definite statement on the possible range of
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conditions for steady-state operation in ITER. It is essential to develop a reliable
divertor model, based on detailed physics R and D, and finally to perform steadystate operation experiments in TIER.
(3) Hybrid operation scenarios
Although purely inductive ignited operation presently has the best
experimental and theoretical foundation, it has several potential problems for
reactor operation. These include the strict dependence of the burn duration on
the available inductive transformer flux, non-optimum (and time-evolving)
plasma profiles, vulnerability to disruptions, pulsed operation and fatigue leading
to limited integrated burn times and, consequently, rather low end-of-life
fluences. In contrast, purely non-inductive, steady-state current drive offers, in
principle, an attractive reactor operating scenario, but also has several potential
problems which could undermine its viability as discussed in the previous
subsection. Between these two scenarios, various hybrid operation schemes can
be conceived. Possible schemes are summarized below.
(a) Non-inductive current ramp-up assist
In this scenario, non-inductive current ramp-up assist is used to save part
of inductive flux during the current ramp-up, keeping approximately the current
ramp-up rate and the plasma density at the same values as those used for purely
inductive ramp-up. Crude estimates show that somewhat less than the resistive
loss of transformer flux, e.g., a few tens of volt-seconds, might be saved. Thus,
comparatively short off-burn times (about 200 seconds) and a low plasma
temperature near the divertor can be combined with a limited transformer flux
saving. Using this scheme, it is possible to achieve a somewhat longer burn time
and/or to operate at a higher plasma current.
(b) Partial transformer recharging
It may be possible to keep the off-burn time short using a partial
transformer reset; that is, a small part of the transformer flux might be
regenerated non-inductively, thereby providing enough flux to sustain the plasma
current for a few hundred seconds, particularly if non-inductive current drive
assist is employed during the burn. Such a scenario might satisfy the requirement
for a short dwell time during special testing. The major advantage, in addition to
the short dwell time, is that the variation of the forces on the coils is smaller, and
hence, the problem of mechanical fatigue is reduced. Furthermore, by selecting
appropriate plasma parameters during the recharging, the thermal (non-nuclear)
output from the plasma can be kept at almost the same level during recharging as
during the burn. There may also be a way to decrease the divertor temperature
during transformer recharging.
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(c) Partial non-inductive current drive during burn
It is possible to achieve a relatively long burn time with a high density, low
temperature divertor by using partial non-inductive current drive. This hybrid
scheme offers an alternative method to achieve a high wall loading and a long
burn, as needed during the Technology Phase. Three examples of hybrid
operation are shown in Table IV-4. In this table, non-inductive current drive
assist during the current ramp-up is not assumed. A savings of a few teas of voltseconds may be possible without changing the current ramp-up rate. This would
give an additional burn time of a few hundred seconds for case (3a) and extend
the burn time in cases (3b) and (3c) to perhaps 5000 seconds and 2500 seconds,
respectively. Case (3a), with a low plasma current, appears acceptable from the
point of view of divertor operation, but the required confinement enhancement
factors are relatively high and the non-inductive current is low, allowing little
control of the current profile. Case (3c) has a higher plasma current, a somewhat
better confinement capability and a high non-inductive current, but acceptable
conditions for the operation of the divertor require enhanced radiation cooling.
Even still more favorable confinement properties and a shorter burn pulse is
possible if d'veuor performance is better than presently anticipated, case (3b).
Note also that using non-inductive current ramp-up assist, it may be possible to
extend the ignited burn to about 700 seconds in the operation modes of cases
(la) and (lc) of Table IV-2.
JV.2.2.3. Plasma operation range and scenario in the Technology Phase
In the technology phase, ITER. operation will be optimized for engineering
tests (see IV.3.). The optimized scenario will be clarified only by operations
during the Physics Phase. The machine is designed to allow modification of invessel components and the plasma configuration after the Physics Phase, if
necessary.
The baseline operating mode in the Technology Phase uses the same
configuration as in the Physics Phase, but usos a lower plasma current. Steadystate operation is adopted; a backup option is long-pulse hybrid operation.
Alternative configurations have been considered. For example, to lower
q and/or to mitigate divertor conditions, it is possible to operate with a plasma
with a smaller elongation, down to K = 1.7, and a more favourable divertor
arrangement. Assuming a change in the in-vessel components, still more
freedom is gained to operate with alternative plasma configurations, including
operating with plasmas with reduced elongations and with smaller plasma minor
radius.
Two essential issues during the Technology Phase are achieving plasma
performance adequate for testing purposes (i.e., neutron wall load and pulse
duration) and achieving reliable long-term operation of the plasma-facing
components. Illustrative examples of modes of operation under consideration
are given in Tables IV-3 and IV-4. Cases (3a), (3b), and (3c) are typical long71

pulse modes, while cases (2c) and (2d) are possible steady-state modes in which
the current is fully driven by non-inductive means (external power and the
bootstrap effect). Ignited burn with burn pulses lasting over about 400 seconds in
purely inductive operation [cases (la) and (lc)] can also be considered. An
additional few hundred seconds of burn may be gained by reducing the plasma
current and/or by saving volt-seconds by non-inductive current ramp-up assist;
this would produce a total burn time of approximately 1000 seconds.
In general, a longer pulse and non-inductive generation of a larger
fraction of the plasma current lead to more demanding conditions for divertor
operation, since higher external power and/or lower plasma densities are
needed. In this sense, steady-state operation is an extreme case and is most
demanding with respect to divertor operation. Only a better data base in plasma
edge physics, to be provided during the coming years, will determine which
modes of steady-state (and very long-pulse) operation are viable. Present
estimates suggest the possibility of steady-state operation at an average neutron
wall load of about 0.8 MW/m with enhanced radiation cooling by impurities,
case (2d). Note that long-pulse operation at high plasma beta requires current
profile control and, hence, a sufficient current drive capability by external power.
Among the modes of operation that provide a neutron wall load of
0.8 MW/m or greater value, presently those with a limited pulse duration
[cases (la), (lc), and (3a)] appear easiest to achieve from the point of view of
divertor operation and impurity control. Current profile control might be partly
achieved by appropriate start-up procedures.
Low current, high q operating modes, e.g. case (3a), may be subject to
comparatively high ripple-induced losses of alpha-particles. More detailed
analysis of this issue is required. Reducing the elongation of the plasma to about
1.7 would reduce q by 15%.
IV.3. TESTING PROGRAMME
ITER will serve as a test facility for blanket modules, tritium production,
neutronics studies and testing advanced plasma technologies, including high-heatflux components. An important objective will be the extraction of high-grade heat
from reactor-relevant blanket modules and testing of reactor-relevant materials
in a fusion environment.The major testing areas include:
-advanced blanket concept testing,
-materials testing in fusion environments,
-neutronic tests,
-surveillance of basic machine component behaviour, and
-development of advanced plasma technologies.
The testing programme will be carried out during the last three years of
the Physics Phase and during five years of the Technology Phase. A neutron
fluence of 1 MWa/m should be achievable in that time. The machine is
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designed to tolerate fluences of 3 MWa/m , and therefore could operate to
higher fluences if continued operation proves practical.
The operational conditions for testing are as follows:
Physics
Technology
Phase
Phase
Pulse burn time, s
Pulse dwell time,, s
First wall load, HW/m2
Availability
Fluence, HWa/m2

-200

N/A
-1
low
0.01 to 0.05

>1200
200
>0.8
0.1 to 0.25
>1

The final testing scenario for the Technology Phase will be selected after
the Physics Phase.
An important aspect of the testing strategy is to provide data as soon as
possible. Hence testing in the Physics Phase should include all studies necessary
for the validation of basic blanket operating conditions in the Technology Phase
and should also include the early demonstration of the safety and reliability of the
projected test systems and procedures in the ITER environment.
IV.3.1. Physics Phase
During the Physics Phase, tentatively, three ports will be available for
nuclear testing in D-D and D-T operation. They can be used for basic neutronic
tests, basic material tests and first testing of the ITER driver blanket, as well as
for preliminary tests of liquid metal, self-cooled concepts.
The objectives of the neutronic tests are to measure the neutron flux
distribution, nuclear heating rates, material activation and tritium breeding rates
for various blanket concepts, including the driver blanket.
Materials testing will include surveillance tests of materials used on the
basic machine to determine whether these materials retain acceptable properties
with continued operation. Important issues to be addressed include checking of
the possibility for re-welding structural materials and tritium release from solid
breeders.
For self-cooled, liquid metal blankets, MHD related tests could be
performed prior to the Technology Phase of operation. Furthermore, high heat
flux tests are extremely important for the development of plasma-facing
components for use in the Technology Phase. Significant improvements in
divertor performance would allow operation of ITER at significantly higher wall
loads. It is likely that new divertor concepts will be tested in the Physics Phase.
IV.3.2. Technology Phase
Testing in the Technology Phase will be performed using modules
located in the central ports. In the later stage of the Technology Phase, larger test
segments will be used. Major testing issues are:
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-blanket module testing for four types of concepts, namely:
ceramic/helium-cooled, ceramic/water-cooled, liquid metals/watercooled, aud liquid metals/self-cooled,
-plasma-facing component tests, and
-materials tests.
Different types of coolant circuits for different blanket concepts are very
difficult to combine in one test port. Therefore, at least four central ports are
needed for testing different blanket concepts.
The testing programme for the blanket tests initially include tests that
are aimed either at determining the test environment, e.g. neutronics tests, or
tests to verify the predictive capability in a particular area, e.g. MHD flow profile
tests. These are followed by short-term performance tests of the leading blanket
concepts to determine their integrated performance in a fusion environment.
After an evaluation of the leading concepts, long-term performance testing is
conducted to qualify blankets for Demo. In many cases, outer blanket segments,
or full sectors, will be used for these tests to achieve prototypical behaviour for
the blankets and auxiliary systems. The long-term tests are expected to run for
several years. Direct exposure to the plasma is generally required for the full
performance tests to completely simulate the fusion environment.
Accompanying the blanket tests, there are materials tests to study corrosion
behaviour and irradiation response in a fusion neutron spectrum and some
supporting basic tests such as investigation of corrosion issues.
The focus of the materials programme is to develop an understanding of
the effects of fusion neutrons on the behaviour of materials. The materials tests
have three primary objectives. The first objective is to establish the relationship
between radiation damage in a fission neutron spectrum and damage in a fusion
neutron spectrum. The resulting relationship will be used to provide a basis for
extrapolating fission reactor data to fusion Demo fluences. The second objective
is to perform support tests to help interpret results of the integrated blanket
tests. Finally, surveillance tests of the materials used on the basic machine are
performed to determine whether these materials retain acceptable properties for
long-term operation. The materials to be studied are structural materials,
breeder materials, and special materials (magnet, high heat-flux, etc.). The
materials test programme consists of irradiating a large number (100's to 1000's)
of small specimens of the candidate materials under a variety of test conditions.
A wide variety of properties are to be determined including microstructural
changes, measurements of swelling and creep, changes in thermophysical
properties, and changes in mechanical properties. Since some D-T DEMO
reactor designs operate with fluences of 5 to 10 MWa/m , it is desirable to
achieve as high a fluence as possible in ITER to minimize the degree of
extrapolation required.
Test articles are of several different types, namely:
-specimens (for material testing),
-elements and submodules (about 1/3 of module),
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-modules (dimensions of 1 m x 3 m x 1 m),
-outboard segments (1/48 of the outboard blanket),
-plasma facing materials (inserted via test channels).
All of the tests described above are performed through horizontal access
ports, except the segment and channel tests, which use vertical access.
IV.3.3. Maintenance and handling requirements
For each type of test article, a number of insertion/extraction cycles are
needed for examination and replacement. The machine shut-down times required
for these operations are likely to be significantly different depending on whether
or not the primary vacuum must be broken. The handling requirements are
summarized in Table IV-5.
IV.3.4. Ancillary system requirements
For each test location in the machine, a specific set of auxiliary support
equipment and facilities must be provided. The main items required to supply
and support the tests are:
-heat rejection systems,
-blanket tritium recovery and associated test-specific intermediate tritium
processing systems,
-chemical (impurity) control systems,
-coolant and purge fluid storage, startup, dump tanks, and volume control
systems,
-emergency and safety systems,
-remote handling equipment,
-test rooms and hot cells for examination,
-control and data acquisition systems.
Most of the equipment is specific to the individual tests, and cannot be
fully integrated into the main system of the plant. This is especially true for the
heat rejection systems. Whereas the main cooling systems for the basic machine
components (plasma-facing components, driver blanket, and shield) will be
operated with water at low pressure and low temperature, the test loops are
cooled by various fluids and must be operated at reactor-relevant conditions. In
addition, since each test position will be devoted to simultaneous and/or
sequential testing of various test articles in a large range of size and power, the
following set of cooling loops is likely to be required for each test port:
-a number of small loops in the 100 kW to 1 MW range for submodule
testing,
-a medium-size loop in the 5 MW range for module testing,
-a large loop in the 10 to 20 MW range for segment testing.
Estimates of the volumes and power required in the plant for ancillary
equipment are given in Table IV-6. Some of these requirements can vary by a
factor of two or more depending on the exact nature of the test.
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TABLE IV-5. HANDLING REQUIREMENTS

No. of Articles

Test
Typical Size/
Articles Weight

No. of Load/Unload per Year
Frequency of
With Plasma No Plasma Load/Unload With Plasma No Plasma
Access
Access
Access
Access

Materials
specimen l-100cc/< 1 kg
3

Submodule 0.05-0.2 m /l t
Module
Segment

0.5-2 m 3 /< 10 t
3

10 m /30 t

thousands

thousands

1-3/yr

10-20

10-20

2/yr

20-40

20-40

5-10

5-10

1/yr

5-10

5-10

4

0.1-0.5/yr

0.5-2

TABLE IV-6. ANCILLARY SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Test type

Test Article Power

Ceramic/He Submodule
Module
Segment
Ceramic/

SubmodUe

H?0

Module
Segment

Liquid
Submodule
metal/self Module
Segment
Liquid

Submodule

metal/H20

Module
Segment

Materials

Spec imens

Fluids

0.05-1 MW He cooling.
He purge
4-6 MW n tt
10-20 MW

Coolant
Tritium extrac- Space
conditions tion needs
requirements
5.6 MPa

50-1000 Ci/day 250-500 m 3

250-550^

0.4-0.6 gT/day 1500-2500 m\
3000 irr
1-2 gT/day
50-1000 Ci/day 250-500 m 3

0.05-1 MW H»0 cooling,
He purge
4-6 MW
10-20 MW

0.4-0.6 gT/day 1000-2000 m3,
2000 m J
1-2 gT/day
<0.1 gT/day
250 m3.
0.4-0.6 gT/day 500-1000 mi
1-2 gT/day
1000-2000 m°

- 1 MW LiPb-Li
4-6 MW
10-20 MW
_ 1 MWH,0 cooling,
L"tPb
4-6 MW
10-20 MW
10 kW He, H ? O,
(total) liquia metal
(temp, control
coolant)
He purge

10-15 MPa
285-325°C

<0.1 gT/day
0.4-0.6 gT/day 500-1000 ml
1000-2000 irr
1-2 gT/day
<1O Ci/day

IV.3.5. Shielding, tritium recovery, and safety guidelines
The shielding effectiveness of the whole test assembly must be equal to
that provided in the basic machine. Shield plugs are to be installed behind test
modules or incorporated in them, as required.
The tritium recovery system of the test articles may be interfaced to the
driver blanket system.
A major safety concern is a potential interaction of test article coolants
with the basic machine. To satisfy these considerations, the following design
features for liquid lithium tests are recommended:
-Limit the lithium volume to approximately 0.4 m . This could be relaxed
with an increase in volume of the reactor vault.
-Use a double-wall test module (or enclosure), except at the first wall. The
outer wall should be highly reliable.
-If greater lithium volumes are required, consider a "double-wall" at the
first wall to contain lithium spills and to enclose lithium with a reliable
structural boundary. Some combination of small modules with "singlewall" first wall and large modules (sectors) with "double-wall" first wall
could be optimal.
-Use a building cover gas less reactive than air, e.g. helium or nitrogen.
Note, this is already useful because of potential hydrogen generation
from water-graphite reactions.
Liquid
Li "T'b test modules pose qualitatively similar chemical
reaction hazards as liquid lithium, but the severity is an order of magnitude
lower. A volume limit of about three cubic meters is recommended for X i Pb
tests.
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V. PHYSICS AND ENGINEERING BASIS
V.I.

PHYSICS BASIS

V.I.I. Physics
The plasma parameters achieved in tokamak experiments have advanced
with each generation of experiments and have reached values close to those
needed for ignition under reactor conditions (see Table V-l.).
TABLE V-l. PROGRESSION OF PLASMA PARAMETERS
1965/9 1970/4 1975/9 1980/4 1985/9

JET
ITER
(1989)
3-5
10

0.6

1.2

1.8

3

5

<v

0.2

0.3

4

5

11

4-6

10

T £ (S)

0.005

0.01

0.05

0.3

si.8

0.5-1

2-4

0(%)

0.1

0.2

s3

s4

*8

1-2

4

1

0.3

0.1

0.03

0.01

s0.03

2.5

3.2

7.9

8.4

3-5

3-5

1.4

0.001

0.1

0.1

1.0

(p o /a)10
P /P

. tot

3

0.015

where < T g > and < T j > are the average electron and ion temperature in keV,
Xjs is the global energy confinement time,
p i s the ratio ofplasma pressure to magnetic pressure,
V*[ nRq(R/a) 3 ' 2 /T 2 ) is the dimensionless cottisu>r?dity,
Pj->/a is the ratio of the deuterium Larmor radius to the plasma minor
radius, and
P a / P t o t is the ratio of the equivalent alpha-particle power to the total
heating power and measures fusion performance.
The typical parameter range of tlie highest performance discharges in
JET is also separately shown to provide a quantification of the
extrapolation needed starting from a consistent set of parameters
achieved in the same discharge.
In fact, in terms of dimensionless plasma parameters (ratio of the ion
Larmor radius, divided by the plasma minor radius, a; collisionality
V* = V/(Db ~ nRq(R/a) 3/2 /T 2 ;
and p) the extrapolation from present JET performance to ITER is less than a
factor of two, although the extrapolation in the fusion performance (a-particle
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power, P_,, divided by the total heating power, P t o t ) is about a factor of ten. In
addition, the characteristic plasma parameters already achieved cover a wide
range, often exceeding the needs for a reactor, albeit in different experiments
and/or modes of operation.
This progress was made as a result of the operational experience
obtained with successive generations of tokamaks and of the advancements
achieved in tokamak physics. The next step is to achieve plasma conditions
prototypical of a reactor. This is the physics objective of ITER.
The main purpose of the physics studies for ITER during the
Conceptual Design Phase has been to analyze the status of tokamak physics and
to develop on this basis the physics guidelines necessary for the development of a
design concept for ITER. Based on this work, the general features and
parameters of a tokamak which would be able to meet the goals defined for
ITER are summarized in Table V-2.
TABLE V-2 GENERAL PHYSICS FEATURES OF ITER
20 to 25 MA

1.5 to 3.5
K
<2
Poloidal divertor;
Plasma Heating with NB, ICRF, EC, or LH
Current Drive with NB, LH, or ICRF
The range in plasma current follows from energy confinement and
MHD stability requirements. The range in aspect ratio (major radius, R, /minor
radius, a) is optimum with respect to engineering and physics trade-offs in the
design and corresponds to extensive existing operational experience. The choice
of a safety factor (cL^gg) and a plasma elongation, K, are based on MHD
stability, energy confinement, and plasma control considerations, as well as
engineering optimization studies. A poloidal divertor offers the best solution to
optimize the energy confinement and the power exhaust capability. The plasma
can be successfully heated with any one of several methods including high energy
neutral beams (NB), ion cyclotron (IC), electron cyclotron (EC), or lower hybrid
(LH) waves. Similarly, part or all of the plasma current can be driven by a
variety of combinations of several techniques including neutral beams, lower
hybrid, and ion cyclotron waves.
During the development of the ITER design concept, those areas have
been identified where further research is necessary either to confirm the physics
design guidelines or to develop new techniques to handle difficult design issues
and to develop a research program to resolve those issues during the next five
years in parallel to the engineering design phase of ITER.
V. 1.1.1. Physics guidelines for ITER
The physics areas important for ITER can be grouped into four general
topics (Table V-3.).
Plasma performance includes most of the plasma physics issues related
to achieving the plasma temperature and density necessary for operation with
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TABLE V-3. 1TER PHYSICS TOPICS
1. Plasma Performance
Energy Confinement
Operational Limits
Alpha Particle Physics
2. Plasma Wall Interaction
3. Disruptions
4. Auxiliary systems
Current Drive and Heating
Plasma Shaping and Control
Plasma Diagnostics
high levels of fusion power including ignited operation. The topic of plasma-wall
interaction addresses the requirements for 1) removing the heat and helium ash
from the plasma without severe plasma contamination by impurities from the
plasma-facing components, and 2) avoiding damage to those components
exposed to the plasma due to the heat and particle fluxes from the plasma.
Plasma disruptions must be infrequent enough to keep erosion of the plasmafacing components to an acceptable level. A summary of physics guidelines that
have been adopted for the ITER design is given in Table V-4.
ITER will require a level of energy confinement sufficient to obtain
ignition and to operate in a driven mode. This translates into a requirement for
n D T (0)T-(0)T E of about 5 to 8 x 10 2 keV%s/m, where n D T ( 0 ) is the central
density of D and T ions, T-(0) is the central ion temperature, and t p is the global
energy confinement time. For the ITER parameters, this implies that Tr? of
4 seconds is needed for ignited operation and ~ 2 to 3 seconds is needed for
driven operation.
Obtaining this level of confinement requires operation in the "H-mode"
or other similarly optimized confinement regimes. H-mode operation has been
achieved on at least eleven different tokamaks (ASDEX, PDX, Dili, PBX, DIIID, JET, JFT-2M, JT-60, PBX/M, JIPT-TII/U, TFTR) and is used routinely on
most of them to obtain the best plasma perforrrmce. Indeed, JET has recently
obtained nj-yj.(0)Tj(0)Tjj values of « 5 x 10 keV's/m with H-mode operation.
Other optimized confinement regimes have been obtained by controlling the
density profile on TFTR, ASDEX, and other experiments.
H-mode operation has been best achieved in divertor operation as
routinely used in many major tokamaks. The confinement time with
H-mode operation increases roughly linearly with plasma current and size.
Extrapolations, based on the operational experience in present tokamaks,
indicate that ITER plasma currents in the range of 20 to 25 MA will be required
to achieve ignition while somewhat lower plasma currents are acceptable for
driven operation.
The plasma parameters in ITER are constrained by the limits on the
plasma density, j3, and <l( e( j ee \ f° r MHD stable operation. The ITER guidelines
for (3 and q/g/Wi were chosen to be consistent both with high-beta experiments
on DIH-D, ASEflsX, TFTR, and other experiments and with theoretical analysis
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TABLE V-4 SUMMARY OF ITER PHYSICS GUIDELINES
Energy Confinement:

I_ £ 22 MA for ignited operation in the H-mode

ITER (89) L-mode Confinement scalings:
T E I P = 0.0481 0 - 85 R o 1 - 2 a 0 - 3 n 20 ai B o 0 - 2 (AiK/P)°" 5 (power law)
%IO

.

0<06 4

iO-SR^V-^o^B^AiK)0-2/?

+ 0J0«P-SRo03AMA^Sf^£

(offset linear)

Beta limit: p m a x (%) =
g < 2.5 | 3.0, for ignition studies
g £ 3.0 I TBD, for steady-state operation
(no current profile control | current profile control)
Safely factor: q^(95%)
q^(95%) > 3.0 | 2.1, for K = b/a < 2
q1(95%) > 3.0 I 3.0, for K = b/a * 2 to 2.5
(reference condition j operational range)
Power and particle control:
Operational scenarios selected such that peak divertor
plate power loads < 10 MW/m2 and peak local T e < 30 eV.
Disruption characteristics:
thermal quench time: 0.1 to 1 ms
current quench time: 20 ms
Impurity and thermal alpha fraction? (f- = n-/n )
fDT

= l-2fHe-6fc-8f0-26fFe,

D + T fuel ions

fHe

= 0.05 to 0.1,

Thermal alphas

fc

=0.009 +0.006(0.7/<n 20 >) 2 - 6 Carbon

fo

= 0.001

fFe = 0.0005(0.7/<n 20 >) 2 ' 3

Oxygen
Iron

Zgjfi « 1.7 at high density, « 2.5 at Io\wer density
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TABLE V-4 SUMMARY OF ITER PHYSICS GUIDELINES (cont.)
Heating and current drive: CD efficiency y = < 1 ^ > ^CD^o^CD
Heating: P a u x . h e a t i n g « 45 MW (MB or RF)
Bootstrap: I b s /I t o t a i * 15 to 30%
CD: NB: ^beam

*> 1 to 1.3 MeV;

IC: f J C « 2 0 M H z ; yIC«03;

YNB

" 0-5; Pfaeam « 75 MW

PjC«115MW

Internal inductance and beta poloidal:
0.55 < /j(3) < 0.75
|3 < 0.75,

ignition studies

ft £ 2.0,
long pulse/steady-state operation
Loop voltage/VoIt-second/Pulse length:
Loop voltage: calculated using neo-classical resistivity
Volt-seconds capability: sufficient to accomplish:
Physics studies: pure inductive (ignition) ~ 200 s and
long-pulse hybrid/steady-state (Q £ 5) operation.
Technology testing (neutron wall loading
~ 0.8 MW/m 2 ): long pulse hybrid/steady state
(Q £ 5) operation > 1000 s
of the stability limits for a range of candidate ITER plasmas. The density limit is
chosen to be consistent with the constraint imposed on the edge density by the
power balance at the plasma edge.
The power and particle exhaust system for ITER is based on a doublenull poloidal divertor operated in a regime where the plasma temperature is low
and the density is high, to minimize the production of impurities and the
contamination of the plasma and at the same time to maximize the divertor plate
lifetime and pumping efficiency. The power and particle exhaust requirements
are, however, more severe for ITER than for present experiments and thus pose
a major technical challenge for the ITER design.
The stored thermal energy and plasma currents in ITER are sufficiently
large that plasma disruptions pose demanding requirements on the engineering
design of ITER. The thermal energy can be deposited on the plasma-facing
components in less than one millisecond leading to ablation of the wall material.
Rapid decay of the plasma current leads to large forces on the tokamak structure
due to induced eddy currents. Therefore, the number and impact of disruptions
in ITER will have to be minimized as much as possible. For operation in the
technology phase, this will be done by a combination of avoiding operation too
close to the plasma operating limits, control of the current profile, and increasing
the tokamak system reliability to minimize faults.
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The reference current drive and heating system for ITER is a
combination of central current drive with 1.3 MeV neutral D ° beams, edge
current drive with lower hybrid waves, and profile control with electron cyclotron
waves. In an alternative option, neutral beams are replaced by ion cyclotron
waves. Part of the plasma current will also be provided by the bootstrap current.
Neutral beam and lower hybrid current drive have been studied extensively on
many experiments and there is good agreement between theory and experiments.
Several experiments also offer evidence supporting the neoclassical theory for the
bootstrap current. Plasma heating by electron cyclotron waves is a proven
technique. Although detailed design questions and technical development need
attention, the physics performance of these systems has been demonstrated.
Performance of plasma shaping and control systems has also been
demonstrated. The ITER plasma has a moderately high beta, a high plasma
current, and high plasma elongation. Although the plasma control and shaping
requirements are quite severe, the ability exists to calculate the plasma response
to the external shaping and control coils. Extensive operational experience also
exists with highly shaped, high-beta plasmas.
ITER will need extensive plasma diagnostics both for plasma control
purposes and to provide the physics information needed as a data base for future
reactors. The measurement of plasma parameters will have to be extensive
because time-dependent profile measurements will be required for pulse lengths
from seconds up to steady-state operation under difficult conditions. The
capability of present techniques to perform these measurements has been
assessed to identify the areas in which new techniques need to be developed.
Although development is required for many of the diagnostic systems, concepts
to measure the required parameters have been identified.
V.1.2. Physics status
Each of the physics areas discussed above has been studied and assessed
in detail. All of the major tokamak experiments and many members of the
tokamak theory community have participated in the development of an
assessment of the present status of tokamak research. This assessment has been
supplemented by specific analyses of each issue for ITER. The physics guidelines
and concepts have been developed on the basis of these assessments and
analyses.
V. 1.2.1. Plasma performance
V.l.2.1.1. Energy confinement
The confinement requirements for ITER are based on operation with
the H-mode and other optimized confinement regimes. The physics of H-mode
confinement is an active area of research, both experimentally and theoretically.
About one-half of the major operating tokamaks employ H-mode operation
routinely. A number of theories have been advanced to account for the H-mode.
Although none of these theories is yet definitive, the role of the radial electric
field at the edge, neo-classical effects, and ballooning modes have emerged as key
elements that are important in the physics of the H-mode.
The scaling of Tg " m o « e ^ t h plasma current, size, isotopic mass,
plasma heating power, etc. appears to be similar to that of the L-mode, an un84

optimized confinement regime with energy confinement times shorter than in
optimized regimes and which is most common in operation with limiters. The
magnitude of T E H " m o d e is about twice T E L ' m o d e . As yet, there is much more
data available for L-mode confinement than for H-mode confinement, and the
behavior of L-mode plasmas is simpler than H-mode plasmas. A number of
scalings for L-mode confinement were developed in 1982-1984 which were quite
successful in predicting the L-mode confinement properties of the experiments
done since then. The ITER team assembled a data base from the newer (and
larger) tokamaks, and refined the earlier scalings. Based on the analysis of the
new data base, a new set of scalings for the L-mode has been developed. The
first of these scalings has the form of a power law:
t

IP = 0 . 0 4 8 I n 0 - 8 5 R n 1 - 2 a a 3

and the second has an offset-linear form:
T E 1 0 = 0.064 I 0 - 8 R ^ 6 a0"6 n ^ 0 - 6 B O ° 3 5

(Ap)021?

+ 0.04I 0 - 5 R o 0 - 3 a 0 - 8 A i °- 5 K a 6
where T E is the global energy confinement time in seconds, M is the average
isotopic mass number, I is the plasma current in MA, R is the major
radius in meters, a is the minor radius in meters, K is the plasma
elongation defined by the separatrbt.and null points, n is the lineaveraged plasma density in units of 10 /m , B is the toroidal field in T,
and P is total plasma heating power in MW.
The L-mode energy confinement time predicted by the above scalings
for the reference ITER parameters is 1.9 seconds.
These scalings have a statistical uncertainty of about 30 %. This is
reflected in the existence of a number of scalings which fit the data from present
experiments, but have different projections for larger experiments. Detailed
analysis of the data has indicated that acceptable fits can be represented by an
expression of the form:
_ fit _ _ ITER f a .
P

— P

c

f

an
n

f

T

n

where
f_ = 0.3 R a' 3 / 4 K0-5, f_ = QpjnJ3.2, and f_ is a weak function of density
q
edge
n
of order 1.
In fact, with | a g | <~ 0.6 and j <x J <«0.05, almost all of the
different scalings which have been proposed, snch as Goldston and Kaye-Big,
can be well reproduced from the formula by the choice of appropriate values of
a s and CL.. The uncertainty in the scaling with respect to f. results from the fact
that the factor fg is close to 1 for all of the tokamaks in the data base, i.e., the
data is collinear in f . This causes a large part of the uncertainty in extrapolating
to ITER, for which f ~ 1.4. This uncertainty will be reduced during the next few
years as additional aata with f » 1.5 to 2 is added to the database, both by
collecting present data and by obtaining data from additional experiments which
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will be performed on TFTR, PBX/M, and JT-60. The other uncertainties are
primarily due to differences in the way Tp scales with q, n, and isotopic mass for
the different tokamaks in the data base. An effort will be made to understand
the reasons for this.
A comparison of the ITER L-mode fits with H-mode data from ASDEX
and JET indicates that Tp for the H-mode is about 2.2 times the value given by
the ITER L-mode scalings. However, an explicit scaling for Tp in the H-mode
will have to be developed. An H-mode data base from JET, DIII-D, ASDEX,
and JFT-2M is presently being assembled at JET, and explicit scalings for the
H-mode should be available in 1990. Additional data for both H-mode and
L-mode is expected over the next several years. In addition, improved statistical
methods are being applied to improve the quantification of die magnitude of the
uncertainties, and to identify the additional data required to reduce the
uncertainties.
Extrapolations based largely on operational experience with present
machines is adequate for present needs. However, more detailed understanding
of the underlying physical mechanisms of the confinement process would be
valuable. Therefore, a strong effort is being made to identify the physical basis of
the mechanisms responsible for energy losses in tokamaks. This involves
measurement of energy transport related phenomena on present experiments
(e.g. detailed plasma profiles, fluctuations, etc.), the analysis of these
measurements, and the development and systematic testing of transport theories.
In addition, scaling relations for confinement can be better founded by giving
emphasis to appropriate dimensionless plasma physics variables which reflect the
underlying physics. Note that introducing the ratio of the Larmor radius, p ^ , to
the plasma minor radius, a, the collisionality, V*, q^^ge* R/a> a n d K> the power
law ITER scaling can be written approximately as
°
f

taedge> R/a ' K )

where f(qe<JKe> R/a, K) is a function of three other dimensionless parameters,
and (Oc is the gyrofrequency.
Alternative optimized confinement regimes have been identified on
ASDEX, TFTR, JET, JT-60, JFT-2M. The confinement in many of these
regimes is comparable to that obtainable with H-mode operation. Most of these
regimes are produced by central peaking of the density and/or heating profile.
Alpha particle, high energy neutral beam and ion cyclotron wave heating will
provide highly peaked central heating profiles. In addition, the neutral beam,
lower hybrid and/or electron cyclotron current drive systems will allow partial
control of the plasma current profile to keep the radius of the q = 1 surface from
becoming too large.
V.l.2.1.2. Operational limits
Successful operation of the ITER plasma will require that the MUD
operational limits for (3, q and the plasma density be satisfied.
Achievement of the plasma pressure necessary to provide the required
fusion power for ITER requires an MHD-stable beta of 4 to 6%. The ITER
guidelines for MHD stability (Table V-4.) indicate that die maximum achievable
beta in ITER can be calculated using the Troyon-Gruber formula, (3 = gl/aB,
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where (3 is in percent, I is the plasma current in MA, a is the plasma minor
radius in meters, B is the toroidal field in Tesla, and g is a factor about 3. Based
on experimental results and theoretical calculations, g has been chosen to be at
most 2.5 for inductively driven operation and at most 3 for non-inductively driven
plasma currents (with current profile control) for ITER. The experimentally
observed beta limits are in close agreement with those predicted by ideal MHD
theory. DIII-D has achieved transient beta values of 9.3% and steady-state
values of 8%, corresponding to g values of 3.3 and 2.8, respectively. The data
from DIII-D and PBX/M are generally consistent with a maximum transient
beta with g « 3.5, and long-pulse stable operation appears to be possible with a
slightly lower value of g.
Stable operation with safety factors, q, at the plasma edge is possible in
current experiments (DIII-D, JET, PDX, JFT-2M,...) with q.u(a) > 2 for limiter
operation and ^ g ^ > 2 for divertor operation. However; for a given current
profile, x-c decreases somewhat as q e ( j e e falls below 3 and the beta-limit can be
lowered as well, so that the minimum q i ^ e e for ITER has been set at 3.
A further operational limit is me density limit observed in tokamak
experiments. ITER operation scenarios call for operating with a volume
averaged electron density of 7 x 10 m up to 1.5 x 10 m . The density limit
observed in present experiments appears to be due to a limit for the edge density.
Most of the data supports the picture that, in the absence of sufficient heating
power, densities at die edge above a critical value lead to rapid cooling of the
edge. This results in the shrinkage of the current channel, leading to an unstable
equilibrium and then a disruption. As the density is increased, the plasma
temperature at the edge, particularly in the divertor plasma, decreases due to an
increase in edge radiation and intense recycling. Conditions somewhat less than
the density limit are likely to correspond to an edge plasma that also is
sufficiently cool for acceptable divertor operation, but further experimental and
modelling studies are needed. A number of empirical scalings have been
developed which are based primarily on data with ohmic heating. These scalings
do not consistently describe the data obtained using auxiliary heating and pellet
fuelling, and thus cannot be used to determine the density limit for ITER.
Instead, several detailed models have been used which are based on maintaining
a positive power balance at the plasma edge to determine the likely density limit.
These models indicate that even the highest densities required for the various
ITER operating scenarios are acceptable, within the uncertainties of the models.
Confirmation of these models is an important part of the Physics R&D program
for ITER.
V.l.2.1.3. Alpha particle physics
The main issues related to heating by the fast alpha particles are:
1. loss of alpha particles due to the ripple in the toroidal field and to
MHD activity,
2. loss of alpha particles due to plasma instabilities at high fast-particle
pressure,
3. effects of energetic fast-particle populations on the background plasma
confinement, or stability, and
4. control of the plasma burn.
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Ripple-induced losses have been assessed in detail for ITER using
Monte Carlo models which integrate the orbits of alpha particles in the tokamak
magnetic field, including the effects of collisions. These calculations indicate
that the power losses to be expected for the present ITER configuration are in
the range of 1 to 3 % of the total alpha particle heating power. Calculations
using other techniques are consistent with these estimates. Ripple-induced loss is
not a serious effect for plasma heating, but can lead to large localized peak heat
loads on the first wall. The present estimates are that these peak heat loads will
remain below 0.3 MW/m .
The single-particle confinement of, and heating by, fast ions in present
tokamaks is well understood. Under quiescent conditions, the behaviour of fast
ions produced by NB and IC wave heating, as well as by fusion processes, closely
follow the prediction of coUisional theory. Excitation of MHD modes, however,
can lead to an appreciable enhancement of fast ion transport.
Experiments and theoretical analyses are also underway to assess
possible collective effects due to the presence of a fast ion population, such as
destabilization of Alfven waves and MHD modes and the consequences resulting
from such instabilities. Experiments on JET with IC He-minority heating, in
which a multi-MeV fast ion population with a peak beta of 1% was generated,
did cot show any evidence of instabilities or anomalous fast ion loss, albeit at low
plasma beta.
The resolution of these issues will rely upon continued detailed analysis
and on fast ion physics experiments performed on the large tokamaks, including
such techniques as IC He?
minority heating, injection of fast neutral beams
v
> v
l a t e r
^ k beam
Alfven; ^
°P e r a . t i o n with DT in JET and TFTR.
Stable operation of ITER will require control of the level of alpha
particle heating and control of the power loss. The present strategy calls for
operation of the plasma in a weakly driven mode in conditions just short of
ignition, typically with a Q (fusion power/auxiliary heating power) of ~ 40; this
can be accomplished with about 25 MW of heating power.
V. 1.2.2. Plasma wall interactions
The ITER power and particle exhaust system must remove about 200
MW of alpha heating power and up to 100 MW of auxiliary power provided for
current drive. This power exhaust must be accomplished with conditions that
allow acceptable operating lifetimes of the plasma-facing components and do not
lead to excessive plasma contamination. In addition, the helium ash must be
pumped and replaced with DT, all with reasonably sized (£500 k//s) pumping
systems.
The approach is to use a double-null poloidal divertor, in which the edge
plasma is diverted magnetically to move the region where the plasma and power
strike the plasma-facing components as far as possible from the hot, main
plasma. This allows intense local recycling, at the divertor plate in order to
produce a cool (* 30 eV), dense ( s 10 m ) plasma at the point of contact of
the plasma with the plasma-facing components. This is accomplished by intense
local recycling of plasma and gas at the divertor plate. The low plasma
temperature minimizes the damage and erosion of the divertor plate and the
production of impurities which might contaminate the plasma. The high density
leads to a high gas pressure which minimizes the size of the pumping system
required for helium ash exhaust. This type of divertor operation has been
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observed on Dili, ASDEX and other divertor experiments but must be
extrapolated to higher plasma pressures and heat fluxes for ITER.
For the Physics Phase of ITER, low-Z materials are the choice for the
divertor plates and first wall tiles. Due to its refractory properties and wide
operational experience in present tokamaks, mainly graphite is being analyzed.
However, other carbon-based composites also are attractive. In addition,
beryllium may be an alternative option, given the promising results recently
obtained in JET.
The projections for the plasma performance of the ITER divertor have
been based on two-dimensional computational models which include detailed
treatment of the important atomic, molecular, and surface processes. Results
from these models have been compared with the available tokamak experimental
data for limiter and divertor configurations, but the database is insufficient to
resolve many of the modelling uncertainties.
The models predict that low temperature operation of the divertor
should be possible during the ignition physics studies of ITER, where the edge
density is anticipated to be relatively high (> 4 x 10 m ) and the power
incident on the divertor plates is roughly 100 MW, or even less ; the other
100 MW is radiated to the wall as bremsstrahlung (~ 60 MW ) and impurity line
radiation (« 40 MW, mostly from the plasma edge). In this case, the net erosion
rate of graphite is sufficiently low that the sputtering lifetime of the divertor
plate, in the absence of disruptions, is long enough to cover the planned Physics
Phase. This result is very sensitive to the width of the plasma layer that carries
the power from the plasma edge to the divertor plate. This width depends on the
energy and particle transport at the plasma edge. The best present estimate for
the width is that it will be about 0.5 cm at the plasma midplane for "ELMy"
H-mode operation. The effective area for power removal for the two strike
points on both divertor plates is increased by a factor of four by the expansion of
the field lines near the divertor plates, and by an additional factor of four by
tilting the plate to an angle of 15 degrees. For ignited operation, this results in a
nominal peak power flux on the plate of about 10 MW/m and a peak plasma
temperature of about 30 eV at the divertor plate. Estimates using the detailed
models of the pumping required to exhaust the helium indicate that a value of
about 5 x 10 //s should be adequate.
The present divertor heat load and erosion predictions have significant
uncertainties. Increases in the fraction of line radiation above the 30% level,
changes in the assumed level of plasma transport at the edge (which would
change the width of the power scrape-off layer), and including kinetic effects in
the heat transport could alter these results and reduce the peak power fluxes and
temperatures.
The optimum steady-state operation mode of ITER involves the use of
higher temperatures and lower edge densities than used in the ignition scenario.
Furthermore, the power to the divertor is greater due to the additional current
drive power. This leads to higher peak heat fluxes and higher plasma
temperatures at the divertor plate and the potential for carbon release to the
plasma, due to radiation enhanced sputtering and sublimation, such as observed
in JET and other experiments. However, the present nominal specifications may
be too severe, due to the previously mentioned uncertainties. Improved model
validation is required based on more detailed experiments. Further
improvements may also be expected, when more exact knowledge of impurity
effects becomes available.
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These considerations have led to the development of regimes between
"ignited" scenarios, with high densities, and "steady-state" scenarios, with current
drive, to produce long- pulse "hybrid" scenarios; in these scenarios, only part of
the plasma current is driven non-inductively and the densities are higher than
those used during pure steady-state operation. If steady-state operating
performance proves to be limited by impurity and erosion problems, the hybrid
scenarios indicate acceptable sets of conditions to provide long burn times which
involve a neutron wall loading of 1 MW/m , temperatures at the divertor plate of
< 30 eV, and densities near, but below, the operational limits.
Although the sputtering erosion with graphite in the Physics Phase is not
a lifetime issue, the duty factor in the Technology Phase (orders of magnitude
greater) has focussed attention on tungsten and beryllium as candidate materials
for the Technology Phase. If temperatures lower than 30 eV can be obtained at
the divertor plate, then the high sputtering threshold of tungsten would lead to
very low erosion rates and long divertor plate lifetimes. Experience with high-Z
divertor plates is very limited (TiC coated Mo in JT-60) and is an important item
for the Physics R and D program for ITER. Also, more operating experience is
required with beryllium as a plasma-facing material.
V. 1.2.3. Disruptions
If the tokamak plasma becomes unstable, the discharge can terminate
rapidly in a disruption. After the onset of MHD instability, the plasma profiles
flatten as confinement is lost. Next, the thermal energy is deposited almost
instantaneously on the plasma-facing components and the plasma current decays
rapidly. Vertical control of the plasma may be lost, resulting in motion of the
plasma into the plasma-facing components and causing a significant part of the
plasma current to flow through the wall components during the current decay. If
the current decay is fast, a substantial fraction of the plasma current can
eventually be carried by runaway electrons. All of these effects significantly
increase the engineering difficulties of the ITER design and reduce the lifetime
of the plasma-facing components by enhanced erosion.
Based upon a survey of the operating experience in present tokamaks,
preliminary guidelines have been developed for the time duration of the thermal
quench and current decay processes, the magnitude of the deposited energy, the
magnitude of the peak heat fluxes, the energy of the runaway electrons, and the
behavior of the plasma during a vertical displacement event caused by loss of
position control.
During a thermal quench, approximately 80% of the plasma thermal
energy (« 500 MJ) can be deposited on the plasma-facing components in 0.1 to
1 ms. This can lead to ablation (and melting for metals) of the divertor plates
and first wall tiles. The induced eddy currents cause large impulse loads on the
tokamak structure. If runaway electrons are formed (projected energy
* 300 MeV), they may also damage tks first wall components. This damage will
be especially severe for water-cooled graphite, since the runaway electrons can
penetrate the graphite and damage the cooling tubes resulting in potential water
leaks. Therefore, the generation of runaway electrons with large energy must be
avoided. Motion of the plasma into the wall can also lead to large poloidal
currents in the plasma-facing components and in the tokamak structure which
would produce large forces on the plasma-facing components, as observed on
Din-D, JET, and PBX/M.
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More information is needed to improve the preliminary guidelines on
the magnitude and frequency of these phenomena. In particular, measurements
are needed to determine better the times for the energy and current quench
processes, the energy deposition profile during the energy and current quench,
and the conditions which determine the runaway electron production. A
relatively modest experimental program focussed on these topics will be able to
provide the necessary information.
The magnitude and frequency of disruptions must be minimized, given
the severe impact on ITER. Operating experience on present experiments
indicates that, with proper attention, the total frequency of disruptions can be
reduced to 5 %, and perhaps less. This frequency can undoubtedly be reduced,
and the impact of disruptions minimized, if 1) plasma conditions are avoided that
are too close to the operational limits (beta, density, etc.), 2) plasma position
control is very reliable and possibly can be maintained, even after the start of
disruption, 3) proper operating modes are maintained, including those for startup conditions, and 4) machine fault conditions are minimized (broken tiles,
heating system failures, leaks, etc.). In addition, active control techniques are
needed such as feedback control of the m = 2 tearing mode and control of the
current profile, particularly near the q = 2 surface. Work on the development and
testing of such methods is just beginning and needs increased emphasis.
V. 1.2.4. Auxiliary systems
In addition to plasma performance, plasma-wall interaction, and
disruptions, there are important physics aspects of the auxiliary systems such as
those used to heat and control the plasma, to drive the plasma current, and to
measure the plasma parameters. In each of these areas, there is a good
fundamental understanding of the relevant physical processes.
V.l.2.4.1 Current drive and heating
The current drive and heating systems are required to:
-provide ionization and preheating to assist in the initiation of the
plasma current;
-provide non-inductive ramp-up or assist the ramp-up of the
plasma current;
-drive all or a portion of the plasma current for steady-state or
long-pulse operation; and
-heat the plasma for ignited and driven operation, with enough
flexibility to provide burn control.
Extensive analysis has been done using experimentally validated theories
and models to determine the design requirements for the current drive and
heating system.
Due to the low resistance of the ITER vacuum vessel and structure,
plasma breakdown and current initiation must be achieved with a relatively low
loop voltage of about 0.3 V/m. This can be routinely accomplished with
approximately 10 MW of EC waves for start-up on the outboard side (140 GHz)
or on the inboard side (180 GHz). A 20 MW EC wave system would offer the
capability of partial control of the current profile, for disruption control and
profile optimization.
*b
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Non-inductive current ramp-up, or ramp-up assist, can be provided with
about 45 MW of Lower Hybrid waves to conserve volt-seconds and thus extend
the burn pulse, or to ramp-up all of the plasma current.
A reference and an alternative method for driving the plasma current
were selected. The reference method uses approximately 75 MW of 1.3 MeV
neutral beam injection (although a system with such a specification still has to be
developed) coupled with 25 to 45 MW of 5 to 6 GHz lower hybrid waves to drive
about 18 MA of plasma current. The neutral beams provide current drive in the
plasma center and the lower hybrid waves drive the plasma current in the outer
portions of the plasma. The magnitude of the neutral beam energy is determined
by the requirement that the beam penetrate to the plasma center. The lower
hybrid waves will only penetrate the outer portion of the plasma. Extensive
operating experience exists for current drive with neutral beams and with lower
hybrid waves. The theoretical models are also well developed and in good
agreement with the experiments.
The alternative option for the current drive system is to use ion cyclotron
waves. Although the ion cyclotron systems have potential engineering
advantages, the current drive efficiency is expected to be about 30% lower than
for neutral beams. In addition, experimental studies of the potential of ion
cyclotron wave current drive have just begun.
A portion of the plasma current in each of these scenarios will be carried
by the neo-classical bootstrap current. The existence of this theoretically
predicted current has been confirmed by experiments on TFTR, JET, ASDEX,
and DHI-D.
Either the 1.3 MeV neutral beam or the ion cyclotron system will
provide sufficient power to heat the plasma to ignition. H-mode operation has
been obtained with both of the heating methods.
V. 1.2.4.2. Plasma shaping and control
The ITER plasma will be shaped and controlled by a set of seven
poloidal field coils located exterior to the toroidal field coils (Chapter III). The
major physics issues are the determination of;
1) the plasma equilibrium to ensure adequate shaping of the plasma
and operational flexibility;
2) time dependent plasma scenarios, including the requirement for the
inductive flux necessary to produce and sustain the plasma
current; and
3) the plasma position and stability control requirements.
For each of these topics, sophisticated computational models have been
used which have been benchmarked extensively against tokamak operating
experience.
The requirements for the poloidal field system are to provide plasma
equilibria for a range of pressure and current profiles with
(5 £ 1 and 0.55 - ^; - 0.75 with the required plasma geometry including the
proper divertor configuration.
The requirements for the poloidal flux consumption have been set using
computational models calibrated to tokamak operating experience. The flux
requirements for ignition are:
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where L is the plasma inductance (~ 9.25 mH), I is the plasma current,
Cgj"
is a coefficient characterizing the resistive flux consumption, ^ j ^ t is
the Trax required to sustain the current during the time required to hear the
plasma to ignition («10 V-s), V,
is the loop voltage during burn and tj>
is
the length of the burn pulse. Monelling and analysis of experiments indicated
that
Cp-j~ 0.4 to 0.5. As a secondary requirement,
J
AtP p F (burn) > 0.1 A ^ p p (total)
was chosen to guarantee performance. This algorithm yields a requirement of
323.5 V-s for a 200 second burn. The capability of the ohmic transformer is
~ 325 V-s, allowing a 200 second burn pulse with 22 MA and /j =0.75. The voltsecond consumption can be minimized by initiating operation with a low density
and a low Z ff, and by using a high initial current ramp rate while dynamically
expanding the plasma during the ramp-up.
Additional analyses have been used to define the requirement for
vertical stability. The concept is to use passive stabilizer plates to slow down the
growth of the instability so that active feedback control of the plasma position
can then take control of the plasma position.
Each of these topics is very important to the ITER design and detailed
analysis is required. However, the physics tools to do these analyses are highly
developed and are on a sound footing with respect to both operating tokamak
experience and to theory.
V. 1.2.4.3. Plasma diagnostics
ITER is to provide a physics data base adequate for the design of a
demonstration power reactor. To achieve this, ITER has to be equipped with a
complete set of diagnostics. Diagnostics are also necessary to control and
monitor the machine and the associated plasma performance.
The required measurements in ITER will be demanding due to the need
for extensive profile information, the high level of background radiation during
DT operation, the limited access, the need to use remote handling, and the use of
long pulse lengths (up to steady-state).
A list of parameters that need to be measured and candidate methods
for performing the measurements have been developed; a pre-conceptual design
study has been initiated for 14 of these diagnostics. These studies will be used to
integrate the diagnostics into the tokamak layout. In addition, these studies will
form the basis for proposing an R&D plan for the development of the diagnostic
techniques required for ITER. Substantial work is required on 1) reliability,
2) radiation effects, 3) demonstration of prototypes on tokamak experiments, and
4) development of new diagnostic techniques.
V.1.3. Physics R and D for ITER
A number of questions which are either directly design related or which
in the past were not sufficiently addressed in the ongoing fusion programs were
identified during the first year of ITER conceptual design. They now form the
ITER-related Physics R and D program agreed upon for the year 1989-1990.
These are given in Table V-5. This activity has started very efficiently and
already has produced important results, reported in a separate document
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TABLE V-5. ITER RELATED PHYSICS R&D TASKS
I. Design-Related Issues
A. Power and Particle Exhaust Conditions
1. Power and helium exhaust conditions
2. Helium radial distribution in high-temperature tokamak
discharges
3. Viability of a radiative edge
4. Sweeping of the divertor target load
5. Characterization of low-Z materials for plasma-facing
components
6. Characterization of high-Z materials for plasma-facing
components
B. Disruptions
7. Characterization of disruptions
8. Disruption control
C. Start-up Related Issues
9. RF plasma formation and preheating
10. RF current initiation
11. Scaling of volt-second consumption during current ramp-up
in large tokamaks
D. Other
12. Alpha-particle losses induced by the toroidal magnetic field
ripple
13. Compatibility of plasma diagnostics with ITER conditions
II. Performance-Related Issues
A. Bulk Plasma Performance
14. Steady-state operation in enhanced confinement regimes
(H-mode and "enhanced" L-mode)
15. Comparison of theoretical transport models with
experimental data
16. Control of MHD activity
17. Density limit
18. Plasma performance at high elongation
19. Alpha particle simulation experiments
B. Non-inductive Current Drive
20. Electron cyclotron current drive
21. Ion cyclotron current drive
22. Impact of Alfven wave instability on neutral beam current

drive
C. Central Fuelling
23. Proof of principle of fuelling by injection of field-reversed
compact toroids
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A dedicated R and D effort will also be necessary to complete the
physics data base needed to finalize the ITER design and will be performed in
parallel to the detailed design of ITER. The main areas to be covered are:
1. power and particle exhaust physics (i.e. the combined areas of the
physics of the plasma edge and plasma-wall interaction, as well
as impurity control, with due attention to new concepts),
2. disruption control and operational limits,
3. steady-state operation in optimized confinement regimes and the
development of an understanding of the prevailing transport
mechanisms,
4. long-pulse operation (including the use of non-inductive current
drive),
5. physics of a burning plasma, and
6. diagnostics.
A more detailed program will be developed early in 1990. The program
will list and describe the general issues that need attention and, as far as possible,
will also include the specific questions which need to be addressed as well as the
specific requirements for the development and testing of new techniques and
concepts.
This R and D effort, if properly directed, is expected to require about
five years to produce the needed results.
V.2. ENGINEERING BASIS
V.2.1. Introduction
To establish the engineering basis of ITER, the detailed design of the
most advanced components and processes must be supported by experimental
evidence obtained by testing of specimens, models and mock-ups, in conditions
relevant to ITER. These tests set the pace of the design due to the schedule for
the procurement of the test facilities and the complexity and the tune required
for testing, in particular when neutron irradiation is involved. At the start of the
ITER collaboration, the ITER partners were already implementing plans to
develop the engineering basis of a Next Step. During this phase of the ITER
conceptual design, the coordination of the technology R and D has already
produced significant and beneficial synergisms which give confidence for the
confirmation of the engineering basis of ITER by about 1995.
At present, a better engineering data base is needed and for some
components a better definition is needed of operating conditions and
requirements. The data base concern, for example, includes characterization of
materials and manufacturing processes outside of normal operating conditions
(e.g. temperature, neutron irradiation, fatigue). Definition of the operating
conditions is satisfactory for components such as magnets, containment structure
and shield, heating systems and tritium systems. However, for the plasma-facing
components, i.e. first wall and divertor, some operating conditions, as derived
from edge plasma modelling, are still too uncertain to draw final design
specifications; in most cases they are too severe to allow design margins that can
accommodate the uncertainties. To close the gaps still existing between feasible
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engineering specifications and plasma parameters, an iterative approach is being
implemented between design and plasma modelling. This approach has been
rather effective, not only in defining the real needs of R and D in physics and in
technology, but also in stimulating the search for optimized plasma operating
regimes and more advanced design concepts.
V.2.2. Magnets
Concept and operations:
The magnet system consists of the TF coils, the PF coils, and the central
solenoid.
The TF coils must operate in the demanding environment of nuclear and
alternating current heat loads and must produce a very high field ( > 11T) using
large magnets (several meters bore). The coil casing encloses the winding pack,
which is vacuum impregnated with epoxy glass insulation. The central solenoid
experiences a low nuclear flux, but is exposed to high alternating current heating
and high magnetic fields (>13T). The central solenoid consists of the winding
pack and associated structural steel. Both TF and central solenoid coils use A-15
superconductor.
The PF coils are subject to lower magnetic fields and the design is less
demanding than the TF or central solenoid coils. The conductor is a
superconducting alloy of NbTi; however, Nb-jSn is an alternate choice with the
attractive feature being the higher temperature margin provided by this material.
To manufacture the coils made with the A-15 superconductor, either the
wind-and-react or the react-and-wind method can be used.
Critical database and design issues:
The main issues concerning the present design concept are:
-for the wind-and-react manufacturing method: strand sintering, insulation
and jacket material degradation during reaction heat treatment
(=700 °C),
-for the react-and-wind manufacturing method: conductor degradation
due to handling and induced strain during manufacturing,
-for both methods:
-qualification of steels in thicknesses of 500 mm at cryogenic
temperatures,
-qualification of insulation matrix including irradiation effects
at cryogenic temperatures,
-to guarantee industrially produced high quality, reliable filament and
conductors. Several tons of filaments and several kilometers of
conductor must be produced and tested,
-to set a proper and reliable manufacturing process of large coils and to
validate the design codes. It is necessary to manufacture and test model
coils in conditions relevant to ITER.
Existing R&D:
R&D programs are in progress on some of these issues; examples are:
-insulating matrix qualification under irradiation up to 5 x 10 rads and
mechanical tests at 4 K after reaction heat treatment (700 °C); boron
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free glass fiber epoxy impregnation is suitable. Tests are proceeding at
higher irradiation levels,
-steel jacket material qualification at 4 K after reaction heat treatment:
three materials out of about ten have passed the qualification test,
-strand sintering. Chromium plating will resist the sintering of strand
during the reaction heat treatment,
-short samples of full cross-section react-and-wind conductors have been
produced; awaiting final tests.
-short samples of full cross-section 40KA, wind-and-react conductor
should be ready for testing in summer 1990 in a facility, now under
preparation.
-Japanese Demo poloidal coil.
Additional R&D needs:
During the engineering design phase, additional R&D is required to
qualify the design concept of the TF and PF coils including:
-completion of the R&D launched during the conceptual design phase,
e.g. testing of full-size conductor, and completion of several qualification
tests on materials,
-manufacturing of an industrially significant quantity of Nb-jSn conductor
to develop a reliable process and quality control procedure,
-prototypical coil testing; typically the coil would be a 4 m (outside
diameter) solenoid composed of several pancakes manufactured
according to the anticipated ITER coil specification, e.g. conductor size,
insulator and insulating procedure, radius of curvature, and operation at
full-field levels,
-performance testing of auxiliaries; this would include quench detection
and protection systems, connections, feed throughs, and cryogenic
systems,
-operation of full superconducting machines, e.g. TORE- Supra, T-15,
TRIAM-1M.
V.2.3. First wall
Concept and operations:
The present concept of the first wall (FW) is a water-cooled, austenitic
steel panel integrated with the blanket and, during the Physics Phase, extensively
protected by mechanically attached carbon-fiber-composite tiles.
The operating conditions most critical to the concept definition and
performance are: temperature limits for tht armour, peak heat loads, erosion/redeposition rate, and conditioning requirements. The operating conditions need
further validation to gain confidence in the performance of the proposed concept.
Critical database and design issues:
The main critical database and design issues concerning the present FW
concept are:
-armour material properties; these include primarily thermal shock and
erosion resistance and geometric stability under irradiation,
-irradiation effects on stainless steel, e.g. low-temperature fracture
toughness (a particular concern with low-temperature water cooling),
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cyclic fatigue, crack growth (concern created by disruptions), joints (e.g.
welds, brazing) and stress corrosion cracking,
-the overall manufacturing feasibility of the FW structure and carbonfiber-composite armour dies,
-the attachment of the armour tiles with modest peaking of temperatures
and stresses, in particular for "conductive" tiles,
-the, overall lifetime under normal cyclic heat fluxes, disruptions and
neutron damage.
Existing R&D:
R&D programs are in progress on some of these issues, namely:
-tritium-retention and erosion by disruption for carbon based materials,
-manufacture of several 0.5 to 1.0 m long prototypical, stainless steel first
wall mock-ups by electron beam welding, brazing and hot isostatic
pressing,
-first thermo-mechanical testing of simplified first wall mock-ups. Results
demonstrate the conservatism of present design codes concerning
fatigue lifetime predictions,
-manufacture of 0.5 m long, radiative first wall armour tiles in threedimensional carbon-fiber-composites and graphite. Fabrication has
started; they will be tested during 1990 in a new first wall test facility
(300 kW).
Additional R&D needs:
During the engineering design phase, the additional R&D required to
qualify the first wall design include:
-characterization of prototypical welded and brazed joints including
irradiation effects,
-lifetime effects of likely defects in prototypical first wall designs that
remain undetected in non-destructive testing,
-testing in tokamaks to assess armour temperature limits,
-compliant layers and elastic attachment features of conductive armor tiles
including irradiation effects,
-disruption effects on the fatigue lifetime of a bare stainless steel first wall
without and with protective coatings,
-demonstration of the integration of the FW panel in the blanket by
manufacture of a model (half scale) of a FW-blanket segment box. Test
of the thermomechanical behaviour of this concept requires a test facility
with both surface and bulk heating in the 3-5 MW range.
V.2.4. Divertor plates
Concept and operations:
Three basic operational modes are considered as the ITER baseline for
the Physics and Technology Phases: ignition, steady-state, and long-pulse hybrid
operation. Therefore a range of divertor plate requirements must be considered.
Because of extensive experience in tokamaks, the present divertor concept for the
ignition phase of ITER is based on a graphite armour. Beryllium is also
considered as alternate armour material.
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The operating conditions most critical to the concept definition and
performance are; temperature limits for the armour, peak heat loads under
normal and accident conditions (i.e. disruption), erosion/re-deposition rates, and
disruption frequency. These conditions need further validation to gain confidence
in the performance of the proposed concept.
Critical database and design issues:
The main critical database and design issues concerning the present
divertor plate concept are:
-armour material properties; these include thermal conductivity under
irradiation and thermal shock and erosion resistance, and properties of
the re-deposited materials,
-technology of the joint between armour and heat sink (also under
irradiation) including in-situ repair,
-thermal fatigue of the plates,
-critical heat flux.
Existing R&D:
R&D programs are in progress on some of these issues, namely:
-progress in optimization of the brazing of C on Cu or Mo-alloys is now
resulting in the manufacture of up to 0.6 m long divertor plate mock-ups
for thermo-mechanical testing in 1990-91,
-burn-out experiments in two laboratories have given the first basis for an
evaluation of the allowed divertor plate heat fluxes,
-improvement of the database for carbon materials, in particular
concerning tritium retention, erosion by disruption and thermal shock
resistance,
-a new 400 icW electron beam facility has started operation.
Additional R&D needs;
During the engineering design phase additional R&D required to qualify
divertor plate design include:
-testing of low-Z divertor plates in tokamaks,
-development of bonding of beryllium on Cu or Mo-alloys,
-construction and testing of divertor plate mockups,
-prototypical experiments on critical heat flux limits,
-determination of properties of re-deposited material including tritium
retention characteristics,
-testing of high-Z and alternate low-Z divertor plates and testing of
advanced divertor concepts.
V.2.5. Blanket and shield
Concept and operations:
Three options have been identified for the "driver" blanket for ITER;
solid-breeder (SB) lithium ceramic, aqueous lithium salt (AS), and lithium-lead
eutectic (LiPb). All blanket options use low-temperature water (e.g. 100°C) as
the coolant and 316 austenitic steel as the structure material. In addition, the SB
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and AS concepts incorporate beryllium as a neutron multiplier. The SB was
identified as the "first option" for more detailed study.
Critical database and design issues:
Main critical database and design issues of the present blanket concepts
include:
-solid breeder tritium release characteristics and methods to provide a
thermal insulation between the structure and breeder materials in the
SB blanket,
-corrosion, radiolysis and tritium recovery in the AS blanket,
-tritium release, thermomechanical interactions and interactions with air
and water in the LiPb blanket,
-beryllium irradiation effects such as swelling, tritium retention and
compatibility with other materials.
Existing R&D:
R&D programs are in progress on some of these issues, namely:
-experiments have continued on stainless steels (mainly type 316)
regarding low-cycle fatigue tests of base and weld metals, irradiation
hardening, and aqueous stress corrosion. Further irradiations are
planned to address fracture toughness at temperatures < 300°C. Data
(physical properties, mechanical properties, fabrication, corrosion) has
been obtained on reduced-activation, Mn-stabilized steels,
-a number of irradiation and tritium release experiments on several solid
breeder materials are in progress. Compatibility tests with beryllium
under irradiation will begin in late 1989. Experimental results on the
vaporization characteristics of LkO/H^O have been obtained.
Compatibility tests of L u O and steel at 350-700°C have been completed.
Experiments measuring the thermal conductivity of sphere-pac beds
have also been completed,
-with regard to aqueous-lithium salt R&D, there now exists a reasonably
complete data base on physical and chemical properties of LiOH and
LiNOo aqueous-salt mixtures. Experiments so far show no susceptibility
to localised corrosion with LiOH at 95°C. Weight loss measurements at
65°C and 90°C have shown no corrosion rates greater than a few
microns per year. In-pile corrosion/radiolysis loop experiments are
planned in the next two years,
-experiments on the lithium-lead eutectic have addressed reaction kinetics
with water at 350-950°C, corrosion with steel at 400-500°C, and release
of tritium from irradiated material. Tests of thermomechanical
interactions during solid-liquid transitions generally show favourable
results,
-initial tests of tritium release from irradiated beryllium show that more
than 90% of the tritium is released if the temperature of the Be is
greater than 600°C. Additional irradiation experiments are in progress.
Additional R&D needs:
During the engineering design phase, additional R&D required to
qualify the blanket design include:
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-thermohydraulic and thermomechanical tests of scale models of blanket
components,
-in-pile fission reactor testing of SB sub-modules ( 5 kg of ceramic
material and beryllium),
-in-pile corrosion loops for AS options,
-large-scale tests of LiPb loops including tritium recovery,
-tritium breeding and shielding experiments using prototypical geometries
with 14 MeV neutrons,
-integrated testing of tritium recovery and processing loops from blanket,
-development of a more detailed engineering data base for irradiated
stainless steels.
Special attention should be given to the availability of suitable fission test
reactors.
V.2.6. Remote maintenance
Concept and operations:
In ITER, inspection, maintenance, replacement, assembly, and
disassembly will be performed remotely. Hands-on, or semi-remote maintenance
will be possible only for some peripheral components.
The maintenance of the divertor plates will be performed using the
articulated boom, or vehicle, through the equatorial ports. The maintenance of
the blanket will be performed using remote tools from the upper ports.
The in-vessel operations must be performed in a hostile environment
with radiation levels of 10 rads/h. Confinement flasks will be used to limit the
spread of contamination.
The ex-vessel operations will be performed using the main crane or
transporters. The transporters are equipped with manipulators and end-effectors
to perform the necessary operations.
Critical database and design issues:
The main critical database and design issues concerning the present
remote handling concept are:
-development of a complete maintenance concept for the in-vessel
components including considerations of the layout of the basic machine
and the necessary access for equipment,
-capability of equipment to operate in the expected environment inside the
vessel, e.g. temperature and radiation levels,
-development of an articulated boom, > 10 m extension, with a lifting
capacity of a few tonnes,
-development of a vehicle to operate inside the vacuum vessel,
-adapting master slave manipulators to ITER needs,
-qualification of all elements (such as mechanical fasteners, connectors,
etc.) used on the basic machine together with the remote handling tools,
-development of an in-vessel viewing system.
Existing R&D:
R&D programs are in progress on some of these issues, namely:
-irradiation tests of "standard" components. Some components have been
irradiated and tested,
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-full-size, articulated boom section. A prototype has been designed and
procurement has begun,
-scale mock-up of a blanket handling device. The mock-up design is
nearing completion and the test hall is being prepared,
-qualification of operations. Mock-ups of the vacuum vessel joint and the
remote handling tools have been made; testing for feasibility will be
done.
Additional R&D needs:
During the engineering design phase, the following major remote
maintenance tools and operations will be tested to qualify the maintenance
concept:
-maintenance and removal/replacement of a full-size divertor plate and
blanket segment,
-in-vessel viewing and inspection system,
-prototype of in-vessel transporters (boom and/or vehicle),
-advanced manipulator arms, end-effectors, and control systems.
V.2.7. Current drive and heating
Concept and Operations:
The heating and current drive system must accomplish the following
tasks on ITER; plasma formation and current initiation, non-inductive current
ramp-up, heating, current profile control, and bulk current drive.
The first option consists of Neutral Beam Injectors (D/H beams at
1.3 MeV, 20 A, DC); Lower Hybrid Waves (one frequency in the 5 to 6 GHz
range, CW), and 140 GHz Electron Cyclotron Waves. Alternative options
include the use of Ion Cyclotron Waves tunable in the range of 15 to 60 MHz,
CW.
Critical Database and Design Issues:
The main issues concerning the present design concept of the current
drive and heating systems are:
NB injection:
-the development of multi-aperture sources of D" and H" ions with
adequate output, control of electrons, and lifetime,
-the development of DC accelerators for 1.3 MeV,
-the development of DC power supplies with fast switch-off time and low
stored energy, delivering approximately 20 A at 1.3 MeV.
LW waves:
-the development of a launcher (grill) which, operating in a nuclear
environment, satisfies the physics requirements of wave-to-plasma
coupling and withstands thermomechanical stresses (e.g. disruption) and
plasma-wall interaction (erosion),
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-the development of an rf source in the frequency range 5 to 6 GHz, CW,
with phase control, high power/unit (>0.7 MW) at high efficiency
EC waves:
-the development of an rf source at high frequency ( > 130 GHz), CW, high
power/unit ( >0.5 MW) at high efficiency (S0.4)
-the development of a vacuum window (probably cryogenically cooled).
IC waves:
-the development of an in-blanket antenna which, working in a nuclear
environment, satisfies the physics requirements for fast-wave current
drive and withstands the forces and thermal stresses due to plasma
disruptions.
Existing R&D
R&D programs are in progress on some of these issues, namely:
NB injection:
-demonstration of the feasibility of negative H/D sources, accelerators
(for a few A, few hundred keV, long pulse), beam gas-neutralizers.
LH waves:
-development of an 8 GHz gyrotron (1 MW, 1 s, not controlled in phase),
-thermomechanical studies of LH launchers.
EC waves:
-development of high power, long pulse 140 GHz gyrotrons,
-development of high frequency, high power vacuum windows.
IC waves:
-design of an in-blanket antenna for fast-wave current drive.
Additional R&D needs
During the Engineering Design Phase, additional R&D required to
qualify the design concept of the CD&H systems which will be selected for use in
ITER include:
NB injection:
-completion of neutralizer tests, final choice of the type of negative ions
source and development and testing of a high energy (1.3 MeV)
accelerator and power supply (1.3 MV, 20 A).
LH waves:
-test of the prototype LH launcher,
-development of a 5 to 6 GHz phase controlled, high power, CW, source
of high efficiency, ( > 0.5).
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EC waves:
-achievement of high emitted power (>0.5 MW) at high frequencies
( > 130 GHz) and efficiencies (0.4) in CW regime by a gyrotron.
IC waves:
-test of the prototype in-blanket antenna concept for fast-wave current
drive.
V.2.8. Fuel Cycle
Concept and operations:
The main elements of the fuel cycle system are:
-torus fuelling by gas puffing and pellet injection,
-torus vacuum pumping by compound cryopumps and turbomolecular
pumps,
-processing of plasma exhaust via two complementary approaches:
cryosorption of impurities on molecular sieve, oxidation and water
reduction, and permeation membrane, followed by catalytic steps to
crack the impurities and reduce water vapour,
-additional processes required for management and storage of fuel gases,
and treatment of gaseous, liquid and solid tritiated wastes.
Critical database and design issues:
The main critical data base and design issues of the fuel cycle systems
are:
-pellet injectors at > 5 km/s,
-cryopanel performance, lifetime and tolerance to tritium, impurities and
dust,
-regeneration valve, large and reliable,
-tritium compatible turbopumps for helium with speed 10 to 30 m /s,
-data base for plasma exhaust processing,
-minimization of inventories.
Existing R&D:
R and D is in progress on some of these issues, namely:
-progress in development of high velocity pellets; 2 km/s pellets have been
achieved with arc discharge. A successful proof-of-principle experiment
has been performed with electron beam accelerated pellets. A driving
system for saboted pellets (3.8 km/s) has been demonstrated on a single
absorber surface,
-He + DT co-pumping has been demonstrated,
-250 cryosorbent-substrate combinations have been tested to 100 deep
thermocycles and promising combination identified,
-a ceramic-rotor turbopump has been tested,
-cryogenic backing pumps for helium separation and compression have
been demonstrated,
-all essential process steps for fuel purification with permeation/catalytic
cracking option have been proved in hydrogen,
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-thermal properties of La, Ni, Mn getter bed material for fuel storage have
been determined.
Additional R&D needs:
During the engineering design phase, the additional R&D required to
qualify the fuel cycle design includes:
-multi-shot (repeating) acceleration of pellets without fragmentation,
with/without saboting,
-develop and test regeneration/isolation valve,
-develop and test magnetic bearing and shaft for turbomolecular pump,
-develop and test compound cryopump prototypes optimizing
regeneration time (inventory) and pumping speed for helium,
-develop and test integrated process steps with tritium, emphasizing longterm testing at representative scale for ITER,
-develop a reduction method for 5 kg/day of 1% tritiated water,
-develop and test low-inventory recovery concepts,
-test processes for tritium recovery from graphite,
-demonstrate stable, low-inventory columns with flexible feed flows rates
and compositions.
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VL PRELIMINARY COST AND SCHEDULE
VI.1. PRELIMINARY COST
Although the design of man}' ITER systems is still at an early stage, a
preliminary estimate of the direct costs of ITER was made, based on groundrules
and assumptions summarized briefly in Table VI-1. The cost estimates for the
major components and systems were produced using worldwide data appropriate
to similar or readily scaleable components and systems; in some cases, industrial
estimates were used for novel items. The preliminary cost estimate assumes
siting near a resiliect point in any national electricity supply network, to optimise
and simplify the site power supplies for pulsed loads and to remove the need for
energy storage. The cost estimates for the major components and systems include
a "design contingency" to cover presently unforeseen hardware items.
The direct capital costs for ITER construction are 3.9 B$, as indicated in
Table VI-2. Costing data uncertainties support adding a "cost contingency" of
about 20%, i.e. ~ 700 MS. Assembly of the tokamak and auxiliaries in the
reactor hall is estimated at 0.3B$. Thus, the total capital costs for construction
are 4.9 B$.
VI.2. SCHEDULE
A tentative construction schedule was developed. A number of assumptions
were made as needed to develop the schedule. The key assumptions are:
1. The Conceptual Design (CD) will be completed in December 1990.
Agreements will have been obtained internationally to permit the
Engineering Design to begin essentially immediately upon completion of
the Conceptual Design. The Engineering Design with design validating
R & D for technical readiness to proceed to construction will be
completed in five years.
2. The selection of die ITER site is desirable by the end of 1993, but in any
case, a limited number of candidate sites should be selected by that time.
3. Preparation for licensing necessary for construction will be initiated
during Engineering Design and formal licensing procedures necessary
for construction will be completed no later than one year after
authorization to construct, which will occur five years after completion of
Conceptual Design.
4. Procurement begins immediately upon construction authorization.
5. Construction of ITER, ready for commissioning, will be completed in
approximately seven years.
6. Operations will begin upon commissioning. Operations will continue
directly from the Physics Phase into the Technology Phase. However,
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should a shutdown for possible modifications and installation of
components for the Technology Phase be required, the modifications
will take approximately one year.
The schedule does not include the schedule for the design, fabrication, and
transportation of specific components needed for the Technology Phase or for
the test modules, test sectors, and other related equipment.
Figure VI-1. presents the schedule for the basic device, for operations, and for
safety and site related items.
TABLE VI-1. SUMMARY OF COSTING ASSUMPTIONS AND
GROUNDRULES
BACKGROUND:
1. There will be a strong central team that will carry out detailed design,
draw up specifications, guide R&D, handle procurement, monitor
manufacture, assemble the tokamak with industrial assistance, and
perform commissioning.
2. Contracts will be awarded to the lowest technically acceptable tenderer.
3. No warranties will be required except on conventional equipment used
in a non-hostile environment.
4. Costs are in January 1989 US $.
INCLUDED:
1. Facilities for manufacture and testing on- or off-site.
2. Implicit contingencies to cover items not explicitly included in the
design at present, and an explicit contingency to cover costing data
uncertainties.
3. All manufacturers costs from the acceptance of the design specifications
up to and including acceptance testing and installation on site, including
the manufacturers prototype or sample construction forming part of
manufacture.
4. Tokamak assembly.
5. Facilities potentially provided by the host nation, such as roads, offices,
cafeteria, etc., but excluding purchase of the site itself, and any clearing
or levelling before construction.
6. Facilities for radioactive waste handling.
EXCLUDED:
1. Central project team costs.
2. Taxes and Insurance.
3. Test blankets and their services (although sufficient space for their
services is included in building costs).
4. Ultimate radwaste disposal facilities.
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TABLE VI-2. ITER PRELIMINARY CONSTRUCTION CAPITAL COSTS
(1989 B$)
Tokamak
Tokamak auxiliaries
Buildings, plant auxiliaries, structures

1.7
1.4
0.8
Subtotal 3.9
Cost contingency
0.7
Subtotal 4.6
Assembly
p.3
Preliminary estimate of Total Capital Cost
4.9
Note: Capital costs for construction do not include taxes and insurance.
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VD.

ITER DESIGN PARAMETERS

The major parameters for the present ITER design are given in Table
VIM. More detailed infonnation about the design in specific areas may be
obtained in the corresponding chapters or sections.
TABLE VIM. ITER DESIGN PARAMETERS

BASIC DESIGN PARAMETERS

Major Radius, R, (m)
Minor Radius, a, (m)
Aspect Ratio
Plasma Current, (MA)
Elongation, k,(95%)
Triangularity, 8, (95%)
Safety Factor, q^u, (95%)
Toroidal Field orf Axis, (T)
Plasma Volume, ( m )
Pulse duration, (s)
Wall Loading, (MW/tn2)
Fusion Power. (MM)
Total Fluence, (MWa/m2)

6.0
2.15
2.79
22 (nominal)
-2
-0.35
«3.0
4.85
1079
>200
steady-state(ultimate goal)
-1.0
-1000
1.0

SYSTEM PARAMETERS
TOROIDAL FIELD COILS
Number
Conductor
Stabilizer
Maximum field, (T)
Bore height, (m)
Bore width, (m)
Average cable current
density, (MA/m2)
Inner leg overall current
density, (MA/m2)

16
NbjSn, force-cooled
Cu
11.1
14.8
7.1
30.5
14
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POLOIDAL FIELD SYSTEM
Total volt seconds
available, (V-s)
Conductor:
inner coils
outer coiIs
Maximum field at coil:
inner coils, (T)
outer coils, (T)
OH current ramp time, (s)
Available one turn voltage, (V)
Maximum allowable error
field at break-down, (T)
(The stray fields have to be
compensated with coil currents)

325
Nb,Sn,force-cooled
NbgSn or NbTi,
force-cooled
13.5
8.5
>40
25
<10' 3

C U R R E N T DRIVE A N D HEATING
(reference system)t
Total injected power, (MW)
NB:
Number of ports
Beam energy, (MeV)
Power, (MW)

120
3
1.3
75

LH:
2

Number of launchers
Frequency, (GHz)
Power, (MW)

5-6
45

Number of ports
Frequency, (GHz)
Power, (MW)

1
140
20

EC:

IMPURITY AND PARTICLE CONTROL
Mode of impurity control

Mode of fueling
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double/senridouble null
poloidal divertor
gas puffing, pellets

FIRST WALL
Material
Coolant
Maximum tenperature of
structure, C
Protection

austenitic ss
H20
300
graphite, 10-20 inn

DIVERTOR PLATE

Surface material
physics phase
technology phase
Heat sink material
Coolant
Coolant temperature, (C)

C-based
W
Cu (Cu alloy), or
Ho(Mo alloy)
H20
50- 120

Coolant pressure, (HPa)
up to 1.7
* could be increased to 3.5 HPa for baking

SHIELD
Inboard material
Inboard thickness
(inci. blanket & v.v.), (n0
Outboard material
Outboard thickness
(inci blanket & v.v),(m)
Coolant
Maximum temperature of
structure, for operation, (C)
for baking, (C)

SS,H 2 0,B4C
0.84
SS.H,O, B.C
1.5
H,0
100
up to 180

TEST FACILITIES
Type

Location
Number of modules
physics phase
technology phase

modules
(1.0x3.4 m 2 ) .
segments (1/48)
Outboard
3
5
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TRITIUM FUELING SYSTEM
D-T flow rate (mbar.l/s)
Consumption
(at 25% availability), (kg/a)

400-500
«12kg/a

TRITIUM-BREEDING BLANKET
Number of segments
inboard
outboard
Structural material
Coolant
Coolant temperature
(inlet.outlet), (C)
Thickness (incl. first wall)
inboard, (m)
outboard, (m)
Tritium breeding ratio
Tritium breeding material

32
48
SS
HpO
60/100
0.35
0.55
0.8-0.9
Lithium ceramic

VACUUM SYSTEM
Vacuum boundary material
Plasma chamber exhaust composition;
D-T in molecular form, (%)
He, (%)
Other, (%)
Initial base pressure, (mbar)
Pre-shot base pressure, (mbar)
Nominal pumping speed at entrance
of divertor chamber pumping duct
for He and D-T during burn, (m3/s)

SS
>94
>3
1-3
4x10-7
4x10-5

500-700

CRYOGENIC REQUIREMENTS
He refrigeration requirement,
at 4k, (kW)
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-100

PLASMA DISRUPTION AND VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT EVENTS
(Tentative characterization)
Number of disruptions:
Physics Phase, (% of shots)
Technology Phase, (% of shots)
Thermal quench during disruption:
time, (ms)
energy deposition
-first wall,
peak heat load, (MJ/m2)
-divertor,
peak load on
inclined plane, (MJ/m)
Current quench during disruption:
time, (ms)
energy deposition
-first wall(radiation).
peak load,(MJ/m2):
-divertor plate,(HJ):
-runaway electrons:
particle energy, (MeV):
total energy, (HJ):
poloidal currents
through first wall elements
due to plasma motion

5
1

0.1-1.0

2

12

20 to several 100

3
up to 200
up to 300
100

up to 0.2 !„

Vertical displacement events (combined
thermal and current quench due to loss
of vertical position control):
-duration, (ms)
20-several 100
-energy deposition, (NJ)
1000
-runaway electrons:
TBD
•poloidal currents
through first wall elements
due to plasma motion
up to 0.2 I
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VUL JTER REACTOR RELEVANCE
Some system studies have been performed on the reactor relevance of
the ITER concept. Preliminary results are summarized in Table VHI-1.
The first two columns describe the ITER parameters for operation
during the Physics Phase (ignition mode) and the Technology Phase (steady-state
mode).
Assuming progress in current drive and power exhaust systems, a
machine of the size of ITER would reach the performance shown in the third and
fourth columns. Shielding thickness has been adjusted to keep the same TF coil
dose and neutron fluence as in the present ITER design, thus decreasing the size
of the plasma, but keeping the same semi-permanent parts of the basic machine.
All other engineering and plasma limits are maintained at ITER values. This
ITER-sized machine would produce about two gigawatts of fusion power and
demonstrate the ability to produce a few hundred megawatts of electricity.
Scoping studies of power reactors have been conducted starting from the
ITER database and engineering approaches, but assume further improvements in
physics and technology. Assumptions include higher maximum toroidal coil field
(14 to 15 T), higher Troyon coefficient (g = 3 to 4), steady-state operation with
increased current drive efficiency ( Y C D = ^ t o *)» aa^ a n e n e r Sy conversion
efficiency of about 0.4. Stresses in the TF coils were assumed to be up to 25%
higher than for ITER. The results (columns 5,6, and 7) are power reactors with
different parameters and with about 3 GW of fusion power and net electricity
production of 1.2 GW. From these studies, some conclusions can be drawn:
•Plasma performance of ITER-sized machines, extrapolated with
assumptions in certain physics and technology areas, is close to that of
the Demo reactor.
-ITER-sized machines could demonstrate the net electricity production
at a few hundred megawatt level.
-A power reactor based on modest extrapolation of the ITER
assumptions would have almost the same size as ITER and deliver
1200 MW of net electrical power.
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TABLE VHI-1. COMPARISON OF ITER AND MODESTLY EXTRAPOLATED REACTOR PARAMETERS
oo

ITER-Phys.
Avge. peak toroidal coll field (T)
10.7
2.0
Plasma elongation (95%)
2.0
Beta scaling coefficient
3.0
Safety factor q-psi
0.14
Scrapeoff layer thickness (m)
0.10/1.66
Alpha fraction/?.,.
Drive
*"
Inductive
0.14
Bootstrap fraction
CO -efficiency" <nI d r 1 v e n R/P, n J e c t e d )
Major radius (m)
6.0
2.15
Minor radius (»)
3.03/4.20
Useful beta (%)/Total beta (%)
22.0
Plasm current (HA)
4.85
On-axis toroidal field (T)
Electron temperature-JkeV),
10.0
20
3
Electron density (10 m )_
1.22
Hean neutron wall load (HH/«f)
1.0
Burn tine (s)
.
400
Lifetime fluence capability (MHy/V)
3
u /u
"c '"Tin
"Dl '"1
RL J

Fusion power (Peak HH)
Therm 1 conversion efficiency
Current drive power (HH)
Thermal power (HH)
Circulating power (HH)
Net electric power (HH)

ITER-St.St.

<<3.0
3.4
<<-/3.81
Steady St.
0.28
0.42

<<~

ITER-stzed Machines
<_
<<_
<3.5
<3.0
<-

<-/1.59

Inductive
0.26

<<.

6.4
1.8

4.62/6.85

3.66/5.66
21.6

<.

<-

19.0
0.74

10.0
1.69

15.0

0.8

2.0

2.1

1080

830

<_
<-

6.0
1.6
/5.49
17.0

7.0

7.1

28.0
0.87

20.0
1.27

3.0

3.3

14.9
2.25

4.0
2.9
<<-/1.54
Steady St.
0.50
0.70

5.3
1.4
5.10/7.62
16.6
6.22

57
1.3/
/1.8

1.45
4.15
*
78
1.4/1.4
1.4/1.5

2040

2905

2660

3050

<130

0.4
111

<92

<91

2580

3850

3780

430
215

340
<-

310
<-

600
18
1.9/1.8
1.7/1.7
1900
0.25
2000

270
230

<<~
3.0
3.0

•
68
1.6/1.9
/1.9

1.24
•
18
1.6/1.6
1.3/1.3

150

2.0
3.3
3.1
0.1

<<-

3.07/5.70
19.8

1.9/2.1
2.1/1.9

14.0

0.15
<-/1.65
/1.5
0.05/1.83
Steady St. Steady St. Steady St.
0.32
0.30
<0.75
0.76
0.99

2.03
4.25/5.87
19.3

•
3
2.0/1.8
2.8/1.8

Power Reactor;**

m
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ITER-sized machines extrapolated with assumptions of progress in current drive and power exhaust systems.
Power reactors based on modest extrapolations of ITER assumptions.
Case 1 • "Projections for a Steady-State Tokanak Reactor Based on ITER", R.S. Devoto. et a i . UCID-21519 Rev 1.
Case 2 • "Calculations of Power fokamak Reactor Characteristics on ITER Plasm Physics Data Base", A.I. Hei'dianov et a h , I.V.
Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy Report.
Case 3 • "A Reference Tokamak Reactor", P.I.H. Cooke, R. Hancox, H.R. Spears, Cuiham Report (in publication).
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